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Summary
The ecological and social crises we are facing on Earth cannot be “dissolved” as long as humanity
does not recognize that these crises have deeper underlying causes. Underlying causes of
ecological and social crises are said to be a crisis of systems, a crisis of cultures, a crisis of
behaviours and a crisis of consciousness. In other words, a crisis of how human consciousness
develops into how to act and behave or how to not act and behave in a relational interactive way
with human beings and non-human beings that are living on Earth. Education plays a part in
dissolving the human crisis of consciousness as
“Many of the world’s crisis begins with an education that alienates us from life,
overemphasizes success and careers, separates feelings from intellect and the
practical from the theoretical” (Riley-Taylor, 2002)”.
Education has shown to have a high influence on children and young adolescents’ life values
teachings. According to the dominator-partnership model, those life values are two-directional:
whilst dominator values based on force and fear are feeding the crisis of systems, cultures and
behaviours, partnership values based on care and courage can help to dissolve those crises. Yet,
those crises can only dissolve when conscious awareness is created into those two pathways.
I went on a journey to catch a glimpse of teachers, secondary school children (age 11-16) and
parents’ dreams on how they wish secondary education would transform if they could change it
in a way that would support their life values. I also collected issues and bottlenecks they faced
that prevent them in reaching their dreams. I analysed how those dreams support the life values
of fear/domination and courage/partnership by means of the Wheel of Courage and the Broken
Wheel of Fear. The values within the wheels are based on child-rearing philosophies of nonwestern cultures and give guidelines on how to teach Traditional Ecological Knowledge to
children. This analysis has turned into a map that can help to create educators’ conscious
awareness of the choice they have in framing education towards their dreams and wishes.
Hopefully, this gives support towards a collective dream of dissolving the crisis of consciousness
and a movement towards systems and cultures that act and behave through partnership values,
including our partnership entangled relationships with all the lives that exist on Earth.
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1. The journey to this thesis
I would like to invite you on a journey with me. Take a moment to close your eyes and travel back to
the time when you were a teenager. You are sitting in a classroom of your secondary school. Can
you envision how the classroom looks like and what you are doing in this classroom? What class are
you taking? Can you remember what lessons you learnt from taking this class?
Now travel back to the present time and take a moment to reflect on the lessons you learnt in that
class. Can you still apply what you learnt in that class? If you still remember the content, do you feel
that what you learnt is important for the life that you have right now?
I love learning, but what we learnt during secondary school was not always convincing me that it
would have relevance for my future life. Moreover, how could we remember all of what we learnt
and how would it be of use in our daily life? Most things we learnt where theoretical for the
cognitive mind but we almost never did practical activities to put what we learnt also into our
hands. I also felt that the pressure of homework, studying for exams had prevented me from putting
time into learning things that I felt would be more important in life. Moreover, I had many
questions that were not discussed in school. For example, how is it possible that inequality exists in
the world? When all supermarkets are always full of food, how come that half of humanity on Earth
is still hungry? Why are supermarkets full of unhealthy food, whilst they support the development
of well-fare illnesses? How does the human body work and what is sustainable to eat to stay
healthy? Where does all the material come from and how is it ending up in the shops? How come
there seems to be no limits to our consumption? Later I heard that materials are indeed limited and
getting scarce, but no one seemed to take care about that. As long as I did my homework and got
good marks, I would be prepared enough to make a living in this world.
In this thesis we will reflect on the learning path every Dutch teenager needs to take in order to
develop to adulthood.
We live in an economical and technological driven world where new innovations are constantly
entering the worldwide market (Maran & Stockhammer, 2019; Zylstra, 2014). Never before in
history was the quantity of material possession and consumption per individual as big as during
the past century (Maran and Stockhammer, 2012). We also live in a world where social and
ecological crises are increasing (Maran & Stockhammer, 2019; Zylstra, 2014). The ecological
crisis includes accelerated species extinctions; declining water, air, soil quality and natural
resource availability; proliferation of invasive exotic species, habitat fragmentation, degradation
and destruction; increased pollutant presence and concentrations, rising greenhouse gas
emissions and global temperatures et cetera (Zylstra, 2014). The social crisis includes rising
poverty levels, population growth and inequities in standards of living; health and family
breakdowns; increased crime; value crises; financial crises; education shortfalls; political
polarization and institutional inertia; anger, alienation, apathy, discontent, stress and depression
et cetera (Zylstra, 2014). The innovations and newly obtained technological knowledge are said
to bring solutions to the crisis we are facing (Maran & Stockhammer, 2019; Zylstra, 2014). From
this perspective, questions are arising whether the current economic and technological
developments can properly address these crises (Maran & Stockhammer, 2019; Zylstra, 2014;
Malone, 2018). Moreover, anthropologists, post-humanists, (eco)-feminists, philosophers,
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environmentalists, and post-modern educators, are creating awareness for a blind spot that
humanity has towards seeing the cause of the crisis. This deep cause is said to be embedded in
how we as humans perceive our place in the “natural” world (Arendt, 2013; Cohen, 1997; Griffin,
2001; Naess, 2008; Nisbet et al., 2009; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Vining, 2003; Zylstra, 2014).
Where humans see their own place in the natural world depends to a high extent on the culture
and the religion in which we as humans grow up (Buijs, et al., 2009; Schouten, 2005; Van
Petegem & Blieck, 2006 in: Van Tol, 2019). Children’s worldviews are not only formed by the
culture in which they are raised, but also personal experiences, places of residence, the social
cultural status and role models such as parents and teachers that have an important influence in
this development (Chawla & Cushing, 2007; Collado, et al. 2016; Schouten, 2013; in van Tol,
2019; Elchardus, et al., 1998). Although identities and children’s worldviews are to a high extent
shaped through the culture in which they grow up, education has shown to have a high influence
on the teachings of life values of the children and young adolescents (Elchardus, Kavadias and
Siongers, 1998).
It was only when I left my hometown to study in Wageningen University that I found that there
exist other worldviews than the ones I was taught at school. This is due to new people I met in this
city. People who did interesting things I had never heard about or seen before in my secondary
school time. I felt that these new people showed me what did matter in life, they showed me what I
would call “Traditional Ecological Knowledge1”. Crucial knowledge that did help me understand
and experience how to live life in relationship with knowledge, people, and all of Creation
(Mcgregor, 2008:145). It opened doors and new ways of seeing and being in the world. I learnt a
lot of exciting new things that gave me answer to questions that secondary school education had
not given me. Wisdom about essential things of how we as humans are part of this world, how we
connect with nature, our land, our people. I realized that the teachings of secondary school were
only viewed through the lens of a worldview that was quite disconnected from our natural selves. A
worldview which I learnt could be called : “the global popular worldview” (van den Brande,
1997).

1.1 The global popular worldview
Worldviews that receives a high emphasis in education of children and youngsters are the
universal worldviews embedded in the “global popular culture”; which is an individually-centred
and industrialized ontology with a focus on materialism and consumerism (van den Brande,
1997; Wals, 2019). In literature this worldview is also mentioned as the “western” worldview
(Kincheloe, 2011). Although this western worldview receives high emphasis in education, it is
questioned by many post-humanists, (eco)-feminists, and post-modern educators, as to whether
this linear focus on progress, innovation, development and success in life should be the main
purpose in education (Eisler, 2000; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Arendt, 2013; Jacobs, 2013; Zylstra,
2014).
A definition of a school curriculum includes “knowledge worthy of passing on to the next
generation” (Doll, 1995). What this “worthy knowledge” is to pass on through education, is in
modern educational systems mostly determined by the government that exists of an adult
generation embedded in the global popular worldview, a worldview of which the main focus is
estranged from learning Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) (Rijksoverheid, no date; Riley1

See paragraph 1.2 for an explanation of this term
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Taylor, 2002; Arendt, 2013). The main focus of modern education is to prepare children in
primary and secondary school for “the(ir) future” as citizens in the “current, fast developing”
society (Rijksoverheid, no date; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Arendt, 2013; Curriculum.nu, 2019). In
order to organize this efficiently the national government of the Netherlands provides a strict
curriculum, called PTA, “Programma van Toetsing en Afluiting”, (Program of Examination and
Graduation). This PTA includes the learning and examination goals of what must be taught to the
students in primary and secondary schools with a certain age in a certain school level. It is
created by a (politically driven) adult generation with the intention to prepare children for their
future. A future that is more focused on becoming part of the global popular world concentrated
on industry and economy, rather than learning about TEK. In other words: knowledge of how to
take care of the Self, and the environment that we are part of, including non-human beings and
non-living matter (Wals, 2019).
I followed the inspiration I received from this TEK and took a course in Anthropology. This course
made me fall I in love with other worldviews of indigenous peoples and how they share TEK. These
“indigenous” peoples have quite another perspective on how humans are part of the world and
what our purpose in life is. Yet, these new worldviews and ways of being of indigenous peoples
made more sense to me in the way I want to live and be on Earth, compared to what I learnt in
school. This made me wonder why these other worldviews could also not be given more attention to
in Dutch education.

1.2 Traditional Ecological Knowledge in indigenous pedagogy
Indigenous pedagogy has a long history in which it was not excepted or not acknowledged by
Western educators, because the Western worldview is in high contrast with how many people
often described as “indigenous” are standing in the world (Bartlett, et al., 2012).
According to Jacobs (2013) indigenous is defined as:
“Any people who have in some significant way maintained cultural values,
stemming from their having lived in one place long enough to understand deep
connection to nature and its laws, including those who continue these values in
sites of continual efforts to suppress them” (Jacobs, 2013 p.14).
Indigenous basically means “one who belongs to, or is connected with a specific place, most of the
time by virtue of birth or origin, but not necessarily” (Riley-Taylor, 2002). In essence, we are all
indigenous beings to the Earth. However, through the globalized, industrialized, and
technological driven world most people lost their connection with nature and its natural laws,
and hence with a deeper meaning of life on this planet (Kincheloe, 2011). In the modern society
the idea has been constructed that humans and nature are two separated things, resulting in an
image of humans standing above nature. This dominant idea of “Man as ruler over nature” has
been deeply engraved in our modern culture for ages (Schouten, 2005; In: van Tol, 2019).
Although this idea of “Man as ruler over nature” was suggested to have shifted towards a more
“stewardship of”, or “partnership in”, nature, or even towards the conception that humans are
part of nature (Schouten, 2013; Van den Born, 2006), still the modern2 idea of how we as
2 Note that the terms “modern” and “western” are used as guiding words that refers to the general
dominant political worldviews, which developed during the colonial age (Kincheloe, 2011). The “popular
global culture” has an individualistically-centred, industrialized focus on materialism and consumerism
(van den Brande, 1997). The terms are not used to generalize all cultures and individuals living in the
modern / western world.
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humans find our place in relation to nature is to a high extent embedded in separateness and
thinking in domination and fragmentation (Zylstra et al., 2014). This fragmentated thinking is an
underlying cause for the social and cultural crises we are facing today (Zylstra et al., 2014).
“Indigenous tribes” are often said to still have this connection to the land of which they belong
to, as they are said to (have) live(d) in relation to, or are entangled within the natural world3
(Ingold, 2008; Kincheloe, 2011).
In many indigenous African conceptions of humanness are viewed as a part of nature,
not separate from it. Unlike scholars in the Cartesian-Newtonian disciplines, the world
was too sacred for humans to study and dominate or conquer. Once humanness and
the environment were viewed as separate entities, forces were unleashed that could
destroy the delicate eco- and social systems that sustained the indigenous culture. Thus,
to accept the dualism between humanness and nature in the minds of many
African peoples was tantamount to committing mass suicide’ (Kincheloe, 2011).
Indigenous peoples ways of knowing are also known as “Traditional Ecological Knowledge
(TEK)” (Bartlett, et al., 2012; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Tom, et al,, 2019).
“From an Aboriginal viewpoint, TEK is conceptualized as both more than
and different from Western definitions. Native understandings of TEK tend
to focus on relationships between knowledge, people, and all of Creation
(the ‘natural’ world as well as the spiritual). TEK is viewed as the process
of participating (a verb) fully and responsibly in such relationships, rather
than specifically as the knowledge gained from such experiences. For
Aboriginal people, TEK is not just about understanding relationships, it is
the relationship with Creation. TEK is something one does… This means
that, at its most fundamental level, one cannot ever really ‘acquire’ or
‘learn’ TEK without having undergone the experiences originally involved
in doing so” (Mcgregor, 2008:145) .
The indigenous pedagogy to transfer TEK is quite different than how modern pedagogy transfers
knowledge towards the students (Jardine, 2000). In contrast to the rationally focused
educational system that prepares children for the modern society, the learning forms within TEK
are based upon learning through a lived experience and on developing “relationships between
knowledge, people, and all of Creation” (Mcgregor, 2008:145). A person can only learn TEK by
experienced based learning (embodied learning) and learning through relationships (relational
learning).
An indigenous perspective on education is that education is a comprehensive process of life and
learning (Jacobs, 2013). When a student learns, learning needs a context, so that what they learn
relates to their own lives, it triggers them, it makes sense. Children learn better who they are
3 Note that just as with “western” and “modern” society, also many differences exist in the extent to
how indigenous peoples relate with nature. Indigenous is often referred to those “in the bush living” tribes
far away. Bear in mind that indigenous just means “one who is connected with a specific place”, and
therefore indigenous societies can even exist within the “modern” society. In this thesis the world
indigenous is used carefully and not to generalize the word “indigenous” to those in the bush living tribes.
In this thesis I use “indigenous” to understand the two contrasting ways of living; a lack of sense of place
to the (natural) world of the political “modern” society; and the sense of place in the natural world of the
societies living in relationship with nature.
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when they can relate to what they learn (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Hedges and Cooper, 2018; Lange,
2018), which is not only a cognitive lesson, but involves also emotional, physical and even
spiritual aspects (Cherry, 2019; Sejnowski, 2019). Some features of embodied and relational
learning include reciprocity, joint involvement, intuition, wisdom, trust, providing learning that
connects with children’s interests, respecting children’s ideas and
emphasising meaning-making rather than knowledge construction as main educational purpose
(Hedges and Cooper, 2018).
According to the Dharma consciousness (Buddhism), it is the
network of relationships and connections within ourselves
reaching out to what surrounds us, which entangles us in the
larger Web of Life (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Figure 1). It is through
the relations “indigenous” peoples have with other human
beings and non-human beings (other Earth beings)that an
individual is able to obtain wisdom about the Web of Life
(Smith, 1996; Riley-Taylor, 2002).
Figure 1: The Web of Life contains the Self in
Indigenous pedagogy not only seeks wisdom in
the inner centre, as part of a community of
relationships with the family, the school and classroom,
Other human beings. This community of
and the place we take within the human society, but also
humans is entangled within a multitude of
through relationships between the place we take within
communities of both human and non-human
the land, the ecosystems and the natural realm as a whole
beings that inhabit the Earth. All communities
(Orr, 1992; Capra, 1996; Riley-Taylor, 2002). Within
together construct the Web of Life as a whole.
indigenous pedagogy students not only learn through
rationally and extrinsically receiving knowledge, but also
through a freedom of experiencing and discovering what the world is like by themselves and
how they take part in it. TEK is passed on through living relationships and learning through
lived-experienced practices. Learning takes place by using all senses and a broader capacity of
our intelligence layers (Orr, 1992; Capra, 1996; Riley-Taylor, 2002). The human connections
within this Web of Life are developed through our rational as well as our intuitive, emotional,
and relational (spiritual), intelligences embedded in our body, mind and spirit (Jardine, 2000).
However, most teachers in the modern popular society are educated to teach through rational
learning methods (van den Brande, 1997). To teach pupils rationally about today’s modern
world and help them develop within this world is important. However, there lies a myth in the
anthropocentric view that fuels the believe that our rational intelligence is the only intelligence
that needs to be developed in schools (Maran & Stockhammer, 2019; Riley-Taylor, 2002;
Spretnak, 1997; Zylstra et al., 2014). Bartlett et al., (2012) say that through a lack of the
development of our intuitive, emotional, and spiritual intelligences, students do not have the
ability to construct their identity in its completeness (Bartlett, et al., 2012).
“Human capacities not only those born of the rational mind, but also those
emanating from the energetic drive of physical body, the seat of mystical
intuition, the source of heartfelt emotions, the shimmering seeds of a
personal communal spirit” (Riley-Taylor, 2002).
As the theory on multiple intelligences and deep intelligences reveals, intelligence is not only
rational, but we also possess emotional, physical, and spiritual intelligences (Cherry, 2019;
10

Sejnowski, 2019). To enable teenagers to develop their human capacities more complete, other
intelligences, including the emotional and intuitive intelligences are important to consider in the
educational curriculum (Sejnowski, 2019).
Indigenous perspectives on education takes another view in the purpose of education. Instead of
preparing children for an economical, industrialized driven world, education is focused on TEK:
care taking of the self, and how to position oneself in a community of human beings and nonhuman beings. In other words, how our human connections are within the Web of Life. Those
connections are developed through our rational as well as our intuitive, emotional, and spiritual
ways of learning embedded in our body, mind and spirit (Jardine, 2000;). This way of learning
seems to be better capable to bring a solution for ecological and social crisis we face on Earth
(Riley-Taylor, 2002; Jacobs, 2013; Zylstra et al., 2014).

1.3 Transformative education
There are about 700 secondary schools in the Netherlands who are free to follow their own
vision, educational methods, topics, projects, ways of teaching etc. as long as they fulfil the
requirement of the PTA (“Inspectie van het Onderwijs,” n.d.). Within these many secondary
schools, there are also examples where educators and schools in modern societies are
increasingly implementing education based on TEK (Bartlett et al., 2012; Ewert et al., 2005;
O’Brien, 2009; Samborski, 2010; Waite et al., 2015). All those many schools with their own
vision show that there is not one way that is the way of teaching children and young adolescents
how to explore and learn about life. Although none of us knows exactly what the right way of
learning entails, it is suggested that through bridging indigenous ways of teaching with modern
ones, children and young adolescents are better able to develop themselves as humans in its
wholeness in a world of social and ecological crisis (Bartlett, et all., 2012; Jacobs, 2013; Nelson,
2008; Tanaka, 2016; Zidny et all., 2020). This means that education does not only focus on the
preparation of children for the modern global worldview, focused on success and prestige, but
also on how we can reclaim our TEK (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Iwama et al., 2009; Arendt, 2013).
In this thesis I will take you on a journey to explore with me other worldviews that exist on ways we
are being taught and teaching our children in secondary schools. I hope to inspire you with the
insight that it is important to reconsider how we teach, what we teach, where we teach, and also
who is teaching, if we would like to dissolve the socio-ecological crises on Earth.
The journey that I am about to take you through is a journey of transformative education. A
transformation towards an education that makes space in the curriculum to spend time on
bringing back our Traditional Ecological Knowledge and thereby guiding children in finding out
what living on Earth means for them in the Web of Life.
Let’s start with this journey straight away.
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2. A new methodological perspective on thesis writing
Native cultures cultivate a powerful awareness of the spirits of East, South, West, and
North. With sun in their faces and air against their skin they felt every day and season
turn. It is in their building codes where their doors always face the East. In
architecture, art, ceremonies, names, very much where there was an imbedded
awareness of the cycles of day and season and corresponding transitions human life
being cultivated at all times. Growing up in these cultures it was impossible ever to be
disoriented (Young, McGown and Haas, 2010).
This thesis is inspired by indigenous pedagogies, which are new ways of learning for me, but
probably also for you as a reader. My first intention was to find ways to bridge indigenous ways
of teaching with modern ones. This was inspired by a relative new field of science which focuses
on bridging indigenous pedagogies with modern educational pedagogies to use the strengths of
both (Bartlett et al., 2012; Jacobs, 2013; Tanaka, 2016). Yet, instead of looking for ways to
implement indigenous perspectives in education, I decided to focus first on using indigenous
methods in my own academic thesis process. This constitutes a first step in finding out how
indigenous ways of learning can be bridged with academic ones.
The methodology I used to make this bridge includes two pathways. The first pathway is the
structure of the thesis itself. I have not used a linear academic writing structure as we are used
to in academics. The second pathway is the methodology I used to get to my qualitative dataset.
For my data gathering I have been inspired by indigenous approaches of native Americans such
as the Lakota Indians and the Aboriginals of Australia. I hope to inspire you as much as I was
inspired by those for me quite new approaches. In the following section I explain how this thesis
is structured. The methodology of the data gathering practice we will find when we are traveling
over the Medicine Wheel.

2.1 A new way of structuring a thesis: An introduction to the Medicine Wheel
Usually in science we take a linear approach by asking
ourselves a question of what we would like to learn and
formulate this into a research question. We then dive into
literature and learn about the topic, write an introduction and
a problem statement. The problem statement is narrowed
down until it is small enough to be dealt with in the
investigation. How deep we dive into the topic depends on the
topic, money, and time available. Then, we perform the
research, write the results down and discuss them. Finally, we
come up with a conclusion which gives an answer to the
question under study. We also do some recommendations for
further research. Often, the conclusion is the end of the
learning process, unless follow up study is performed. We
could do follow up research, but at some point, the
learning process is satisfied (Figure 2).
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Learning curve
Figure 2: Linear learning

I came across a learning tool which incorporates cyclic
learning. This learning tool is called “The Wheel of Hope”,
which is a type of “Medicine Wheel” used by Native American
Nations (Bell, 2014; Underwood, 2000; Young, et al., 2010:
fig).
In many traditional teachings a form of a Medicine Wheel is
used as guide on any life journey (Bell, 2014). Each culture
uses the wheel in a unique way that suits the land and their
culture best (Bell, 2014). There is no right or wrong way of
using the Medicine Wheel, because the understanding of the
wheel always remains the same. Medicine does not stand for
pills and cures, but medicine stands for Health. For
Figure 3: The Wheel of Hope
indigenous peoples the focus is not curing illness, but working
on underlying pathways that improve and maintain health.
The pathways are circular, and highly interconnected. The circle is a sacred symbol of life. The
core is that a wheel represents wholeness. Individual parts within the circle connect with every
other and what happens to one part of the circle affects the circle as a whole (Brendtro, 2006).
The natural cycles are used as orienteers, of which the directional arrows that tell you both
literally and metaphorically where you are. Not only geographically, but also in time, space,
identity, and life wisdom ( Young, et al, 2010; Figure 4). Thus, the wheel helps you to decide
upon the direction we take in life, be it to orientate yourself in the path you want to take
externally as well as internally (Bell, 2014; Underwood, 2000; Young, et al, 2010).
Underwood describes how the Medicine Wheel can be used as a learning tool to answer learning
questions, or in this case a research question (Underwood, 2000). The Wheel of Hope is how
Underwood has named this Medicine Wheel. She describes 8 steps around the wheel, related to
the 8 wind directions that sequentially build upon the path to wholeness, or the understanding
of the learning question (Figure 4). It is a path towards improved Wisdom.
What makes the approach of the Wheel different from linear learning is that it does not need to
be followed in a linear order from 1 to 8. In a wheel everything is connected, and it is possible to
cross the circle at any point. Circular learning is an iterative process which incorporates
knowledge as wholeness. Linear thinking can select the path, but it is the circle that brings what
we learn into a bigger perspective and stays connected and reflective in every step we take
(Underwood, 2000).
A learning journey takes a lifetime, as we learn during our whole life cycle and that is what the
centre of the Wheel is about, the development of the Self. If we just learn something new, a
whole new world opens and we then discover thousands of things more that can be learnt.
Learning is a never ending process (Underwood, 2000).
I will orientate my thesis by following the 8 wind directions in the Wheel of Hope. The 8 steps
that the wind direction includes as described by Paula Underwood are in line with the structure
of an academic approach, with the exception that it does not need to be followed necessary in a
linear line. It depends on where energy in the wheel needs to be focused on when moving
through our journey over the wheel. We can cross the wheel in every direction as long as we
keep track of our intention, that has been set in North (Underwood, 2000). To keep track of our
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traveling direction, every section will start with a short explanation of where we are in the
Wheel of Hope and what the purpose is of this part of the Wheel.
We will start our journey in the North, as this is the place where dreaming and wondering takes
place. This is also the first step in an academic process to come towards a research question.

Figure 4: Eight steps to wisdom in the Wheel of Hope

The 8 wind directions represent 8 steps towards Wisdom. The moon in the
North for dreaming and wondering, The star in the East for vision,
inspiration, the star sparks new understanding of life. The Sun in the South
for Growth and Mastery, the summer of our lives. The Mist in the West for
rest, pondering, reflecting and… as the clouds slowly disappear,
thanksgiving and celebration around the fire.
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3. From North to North-East: Wondering and dreaming
Close your eyes… and listen… are you ready for the ride?
The Mysterious North,
the direction where our journey starts.
Listen… Do I hear uncertainty?
We are in deep dream-time and sleep.
Light gently seeps into the world,
muted and gradual and yet the stars twinkle.
The death of the old twinkles and transforms,
into rebirth of the new.
Is it still night or already morning?
In pre-dawn the dormant seeds and sleeping plants slowly awaken.
Winter lingers and spring hesitates.
When slowly moving East wards,
where we feel openness,
and receptivity,
For something new to enter…
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

It is just before dawn, which is the time during the night where it is most dark. “It is always
darkest before dawn” (Underwood, 2000). During this time day creatures are in a deep sleep and
they are dreaming. According to the aboriginals of Australia dreaming is very powerful, as it is in
dreams where creation and inspiration takes place (Blanke et al., 2013). As soon as the new light
fades in and we wake up from our dreams we can follow the new inspiration we received.
In the global popular world dreaming is not valued as something powerful and sacred. Reality is
being seen as something that happens in linear time, the present, past and future, not in dreams
(Blanke et al., 2013). Dreaming has no place in this linear time, because dreaming is seen as
something that is not real. A lot of people nowadays stopped dreaming, or even worse, they
believe that dreams are something that cannot become true, since they are subjective (Blanke et
al., 2013). On the contrary, the aboriginals of Australia believe it is linear time that has come to
exist by the dreamtime. In dreamtime lies the creation story of the aboriginals. Within the
dreamtime everything is possible, we can create everything in every time we would like. Within
the dreaming the time can be said to be in the everywhen. Past, present, and future mix trough
each other, dreaming is beyond linear time. Moreover, in the aboriginal culture, dreaming is
something that one does collectively and not individually. It is the collective dream that is the
most powerful gift towards creation. Yet, a collective dream always starts with the fire of an
individual dream.
Box 1: An indigenous perspective on Dragon Dreaming

The Dreamtime is a creative time where sleeping spirits below the Earth’s surface woke
up and moved up to the Earth’s plain surface. They started to transform the plain
surface into a place full of life by the creation of living and non-living beings that are
present on Earth. When the spirits were finished, they sank back into the Earth and
their own creations to sleep again. In the traditional Australian Aboriginal culture and
in similar forms within other indigenous cultures, this Dreamtime is still worshiped in
the form of dreaming ceremonies. Dreaming in the traditional cultures is a collective
and objective experience that allows access to interpersonal creativity and a deeper
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understanding of life (Blanke et al., 2013).

3.1 Inspiration from deep dreaming
When the moon was traveling over the Northern half of the Earth, I had a dream that went like a
poem of Joanna Willig:

They caught all the wild children,
And put them in zoos,
They made them do sums
And wear sensible shoes.
They put them to bed,
At the wrong time of the day,
And made them sit still
When they wanted to play.
They scrubbed them with soap
And they made them eat peas,

Figure 5: Tamed wild children in a classroom

They made them behave and
Say pardon and please.
They took all their wisdom
And wildness away.

In the wild lives a child,
She lives all alone,

That’s why there are none
In the forests today.

She is the last of her kind
And the Earth is her home.
Other children lived there once,
But they were all taken away,
Made to stop and sit still
Made to behave and to stay.
But one child in the wild
Is still free to be,
Never tamed and held back
She is happy and free.
Jeanne Willig
From Wild Child

Figure 6: Last child in the Wild
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The inspiration that I received from this dream was that in modern society many people are
taught to live in disconnection with the natural world and their natural selves. (Eisler, 2000;
Riley-Taylor, 2002; Jacobs, 2013; Zylstra, 2014). When children enter the school system, they
learn to view the world through the lens of the global popular worldview, a worldview which
tends to forget teachings of TEK (van den Brande, 1997; Arendt, 2013; Jacobs, 2013). This
disconnectedness has turned into what the global western worldview has named the ecological
and social crises, or short social-ecological crises that we face today (Zylstra, 2014). Yet, a
literature research into the underlying causes of the social-ecological crisis has given me a
deeper understanding of why the global popular culture has stopped teaching TEK to Dutch
children.
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4. From North-East to East: Inspiration and perception
The sky bursts open into one big fire,
the radiance of the sun glows over the horizon.
Dawn, the beginning of a new day proceeds,
the birds start to sing their morning songs,
greeting the new day.
The sun rises and pours its light over the land
and over the faces of the people,
who awakened from their dreams.
The plants are sprouting,
spring has arrived!
East,
full of life, rebirth, and renewal.
Dawn Women brings the light and with that
new possibilities of Vision.
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

The East is where the sun rises, where the light fades in and the morning starts (Bell, 2014;
Underwood, 2000; Young, et al, 2010). The light gives us vision and new possibilities for the new
day that enters. A day that brings us a step further over the Wheel of Hope. The dream I had
during the night has now turned into a perception that something is missing in Dutch education.
What is the underlying cause of the neglected TEK in Dutch education? And could the inclusion
of TEK in education bring (re)connection with nature and our natural selves that occurs in this
global popular world? Putting this question in the world when the First New Light of the
morning appears gave me new and insights into my quest (Underwood, 2000).

4.1 The crisis of Consciousness
An important underlying cause of the socio-ecological crises is said to be a crisis in human
consciousness as described by the philosophy of Integral Ecology (Esbjörn-Hargens &
Zimmerman 2009; Mattson 2009: in Zylsra, 2014). This theory describes four main terrains
within the crisis of consciousness: The crisis of systems, the crisis of cultures, the crisis of
behaviour, and the crisis of self. These four main terrains of the crisis of consciousness can be
presented in a model called All Quadrants, All Levels (AQAL) (Wilber‘s,1995: In Zylstra; Figure
7). According to the Integral Ecology philosophy, these four quadrants represent irreducible
perspectives that must be consulted when we are attempting to fully understand any issue or
aspect of reality, including the socio-ecological crisis (Esbjörn-Hargens 2009, in Zylstra, 2014).
The quadrants remind us of the dimensions of reality that are present in every moment (in
humans and animals) and which can equally be viewed from the interior (subjective) or exterior
(objective) and/or from individual (singular) or collective (plural) perspectives (EsbjörnHargens & Zimmerman 2009; Mattson 2009: in Zylsra, 2014: Figure 7).
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Figure 7: The four terrains of the social-ecological crises in Integral Ecology Philosophy
.
All four crisis in each quadrant are coming forth out
of a crisis of consciousness, which in turn is the
ultimately, irreducible interiority of our socialecological problems (Mattson 2009: 226 in Zylstra,
2014: figure 8). Because all four crises come forth
out of the crisis of consciousness, every quadrant
will always infuse and influence and be influenced
by every other quadrant. Only by attending to our
neglected interiors, which are our own subjectivities
in the crisis of Self, we can avert the unfolding crises
in all other quadrants. Only then can we cultivate the
potentials needed to realize solutions in both our
private individual and shared collective realities
(Arendt, 2013; Cohen, 1997; Griffin, 2001; Naess,
2008; Nisbet et al., 2009; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Vining,
2003; Zylstra, 2014).
To describe what underlies the crisis of
consciousness, I provide here a model which explains
what the crisis of consciousness entails. This model
describes a two-directional pathway, the pathway of
domination and the pathway of partnership, that can
help to understand the underlying concept of the crisis
of consciousness (Eisler, 2000).
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Figure 8: Diagram which shows how the four
terrains of the social-ecological crises in Integral
Ecology are forming the crisis in human
consciousness

4.2 Dominator-Partnership model
Two contrasting social configurations can be found underneath the many differences in
worldviews, cultures and societies throughout human history, geographical location, time
periods, religions, economics, politics and levels of technological politics (Eisler, 2000. p. 5). The
general patterns are explained by the dominator-partnership model of Riane Eisler, a culturalhistorical scientist (Eisler, 2000: Figure 9). In her model Eisler describes two basic possibilities
for structuring our relations with ourselves, one another and our natural environment (Eisler,
2000. p. 5). These possibilities are simply defined as the dominator social model and a
partnership social model. In order to become aware of how the crisis of consciousness works it
is important to understand that cultures, systems and behaviours of humanity can choose to act
out of those two pathways.
Domination behaviours are social constructs that let us act out of force and fear, whilst
partnership systems, are social constructs that let us act out of love and care. Patterns in those
two contrasting social configurations can help to understand more easily how we can deal with
the different worldviews and cultures that surround us, because these patterns help us to see
connections and relations that otherwise would seem to be disconnected and unrelated (Eisler,
2000).

Figure 9: The dominator-Partnership continuum
The dominator-partnership model is a continuum of two pathways of how humans can
consciously choose to act and behave in the world. The pathways are presented as a continuum,
because both pathways of acting and behaving in relation to the Self and others are presented in
all quadrants of the AQAL.
When humans act out of power and control over other people we end up in systems, in cultures
and in behaviours that stimulates a society acting out of domination (Eisler, 2000). The
domination values that exist in such a society are humans that perform violence, abuse, and
inequality (Eisler, 2000). There is a hierarchical relationship between humans and humans, as
well as between humans and non-humans. Consequently, in groups and out groups are formed,
which means that there are (groups) of humans that have power over other groups of humans
and non-humans. The suppressed groups are driven by force and fear. In a domination system
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the economic system ignores the value of caring (Eisler, 2000). Exploitation, pollution, and
disrespectful handling of animals and plants for population’s consumption are one of the results
of such a dominator world where humans are seen as rulers of the world (Eisler, 2000: Figure
9).
The other side of the spectrum is a system of partnership where humans act out of care and love
for the Self and care for the other (both human and non-human beings) (Eisler, 2000: Figure 9).
The power within such a social system is shared power. People are not equal, but there is a
hierarchical structure of actualization. This means that partnership oriented social structures
still have administrators, managers, leaders and other positions with their own responsibilities
(Eisler, 2000). The difference is that whilst top-down hierarchical structures are imposed to
spread fear, suppression and power over others, in bottom-up structures the power a collective
power to help and nurture others, as well as accomplishing things together (Eisler, 2000;
Agrawal, 2005). In other words, the collective power is shared, we have the power together, we
inspire and empower each other (Eisler, 2000; Agrawal, 2005). Economically speaking, care and
well-being of all beings on Earth has the highest value, which goes above the consumer needs.
According to Eisler (2000), once humans become conscious of how those two pathways shape
our behaviours, and how communities and cultures communicate with each other, we can
consciously choose to follow the social construct that suits us best. This counts for how we
would like to act in the world individually, but also as a community in society. When this
conscious awareness is created, most people’s logical choice would be to choose for the pathway
of partnership, as this pathway moves towards a world that is freed from the socio-ecological
crisis (Arendt, 2013; Cohen, 1997; Griffin, 2001; Naess, 2008; Nisbet et al., 2009; Riley-Taylor,
2002; Vining, 2003; Zylstra, 2014). The hypotheses that inexplicably is suggested in this thesis is
the idea that when humans become conscious of how partnership and dominator values shape
their choices and behaviour, the option of the partnership pathway would be the most logical
choice.
Yet, a society that acts out of partnership consciousness does not directly imply the dissolution
of the socio-ecological crisis. Partnership simply stands for the formation of relationships: with
the Self, the relational other, and all that is part of the Web of Life (Eisler, 2000; Figure 1). This
relational view on the Self and upon the world is neglected in the global popular worldview
(Nelson, 2008; Jacobs, 2013). In the worldview of indigenous peoples this relational view is
present, as we have seen in the explanation about TEK. TEK are teachings that are based upon
partnership values: for Aboriginal people, TEK is not just about understanding relationships, it is
the relationship with Creation (Mcgregor, 2008:145).
TEK is said to have an eco-centered, or eco-spiritual learning focus that is absent in most
Western teachings (Noddings, 1992; Riley-Taylor, 2002). Eco-spirituality is explained by Fritjof
Capra (1996) as:
“The human spirit which is recognized as a mode of consciousness in
which the individual feels connected to the cosmos as a whole, thus an
ecological awareness that is spiritual in its deepest essence” (Capra,
1996; Riley-Taylor, 2002).
In Greek the word Eco “oikos”, from ecology (ikología) means “home” or “dwelling place”. The
total meaning of ecology refers to the realm of relationships that exist between things. The
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meaning of the word spirit in spiritually is simply “breath”; the vital principle or animating force
within living beings (Ammer, 1997). The breath is seen by indigenous peoples as the connection
with the body to the “natural” Earth and the connection to ourselves with what surrounds us
within the here and now, thus a sense of place a human being has within this world (RileyTaylor, 2002). An eco-spiritual focus (or eco-centred consciousness), in education develops in
children a sense of place in the Web of Life, and thereby a better understanding of the place they
have on Earth (Bohm, 1983; Riley-Taylor, 2002).

4.3 An indigenous view on an eco-centred consciousness
TEK can only be carried on from human to human by using broader human capacities than our
rational consciousness only (Gardner, 1983; Mcgregor, 2008). The global popular worldview
neglects the essential other aspects that feeds human consciousness: the physical, emotional and
spiritual consciousness (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Iwama et al., 2009; Jacobs, 2013; Cherry, 2019)
“Possessing knowledge, which is traditional or tribal, is a mirror image of
your own spirituality. There is nothing that we cannot understand this
way. Science can explain many things, but in the tribal world, there is
another realm. Yet, we value knowledge and we combine it with assistance
we seek from the spirit world” (Bartlett, et al., 2012).
Elder Murdena Marshall, an Elder of an indigenous community in the North-Eastern woodlands
of Canada, created a visual model where she explains how a modern rational focused worldview
(e.g. the global popular worldview) differs from an indigenous relational driven worldview
(Bartlett, et al., 2012). With the help of this model it will become clearer how our consciousness
is influencing our worldviews and how an ecospiritual consciousness does contribute to the
“healing” of the socio-ecological crisis.
The visual model of Elder Marshall consist of four
concentric circles which surround an unnamed
plant (Bartlett, et al., 2012; Marshall, 2008; Figure
10). This plant represents a natural element that
humans can connect to through four different
levels of consciousness (table 1). Those levels are
represented by circles that surround the unnamed
plant. Although in reality humans possess many
different layers of consciousness, in literature four
levels have been globally distinguished (Bartlett et
al., 2012; Bohm, 1980; de Vries, 2007; Friedman,
1997; Grof, 1994; Hunt, 1996; Marshall, 2008; Wolf,
2001).

Figure 10: Visual model of Elder Murdena Marshall:
4 consciousness levels of understanding nature

The first level of our consciousness is represented
by the most outer layer of Elder Marshall’s model: The “Physical knowledge of nature”. This
circle characterises the consciousness layer that relates to the human physical body. David
Bohm (1980) calls this consciousness “the explicit order”, and Friedman (1997) and Wolf (1998)
call this consciousness level a “rational consciousness” (Bohm, 1980; de Vries, 2007; Friedman,
1997; Wolf, 2001; table 1). This is the consciousness level on which the empirical, scientific
knowledge is based. Because this consciousness is physical and rational, we can see, we can
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measure, and therefore we can find (or not find) scientific proof for what we observe within this
consciousness layer. When we look at this unnamed plant we can for example extract the
chemical substance that can be used as medication for a certain illness. The rational
consciousness is thus a consciousness well-developed in the modern society and modern
education. In TEK the rational consciousness is also well-developed, yet this consciousness is
developed differently than within the modern ways of knowing (Bartlett et al., 2012). This is
because in TEK, the rational consciousness is not a dominant consciousness, but is developed in
connection to the deeper consciousness layers (Tacey, 2004). Rational knowledge instead can
only be reached in combination with patient observation, exploring patterns and its meaning it
has to the bigger whole. Whilst in modern ways of knowing facts are taken and learned byheart,
in TEK Knowledge cannot be taken, it must instead be given. Knowledge is behold by a teacher
from a certain perspective , and can only be transferred when a student is ready to receive it
(Kimmerer, 2003).
The two middle circles of Elder Marshall’s model conceptualize the “Personal connection to
nature” and “Respect for nature”. Those two circles together represent the second layer of the
human consciousness, which is embedded in the energetic part of our body. Every living and
non-living thing in the world has, besides its physical body, an energetic body (Gupta, et al.,
2010; Prakash, et al., 2015). This energetic body is also known as the Aura, or The Force (de
Vries, 2007). If humans are connected with their energetic body, their consciousness switches
towards a more intuitive way of being. David Bohm (1980) still calls this level of consciousness
the “explicit order”, as a bridge towards the next level of consciousness, the spiritual
consciousness (Bohm, 1983; de Vries, 2007). It is through our energetic body that we can make
connections with our emotions, our feelings, and our creativity (Brack, 2011b). To put it into
perspective within Elder Marshalls’ example, this consciousness layer creates a feeling of
connectedness to the plant, or an intrinsic interest (passion) towards the plant, and it drives us
to take care of the plant. It is through our energetic body that we can make connections with
other human and non-human beings (Zylstra, 2014). Although this way of connecting to the
plant is not part of the objective rational scientific world, because it bears with it a personal and
subjective behaviour, still people in global popular societies are connected with this
consciousness. Also through breath work, mindfulness, martial arts, and yoga, people in global
popular societies focus on their energetic bodies and try to become more aware of this level of
consciousness (Brack, 2011a, 2011b; Dane, 2011; Hodgkinson, et al, 2008; Shapiro, at al. 2005).
People who are intrinsically interested in those activities find areas where they can practice, but
this is usually not part of education at schools (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Zylstra, 2014).
The Force is seen by the indigenous peoples of Northern-America as “the spirit which moves
through everything” (de Vries, 2007). It is the energetic body, the Force which connects us to our
third level of consciousness: the level of our spiritual consciousness. This consciousness layer is
represented in Elder Murdena Marshall’s model by the circle named “sacred nature”. The
spiritual consciousness moves beyond time and space, and thus beyond the materialistic, visible
world of the visible reality. A spiritual consciousness level cannot be understood through our
rational intelligence. It radiates a long way and it is this consciousness level that allows
indigenous peoples to develop their living relationships between the human world and the
natural realm (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Mcgregor, 2008; Bartlett, Marshall and Marshall, 2012).
Communication within those relationships moves through signals that flow through the
energetic bodies (de Vries, 2007). This spiritual consciousness is therefore also called a
collective consciousness (Jung, 1965), as this status of consciousness is what makes them
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connect with the “Other” in Figure 1 and the “sacred nature” in Figure 10. This sacred, spiritual
relationship with the world around us is neglected in modern popular world, since this is not to
be explained through our rational minds and therefore is assumed not to exist (Bartlett, et al.,
2012; Capra, 1996; Riley-Taylor, 2002). Yet, the neglect of those other levels of conciousness
than the explicit order is a consequence of the crisis of conciousness, as those consciousness
levels are still part of us.
The last and deepest level of consciousness is also known as “The Big Emptiness” or in Bohm’s
words the supra-implicit order (Bohm, 1980; de Vries, 2007). This is a Universal Consciousness
and it is hard for most humans to reach this level in awakened condition (Grof, 1994; Hunt,
1996; Van Lommel, et al., 2001). Shamans and healers are able to melt within this consciousness,
to become “one with everything”. The possibility to reach even this status of consciousness is
proven with experiments where researchers were able to visualize this consciousness through
electrocardiograms and brainwaves (Jung, 1965; Grof, 1994; Van Lommel, et al., 2001).
The crisis of consciousness, as described above, has arisen from the moment where humanity
became dominated by the rational and objective consciousness layer (Riley-Taylor, 2002;
Arendt, 2013; Zylstra, 2014). Although every human has the capacity to connect with all levels of
consciousness, many humans living in a modern popular society have become disconnected
from deeper layers of consciousness and hence disconnected from how they relate to the Web of
Life (de Vries, 2007; Maran and Stockhammer, 2012) . This is said to reflect back in 1) many
mental and physical illnesses that people develop, and 2) in the existence of the ecological and
social crisis (Gupta et al., 2010; Zylstra, 2014; Prakash, Chowdhury and Gupta, 2015).
Thereby, the steps to understand what undermines the crisis of consciousness and how this
connects to the dissolving of the socio-ecological crisis are
1) To understand how the Self could consciously choose to act and behave in partnership
values or dominator values and what impact this choice has for the community, cultures
and systems as a whole.
2) To understand that partnership behaviour needs an eco-spiritual consciousness in order
to become fully part of the Web of Life.
Table 1: Visual model of Elder Murdena compared with the four levels of consciousness (inspired by de
Vries, (2007)).

Visual model
of Elder Murdena
Physical knowledge of Nature

Personal connection to Nature/
Respect for Nature
Sacred Nature

(Sacred Nature )

Level of Consciousness
(supported by Bohm, 1983; Friedman, 1997; Wolf, 2001)

Physical
Explicit order in materialistic world
Rational consciousness
Energetic (Force / Aura)
Explicit order in between materialistic and spiritual world
Intuitive, creative, consciousness
Spiritual (beyond time and space)
Implicit order,
Collective/eco spiritual consciousness
The big emptiness
Supra-implicit order
Universal consciousness
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4.5 A crisis in education
Coming back to my dream, the reason why there are no children in the forest today, and why they
are disconnected from their wild natural selves is due to the missing aspect of TEK in mainstream
education. Due to this lack their human consciousness does not learn to build on relationships
between knowledge, people, and all of Creation, but is stuck in the rational conciousness (RileyTaylor, 2002). As Riley Taylor (2002) puts it:
“Many of the world’s crisis begin with an education that alienates us from
life in the name of human domination, fragments instead of unifies,
overemphasizes success and careers, separates feelings from intellect and
the practical from the theoretical and unleashes on the world, minds that
are ignorant of their own ignorance” (Riley-Taylor, 2002).
An educational institute that runs out of dominator values and neglects the development of
multiple intelligences including the eco-spiritual consciousness will never lead to humans that
choose the path of partnership. Einstein said it already:
“No problem can be solved with the same level of consciousness that
created the problem”(Zylstra, 2014).
When teenagers could learn to develop their deeper eco-spiritual consciousness levels, they
could improve their relational connection with the Web of Life and thereby take better care of
themselves and the world that surrounds them (Riley-Taylor, 2002; de Vries, 2007; Brack,
2011a).
As we have learnt in the part about indigenous pedagogy, many traditional tribal communities
were better equipped to teach children to develop this neglected eco-spiritual consciousness than
educators within the popular global societies (Brendtro, 2006). This has to do with the history of
the development of western education.
During much of recorded history within the last several hundred years, a lot of institutions,
including schools were designed to support authoritarian, inequitable, rigidly male-dominated,
and sometimes even violent social structures (Eisler, 2000, p.12). Those institutions were
designed to support the core configurations of the dominator societal model. Some teaching
methods nowadays still have their roots within those more authoritarian, inequitable
patriarchal dominated times (Table 2). The teaching methods were designed to prepare children
to accept their place in rigid hierarchies of domination and unquestioningly obey orders from
above, being it from their teachers in school, supervisors at work, or rulers in the government, as
well as their own parents (Eisler, 2000, p.12). In modern “western” education programs children
are seen as objects of society that need to be “civilized” and programmed to follow the
economical driven society. The global popular view upon the main value of education is
“success” as defined by wealth, power and materialistic hedonism, all domination values
(Brendtro, Brokenleg, & Van Bockern, n.d.). This is the total opposite in indigenous pedagogies
where in tribal communities such as the Lakota and the Maori, children were seen as “sacred
beings” (Lakota) and “gifts of God” (Maori) and teaching children about life values was one of the
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most important aspects of their pedagogy (Brendtro, 2006). In other words, the dominator
pathway has a history of being highly prominently present in educational systems.
Since schools are a microcosm that reflect the larger macrocosm of society and since children in
schools are the next generation of humans living on Earth, a focus on teaching by life values of
dominator and partnership pathways and teaching through TEK can create an eco-spiritual
consciousness within the children (Elchardus, Kavadias and Siongers, 1998; Arendt, 2013).
Because education has shown to have a high influence on the teachings of life values of the
children and young adolescents, this can also be the place where concious awareness can be
created of how the two different pathways are shaped through the educational system
(Elchardus, Kavadias and Siongers, 1998). The children can bring this eco-spiritual
consciousness into the macrocosm of society (Arendt, 2013). To create this awareness in how
the life values of dominator-partnership pathways are present or not present in education, I will
introduce a partnership-dominator model based on TEK within education.
Table 2: Example educational values from partnership and domination social construct
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5. From East to South-East: Understanding
In the midst of the morning,
when life warms up and all daylight creatures begin,
to work through the day:
it is time for action!
The late spring, with all its colours sparks the eye,
it brings us full alive.
We want to explore, to experiment to find answers,
on all our questions.
As kids we come alive and play.
When people spirits come alive,
their physical reflexes come alive too.
Their steps lighten,
they jump with grace,
their eyes scan and their fingers catch.
If something catches your eye and you want to explore,
don’t wait or put it off!
Do it!
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

The previous section gave a lot of inspiration and a perception of what the intention of this
thesis is about. We already know that the underlying cause of the disconnectedness with nature
and our natural selves comes forth out of the crisis of Consciousness and that part of the
answers to dissolve this crisis are lying in education. What we do not know yet, is to what extent
TEK is already present in Dutch education, nor do we know how the dominator-partnership
pathways are interwoven in Dutch education. This has never been analysed. Moreover, my
dream is that Dutch education will teach children to become their wild natural selves again, but
maybe the stakeholders involved in Dutch education have other dreams that they would like to
follow. This is important to discover and explore, because analysing their thoughts brings in an
awareness as to which pathway the stakeholders could transform education. Thus, before we
could support the implementation of a new form of education, and work on the healing of the
crisis in education as sketched by Riley-Taler (2002), we must first find a way to understand
what the wishes and dreams are of the stakeholders involved in education. To find this out a tool
is needed to analyse the dreams and wishes of those people within the dominator-partnership
continuum.
A model that can be used to reveal the dominator and partnership pathways within educational
institutes are two “Medicine Wheels” that I introduce next: The Wheel of Courage and its
complementary Wheel, the Broken Wheel of Fear.

5.1 The Wheel of Courage and The Broken Wheel of Fear
The Wheel of Courage and The Broken Wheel of Fear can be seen as two learning Wheels, similar
to the Wheel of Hope, that provide guidelines in how to teach Traditional Ecological Knowledge
to children and youngsters. What makes these Wheels different from the Wheel of Hope is that
the wind directions reflect important values used in childrearing philosophies of
traditional Native Americas. The values on which the Wheel of Courage and the Broken Wheel
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of Fear are based can be used as an analytical tool for education to evaluate what aspects in
education are based upon dominator structures and what parts upon partnership structures.

5.2 The Four values of the Wheel of Courage
In the East of the Wheel of Courage we find Belonging, in the South we find Mastery, in the West
we find Interdependency, and in the North we find Generosity (Figure 11). When education is
based upon those four values, evidence in positive psychology and resilience science has shown
that these values provide a powerful tool in education towards a partnership education
(Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro et al., n.d.). These four values are seen as the basics for children to
fully develop, grow and thrive. The curricula of indigenous societies are structured amongst
those values and are based upon universal needs of growth and development of children
(Brendtro, et al., 2002). Those universal needs are also known in literature as “universal growth
needs”, or “absolute values” (Brendtro, 2006; Browers, 1995). In his hierarchy of needs Maslow
calls those universal needs "basic needs”(Brendtro et all., n.d.; Muller & Vullings, 2018).
According to the childrearing philosophies of traditional Native Americas, all humans are
genetically programmed for those growth needs (Brendtro, 2006). When those growth needs are
frustrated, multiple problems can follow in a child’s development (Alvarez, 2017). The values
that cause this frustration are presented in the Broken Wheel of Fear.
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The spirit of Generosity is about helping and learning from each other, to engage in helpful and
thoughtful behaviours. Generosity is cultivated by the character of care taking, to take care of the
Self, the relative Other and all beings on Earth in the Web of Life (Brendtro, 2006).
Generosity is intended to provide children with opportunities to demonstrate altruism and helping
behaviours. Children learn to understand the value of giving back to the community and making a
meaningful life to someone else (Aboriginal Family and Community Literacy Curriculum, n.d.)

Generosity
The Spirit of Interdependency is the
Free will that is stimulated by
responsibility for our inner authority, so
that everyone can say: “I have the
power to decide” (Brendtro, 2006).
Interdependency focuses on providing
children with experiences to develop
autonomy and essential life skills.
Children and youth learn to accept
responsibility. They are empowered to
understand how their choices affect
their destiny. (Aboriginal Family and
Community Literacy Curriculum, n.d.)

Belonging

Interdependency

.

Mastery

“The Spirit of Belonging is the
universal desire to connect with
people. This desire is stimulated by
trustful and caring relationships
with the Self, the related Other with
the inclusion of people, animals,
plants, streams , landscapes in such
way that you can say: “I am loved
and cared for” (Brendtro, 2006).
Belonging
emphasizes
the
importance of individuals having a
sense of connectedness to someone
or something, families, clubs,
religious group, etc. A positive sense
of belonging nurtures self-esteem,
self-worth , and ultimately equips
children with the ability to develop
healthy relationships with others
(Aboriginal Family and Community
Literacy Curriculum, n.d.)
.

The spirit of Mastery is the innate hunger to learn, stimulated by the intrinsic fire to learn and master everyday skills and wisdom.
Such that everyone can say: “I have achievement and success” (Brendtro, 2006).
Mastery refers to the importance of children and youth developing skills that help them produce and exercise competences,
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achievements, and control over Self. Children gain mastery by learning
new skills through daily life and enrichment activities in
which their environment provides them with multiple opportunities to tap into personal talents (Aboriginal Family and Community
Literacy Curriculum, n.d.)
Figure 11: The four values of the Wheel of Courage

5.3 The Four values of the Broken Wheel of Fear
When educational values are based upon dominator values, the Wheel of Courage is a “broken”
Wheel, because it leads to broken children (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro et al., n.d.; Jacobs, 2013).
This broken Wheel of Courage I have called the “Wheel of Fear”. In literature this Wheel of Fear
is also mentioned as “the Wheel of Discouragement” (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro, et al., n.d.). I
choose fear because the core emotion that arises from dominator values is fear (Eisler, 2000;
Jacobs, 2013).
A wheel or circle stands for connectedness; thus all of the four values are connected to each
other. The child’s need for Belonging is nourished without neglecting the corresponding need for
autonomy and interdependency. The youth is taught to make independent decisions to respect
the Wisdom and advice of adults. Achievement and Mastery empower acts of greater service.
The Circle of Courage can only be whole when interconnection between the four values exists
(Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro, et al., n.d.). As soon as one of the four values is violated the Wheel of
courage breaks and turns into the Wheel of Fear. When the Circle of Courage is broken, the lives
of children are no longer in harmony and balance and the values are based upon the opposites:
Instead of Belonging we find Alienation, instead of Mastery we find Fear of Failure , instead of
Interdependency we find Dependency on Extern Authorities, and instead of Generosity we find
Selfishness (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro, et al., n.d.; Figure 12). One cannot heal the Wheel of
Courage without understanding where it is broken. When courage has been denied, people lose
that sense of harmony with Self and others. Relational acting within the Web of Life is broken,
which creates values of fear as represented in the AQAL under the terrain of Crisis of Self in in
Integral Ecology (Figure 7). Consequently, a crisis in Self feeds the crisis of Behaviours, Cultures
and Systems as we have seen in the Diagram of the four terrains of the social-ecological crises in
Integral Ecology (Figure 8). Discouraged children show their conflict and despair in obvious
ways, or they disguise their real feelings with acts of pseudo-courage (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro,
Brokenleg, & Van Bockern, n.d.). Without Belonging, Mastery, Interdependency, and/or
Generosity, Courage cannot exist, because all four values are inextricably intertwined, each one
responding to and affecting the others and the whole (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro, et al., n.d.).
Subsequently, without Courage, the crises of Consciousness can never be overcome.
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The Demon of Selfishness is about narcissistic and exploitative relationships to others, to both
human and non-human beings. Behaviours towards others are disloyal and anti-social. Selfishness is
cultivated by the character of uncaring, dishonouring relationships to the Self, the relative other and
all beings on Earth in the Web of Life (Brendtro, 2006).
Selfishness in education is about fulfilling other people’s agendas and becoming a servitude of this
agenda of others. Children cannot construct their own life agenda in relation to the world they are
part of, but are following orders from above. The balance between giving and receiving is broken.
(Aboriginal Family and Community Literacy Curriculum, n.d.).
.

Selfishness
The Demon of Dependency is the lack of
Free will that emerges through power of
external
authorities
that
are
manipulative, rebellious, bullying and/or
dictatorial. The feeling of someone having
“power over us”, disconnect us from the
relationship with our inner selves can
create irresponsibility, and the feeling of
inferiority that: “I have no say in what I
value” (Brendtro, 2006).
Dependency prevents children from
learning hot to make their own choices in
life, or decide for themselves how their life
agenda looks like. They are not able to
create an own autonomy and instead
become amenable, or they become highly
rebellious to the authority above them
(Aboriginal Family and Community
Literacy Curriculum, n.d.).
.

Dependency

Alienation

Fear of Failure

The Demon of Alienation is the feeling of
being disconnected from people of the
community , and place of residence. The
feeling of loneliness, aloofness, isolation and
rejection are highly present in the person.
The feeling of nonattachment creates a
depressed feeling in which we feel “ no one
loves me or cares for me” (Brendtro, 2006).
Alienation often results in a feeling of
emptiness. The emptiness is filled up with
addictions or affection to material cravings.
Consumerism is often one of the effects of the
feeling of alienation. An negative sense of
alienation results in the feeling of not being
good enough, self-hate, and ultimately does
not give the basic needs that stimulates a safe
space for learning (Aboriginal Family and
Community Literacy Curriculum, n.d.).
.

The Demon of Fear of Failure is the innate feeling of inadequacy to learn, stimulated by the fear for critique or punishment from an
extrinsic authority. The fear challenges the desire to master. The result is often demotivation, or worse: giving up. The intrinsic fire to
learn and master everyday skills and wisdom is blown out: “I just hate what I am doing” (Brendtro, 2006).
Fear and hate are related to each other. When we fear doing something
or learning something we create a negative attitude to it. A
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negative attitude can result in the feeling of hating something or someone. This could lead to violent behaviour, or what teachers
often call “problem children” (Aboriginal Family and Community Literacy Curriculum, n.d.).
Figure 12: The four values of the Wheel of Fear

6. Intention in The East: Using The Wheel of Courage and Fear to analyse dreams
Understanding the Wheel of Courage and the Broken Wheel of Fear have given us the last pieces
of the map to continue our journey around the Wheel of Hope. When the dreams and wishes of
stakeholders in education are put into the two complementary Wheels, we could become aware
of how those four values of Courage and Fear are present in education. We can also find out how
teachers, educators and children describe TEK to be(come) part of education as TEK is
connected to partnership/courage values in education (Eisler, 2000; Jacobs, 2013).
Partnership education developed by Riane Eisler is an example of an educational model that
provides a curriculum wherein children and young adolescents are exposed to different
worldviews and values. This includes worldview and values that have an eco-spiritual
consciousness (Eisler, 2000). According to Eisler partnership education could guide young
adolescents in making responsible and sound choices on how they would like to act and be in the
world. The most fundamental functions of partnership education are: to help young people see
the full range of their alternatives within the values of Courage and Fear, both individually and
socially and hence help them to intrinsically construct their own morals and values in life (Eisler,
2000).
Partnership education, invented by Riane Eisler, is based upon 3 main goals (Eisler, 2000 p.29):
1) To help children grow into healthy, caring, competent and self-realized adults
2) To guide children in developing the knowledge and skills that will see them through this
time of environmental, economic, and social crisis.
3) To equip young people to create for themselves and future generations a sustainable
future of greater personal, social, economic, and environmental responsibility and
caring.
The four values of the Wheel of Courage are supportive in reaching these goals. This means that
partnership education is pointing towards an educational transformation that acts in accordance
to the Wheel of Courage and not in accordance with the Broken Wheel of Fear. This “dream” of
moving from Fear towards Courage is supported by anthropologists, post-humanists, (eco)feminists, philosophers, environmentalists, and post-modern educators (Arendt, 2013; Cohen,
1997; Griffin, 2001; Naess, 2008; Nisbet et al., 2009; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Vining, 2003; Zylstra,
2014)
I was destined to find out which direction transformative education is going in Dutch education.
Therefore, I wanted to explore what teachers, parents and secondary school children’s dreams
are and how their wishes and dreams could be mirrored with the values of the Wheel of Courage
and Broken Wheel of Fear.
I have chosen to focus on secondary education, because the main focus in pedagogic research in
shaping children’s worldviews towards more eco-spiritual consciousness, often with respect to
improved nature connectedness, has mainly been done in the form of outdoor education and
forests schools on elementary school level (Ewert, Place, & Sibthorp, 2005; O’Brien, 2009;
Samborski, 2010; Waite et al., 2015). This was also observed in a meta-analysis focused on the
characteristics and impact of outdoor education on children and teachers in the whole
educational journey from kindergarten to secondary school in both North-America and Europe.
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The researchers of this meta-analysis found that most studies were focused on primary school
level and only a few were focused on secondary school level (Ayotte-Beaudet, et al., 2017). Yet,
those youngsters in puberty are discovering their identity and place in the world. For that
reason, partnership education can be highly valuable in helping to stimulate an eco-spiritual
consciousness based on partnership relationships with the Self, the other and all that lives on
Earth in the Web of Life (Eisler, 2000; Kroger, 2007).
To specify my target group even more, I only focused on HAVO/VWO/Gymnasium4. The reason
for this is that this type of education is mainly focused on preparing for cognitive jobs in the
future, and they therefore have a high focus on cognitive intelligence. Yet, to neglect the
development of other intelligences is said to be a source of mental and physical problems. It also
denies the development of an eco-spiritual consciousness. Without this consciousness socioecological crises cannot be properly solved (Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences, no date;
Riley-Taylor, 2002).
Therefore, I went on a journey to catch dreams of teachers, parents, and youngsters involved in
secondary schools and listened to what their dreams are for education. My journey is stippled
out around the following research question:
What are the individual dreams of teachers, youngsters and parents in secondary education and
what life values do they support within the Wheel of Courage and the Broken Wheel of Fear?
To answer this question, I have done two things. The first thing is a socio-anthropological study
where I caught the dreams of youngsters, teachers, and parents who are involved in Dutch
secondary education. I searched for their wishes and needs for the Dutch educational system. The
second thing was to analyse their individual dreams and wishes with the help of the Broken
Wheel of Fear and the Wheel of Courage. Putting the dreams and wishes together in the wheels
resulted in a collective dream carried by the main stakeholders in secondary education.
The aim of this thesis is therefore triple folded:
1) To catch and describe the dreams and wishes of key
stakeholders inn Dutch secondary education (teachers,
parents, and youngsters of all generations) about their
dream education.
2) Identify what these stakeholders see as bottlenecks that
withhold them to create their collective supported dream
secondary education.
3) Mirror the dreams of the stakeholders in secondary
education to the values of the wheel of Courage and the
Broken Wheel of Fear.

In the Netherlands secondary education begins at the age of 12 and is compulsory until the age of 18.
This higher education is offered at several levels: VMBO, HAVO, VWO and Gymnasium. The HAVO, literally
means"higher general continued education" and has five grades. HAVO provides access to higher
professional education. VWO literally means "preparatory scientific education". It consists of six grades
and provides access to university. VWO is divided into Atheneum and Gymnasium. A Gymnasium
programme is similar to the Athenaeum, with the exception that Latin and Greek are compulsory courses.
VMBO prepares for middle-level applied education (MBO). VMBO Is not considered in this thesis
(Education in the Netherlands , 2021).
4
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7. The journey from East to South: Catching dreams
The theory of the Wheel of Courage and Fear have taught us how the dreams of teachers, parents
and secondary school children can be analysed into the theory of dominator and partnership
values. Now it is time to continue our journey and move our intention from East towards South,
where we work on fulfilling the intention made and let our wisdom grow during our journey.
The Wisdom that lies within the dreams of parents, teachers, and youngsters. The next question
that pops up is how we are going to catch those dreams. That is what we figure out when we
move towards South.

7.1 Towards South-East: Communication and Growth
It is time for focus and cooperation!
In South, where the sun is in its full glory,
midday in summer.
It is time to work hard,
it is time for doing business
It is time to make your intention reality,
master what you were intended to learn or do.
The birds are feeding and building their nests,
the plants are pollinating.
The farmers are working,
sweating in the fields,
While the researcher is working hard in the fieldwork.
In south we walk the path to adolescents,
to understanding.
Your focus will help you to succeed in life!
In south we go with the flow of life.
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

In South we learn to master what we just came to understand ( Brendtro, 2006). We go out into
fieldwork, merging with the people of interest also known as “subjects” or “research
participants”. These research participants can help to make your understanding from literature
clearer and help to find the Wisdom we are seeking. As a researcher we cannot step into the
world that easily. A well-considered approach is important so that after we come back from the
field, the appropriate data has been gathered. This data needs to be recorded thoroughly,
written down, transcribed, and coded properly. South is where data is collected, and the Wisdom
grows until the sun goes down and we are filled enough with newly obtained Wisdom. Only
then, the researcher can go home to analyse the data and fulfil the intention we made in the East.
Here, I provide you with information on how I communicated with the educational world of the
secondary school: with the youngsters, teachers, and parents. I explain how I caught their
dreams and wishes of how they value education and how they would like to transform education
if they could change it in the ways that they dream of.
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7.2 Methodology of communication with the educational world
As the subtitle of this thesis reveals, my methodology is a critical, reflexive case study through an
emancipatory approach based upon qualitative data (Corcoran, Walker and Wals, 2004). The
cases in this study are individual participants who I selected as informants. The critical, reflexive
part is based on how dreams and wishes from those informants mirrored into the values of the
Wheel of Courage and the Wheel of Fear. The emancipatory approach is based on telling the
narratives and individual dreams through the lenses of all involved informants. When individual
dreams are put together within the Wheels, the construct of a collective supported dream for
secondary education can be revealed. This collective dream includes the bottlenecks and levers
to reach this dream. Consequently, this collective dream can inspire others who are attempting
to reform their educational practice, to strive towards their dreams (Corcoran, et al., 2004). This
inspiration is not intended to result in alike practices but only to learn from the successes and
struggles of the other and thereby have a transformative value in educational transformative
learning (Corcoran, et al., 2004).
My fieldwork took place between September 2020 and May 2021. The time in which I was
carrying out my research fieldwork was quite uncertain as we just came out of the first Covid-19
lock-down and not long after that a one was announced. From the 15th of December until the
beginning of April I was not able to visit schools, since all schools where closed and education
took place online. This made it complicated to find schools who were willing to join in my
research. From the selected schools I was only able to visit Pantarijn, a Montessori school in
Wageningen and the Waldorf school in Zutphen5.

7.3 Methods to dream catching
The dreams are caught based on a triangulation of 3 approaches: 1) participant observations 2)
semi-structured interviews guided by storytelling, and 3) focus groups based on Dragon
Dreaming workshops. Participant observation was merely performed to recruit participants for
the interviews and focus groups, and to make myself more familiar in what is going on in
transformative education. The storytelling and Dragon Dreaming are based upon philosophies of
native tribes of America and Australia, because those tribes possess knowledge of how
storytelling and dreaming can open the pathway to the creation of collective dreams.

7.3.1 Participant observation
Participation fieldwork can be done by taking three different roles (Bernhard, 2017a). A
researcher can be a complete participant, a complete observer, or participant observer. During
my participant observations I diligently participated in the activities that I visited. Therefore, I
became complete participant.
Being a complete participant is a useful approach to become part of the field under study. It
produces knowledge on what exactly is going on in the education of secondary schools
(Bernhard, 2017a). Moreover, it helped me to become part of a network of students, and
educators that I could invite for the interviews and workshops. The observations are not ment
to be used as a way to arrive at real data. Therefore, all the activities of my participative
observation are described in Appendix I.
My participative observation merely consisted of attending online conferences and meet-ups
with teachers, and education designers who are working on transformative and innovative
5

For more information about Montessori eduction and Waldorf Steiner education see Appendix I
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education projects. I was also lucky to be able to visit Pantarijn in real life during the month
November to take part in some of their projects. During my Participative fieldwork I made sure
to make scratch field notes from which I made full notes later on (Bernhard, 2017a). Those field
notes include chats I made with children, teachers and parents and everything else that I thought
would be of interest to write down. The notes were merely used as background information and
included interesting observations, and notes of chats between observants and me.

7.3.2 Catching individual dreams by storytelling
New ideas and wonderful dreams start with the idea or dream of an individual. An individual
spark which lightens a fire to the creation of something new. The more individual sparks that are
lightened by the dream and ideas, the more chance we have that sparks can strengthen each
other in a collective fire (Blanke et al., 2013). To enable this, we first need to listen to the
individual dreamer’s stories before we can create the collective dream. Where else can we better
listen to those dreamers’ stories than around a campfire?

7.3.2.a. Storytelling with a moral
The sharing of stories can be seen as an embodied process that engages the body, spirit and
mind, to help making sense of one's life experiences (Saiyed & Irwin, 2017). Moreover, telling a
story builds on trust, as most people and especially children like storytelling. A storytelling
setting as a take-off for a semi-structured interview opens up the space to listen to each other
carefully, regardless of different agendas and ideas that exist on the topic (Saiyed & Irwin, 2017).
Storytelling is a collaborative and non-hierarchical process (read: partnership process) that
involves the listeners as active agents in the learning process, rather than passive receivers
through an experiential mode of direct observation (Saiyed and Irwin, 2017).
It was important to set a space where children would feel comfortable to talk freely and openly
about their experiences and ideas of learning in their lives. Sharing a story is a great way to start
a conversation and it improves the communication (Moezzi, et al., 2017).Therefore, I decided to
open the interview with a story. The storytelling and the interview that followed afterwards
took place at the fireplace in Plantarijn, the outdoor classroom of Pantarijn. I chose this place
purposively, because it is where indigenous tribes would tell a story too (Box 2).
Box 2: An indigenous perspective on storytelling

Storytelling lies at the heart of communal traditions of indigenous peoples (Saiyed and
Irwin, 2017). Indigenous peoples communicate and transfer their TEK trough the
performance of ceremonies, songs, dances, arts, and orally through storytelling. The
sharing of stories by elders, teachers, parents, and peers is an integrated part of their
spiritual system, instructing people on how to behave towards each other and towards
the environment. A good example are creation stories. Those stories are told to explain
the workings of the natural world, as well as describing the spiritual relationships that
interweaves community with people, plants and the whole of nature (Saiyed and Irwin,
2017). All stories contain motives, and plots that have valuable, and wise information
underneath. Stories are life lessons and take a fluid perspective on life, death, and rebirth.
(Life) lessons are hidden in plots and motives which present a problem and its solution,
while explaining the relationship between humans and nature (Saiyed and Irwin, 2017).
Motives are usually defined as the smallest narrative element that persists in the native
tradition (Moezzi, et al., 2017). The plots and motives carry wisdom, guidance and
reflection about how to become better human beings (Saiyed and Irwin, 2017).
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The story I chose to tell was a Coast Salish story of
the First Nations Aboriginal tribes in Canada. First
nation societies regularly tell stories about
adventures, ancestors and different aspects of the
land (First Nations in Canada, 2013). This way, they
keep their history alive and pass it on from one
generation to the next. More importantly, they also Figure 13Raven and Little Bear catching fish
use stories as a valuable way to teach young people
about values and beliefs that the First nation people consider important for their tribe members
(First Nations in Canada, 2013). Their stories fall into different categories. In the case of my
interview I chose a fable called Crow and little Bear (Figure 13), a story in which animals play the
leading role (First Nations in Canada, 2013: appendix III). Before reading the story aloud I told
the children that this story was a lesson about ways of learning. I told them that it had a moral,
but that they had to find out for themselves what the moral of this story was. The hidden
message helped them thinking about different ways of learning and the role other people could
have in their learning process. After the story I started the semi-structured interview.

7.3.2.b Semi-structured interviews
A semi-structured interview can be seen as a conversational journey with the purpose to obtain
descriptions of the life world of the interviewee with respect to interpreting the meaning of a
certain phenomenon (Bernhard, 2017b). It is a conversation that co-creates knowledge. Semistructured interviews can be used to reveal “inner views” of people and his or her
interpretations, meanings and narrations (Skinner, 2013). This type of interviewing is the
middle way between an unstructured interview and a structured interview. An unstructured
interview is not time scheduled and people have room to talk freely about a certain topic. Two
drawbacks of this type of interviewing are that there is a lack of focus and it is time-inefficient
(Bernhard, 2017b). On the other hand, a too structured interview with only questions and
answers, such as a questionnaire, can be too limited. There is not much freedom for the
interviewee to turn the conversation towards their own thoughts. This could lead to the missing
out of valuable data, as it is the freedom of the conversation that should lead to useful and indepth answers of the participants (Bernhard, 2017b). A structured interview is especially useful
for quantitative research. In my research I only worked with qualitative data as I was interested
in dreams and stories of the participants. Therefore, a semi-structured interview is a perfect
middle-ground. Semi-structured interviews are guided by a general but open-ended script based
on a list of topics that needs to be addressed (Bernhard, 2017b). This made sure that I asked
similar questions to each child, while it also enabled me to personalize each interview.
I prepared about 19 questions for the children that I used as guideline throughout the interviews
after the story. These questions are included in the Appendix IV. I was interested in how the
children experience learning both in school and outside the school environment. I wanted to
know what young adolescents are interested in learning and how they value school within the
development and growth of their own learning process. I was also curious about how they
would like to learn in their lives, what inspires them and what makes them enthusiastic. Is the
school environment and the school curriculum helping them with their development? Hence,
how do the children value school and what do they dream of learning (or not learning)? How
does their ideal school and learning environment look like. What do they see as pros and cons in
the school system that they are in now? I wanted to hear their story of how they experience
learning and how they experience school as guiding the path to learn about life.
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A total of 15 children aged between eleven and fifteen years participated in my interviews,
including six boys and nine girls from MAVO/HAVO/VWO and Gymnasium. They were mainly
from Pantarijn. The diversity in ages and school levels are on purpose because I was interested
in children as individuals and not necessary in their age or school level. The children that
participated were children I met during my participative observation. The story and subsequent
interview would take about an hour. The interview conversations were recorded with a mobile
phone after asking the children for permission. Their anonymity was guaranteed and their
participation was fully voluntary. Some children preferred an interview accompanied by
another student. In one case I interviewed two friends around the fire pit and in one case I
interviewed two children who did not know each other but preferred an interview together.
Not all interviews were possible at the fire pit. I performed one in a classroom while I sat in a
circle with four 2nd grade children and a teacher. This happened the day before the second strict
lock-down of the schools, so that is why I interviewed them all at once. The interview took place
with four children from the special Montessori program (see appendix I for more information
about this program). The teacher involved in this project invited me to do the interview with the
whole group, and I used this opportunity to talk with the children before the school would close.
The story was in this case told by the teacher. Two other interviews were conducted with
youngsters who lived too far away from the firepit. Instead, one interview took place through the
online platform called Teams, while the other one happened in a public park in Bennekom, as
the girl lived nearby.

7.3.3 Dragon Dreaming focus groups
Dragon Dreaming is an interactive focus group method used for collective decision making
(Blanke et al., 2013). Focus groups are consultations to discuss a particular topic with a group of
four to twelve participants and a facilitator (Bernhard, 2017b). Focus groups are used to find out
how people feel about the topics of interest, and to get to know the steps people go through in
decision making (Bernhard, 2017b). This method is suitable for collecting data from children,
youths, and parents (Horner, 2000; Clark, and Marie, 2009; Adler and Salantera, 2019). Focus
group interviews allow participants to tell their own stories, express their opinions, and draw
pictures without having to adhere to a strict sequence of questions (Clark, and Marie, 2009).
This type of qualitative data collection is useful to complement information that I will gather
with the interviews. Some topics are so personal that they are not easily shared in a focus group
and are better explored in an individual interview (Clark, and Marie, 2009). Therefore the focus
groups contributes to triangulated methodology (Bernhard, 2017b).
The setting of a focus group is useful when working with children between eleven and fifteen
years old (Horner, 2000). In group setting with peers, children are more relaxed and willing to
share their perceptions when talking with adult strangers (Horner, 2000). Important to this is
that the setting of a focus group invites for the support of group building such that all group
members are encouraged and motivated to talk and participate, even the ones who would
otherwise be overruled by dominant participants (Horner, 2000). The goal of the focus group in
this research is that participants think outside the structure of the known educational setting.
Therefore, it is important to avoid the familiar didactic classroom setting (Horner, 2000).
Dragon Dreaming is a method that can create such a space for talking truth from our inner self in
an unfamiliar setting. Dragon Dreaming is developed by the Gaia Foundation in Western
Australia, inspired by the creation story of the Aboriginals, called Dreamtime (Box 1). In many
traditional cultures dreaming is a collective and objective experience that allows access to
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interpersonal creativity and a deeper understanding of life, were everything is connected with
each other (Blanke et al., 2013). For the aboriginals of Australia the Dreamtime is where reality
is created (Blanke et al., 2013). All dreams start with an individual dream, a creation idea of a
person. To make the dream come true, this dream has to be translated into a specific
environment, an environment where other beings also live.
Consequently, Dragon Dreaming is a perfect method of performing focus groups . According to
Clark a focus group is “the best” method to investigate complex motivations and behaviour. Yet,
consensus among group members in a focus group about individual dreams might be low (Clark
and Marie, 2009). The purpose of Dragon Dreaming is to create a workable plan to make dreams
of the collective come true, without any compromises. The Dragon Dreaming method relies on
principles in relational learning and includes embodied exercises in the form of interactive tasks
which are intended for dynamic group sessions (Blanke, et al., 2013). The setting and approach
of Dragon Dreaming is aimed at making every participant part of the group. This solves the risk
of focus groups that some individuals are discouraged in participating (Horner, 2000). The
dragons are representing the troubles, the fears and uncertainties, the space outside our comfort
zones, from where we cross the unfamiliar space of the strange “unwanted and contradictory”
ideas of the others. With Dragon Dreaming we move over those boundaries of our comfort zone
and dance with the dragons, the contradictory ideas of the others. Subsequently, we find a way
to create from the individual dreams a shared collective dream without compromises (Blanke, et
al., 2013). In dreams everything is possible, which means that also contradictory ideas can
survive next to each other. When the collective dream is born, it has collective energy, which
consists of a high amount wisdom, and power. Hence, a collective dream makes it easier to put
the dream into reality.
Dragon Dreaming works best with dreams that strive for sustainability and loving relationships
between the Self and the relational Other. A project can only be sustainable if it is put into a
collective energy shared by the people within the environment (Blanke, et al., 2013). The goal of
dream sharing is to use the energy of the differences in the collective dreaming group to enhance
a collective wisdom that will help to formulate a collective dream (Isaacs, 1999). All participants
look at all different ideas that arise in the dreaming group, not to judge them or to count them
away, but just to embrace them and “play” with them. In the dreaming projects everyone and
everything has to benefit from it, only “win-win” situations are allowed to be created (Blanke et
al., 2013). Hence, Dragon Dreaming methodology supports a working mechanism through
partnership constructs.

7.3.3.a Dragon Dreaming workshops
The Dragon Dreaming concept is a well-suited method regarding the aim of this thesis. Dragon
Dreaming creates a focus group setting where a group of four to six total strangers can come
together and experience a safe place to share their ideas about their dream education. In the
workshops I invited the participants to share their individual dreams, wishes of their dream
educational system and share what they experience as obstacles to reach their dreams. From the
shared individual dreams we would make a collective dream. A focus group needs a wellprepared guideline to make it succeed (Horner, 2000; Clark, et al., 2009). I will describe the
process of how I performed Dragon Dreaming below. The detailed guideline as well as the
presentation slides I used during the workshop can be found in appendix V.
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Dragon Dreaming consists of two workshops of about 2 to 2.5 hours. In each of the workshops
we went through different steps of a “Dreaming cycle”. A Dreaming cycle consist of 4 steps: the
Dreaming, the Celebration, the Planning, and the Doing. The procedure is a creative and playful
approach to let people speak from their heart and creative minds. To bring people in their
creative minds, every workshop started with a playful and physical activity (called energizer)
and a guided meditation (called Pinakarri)6. The first workshop was focused on creating a
collective dream. The second workshop was focused on creating a working plan, or “recipe” that
must be followed by make the collective dream come true. Celebration is an important part of
the dreaming cycle and this step flows through the other three steps. I planned some energizers,
but it also depended on the participant’s energy level when and if they were needed. Every
workshop consisted at least of three “Energizers” used to keep the participants focused and
energized, which helped to activate their creative minds (Blanke et al., 2013). Energizers are
little celebrations of the effort that has been made, and it keeps the energy level high when it
becomes tough, as +2 hours is quite a long time to concentrate (Blanke et al., 2013). I mainly
used dancing and music making as energizer.
Dragon Dreaming workshop 1: Dreaming
After an introductory talk, an energizer and Pinakarri, the dreaming workshop started with an
inquiry of a dream topic by the facilitator (me). The way focus groups are facilitated is crucial for
the group dynamics in a focus group (Adler and Salantera, 2019). Facilitators require the
combined skills of an ethnographer, a survey researcher, and a therapist (Bernhard, 2017a).
Important other skills required are to make all participants feel welcome as part of a group and
to promote interactive group dynamics (Adler and Salantera, 2019). A well-prepared and playful
Dragon Dreaming setting is a useful help in creating such an environment.
The individual dreams we put into a shared collective dream during the focus group were based
on the following question:
How would a learning environment look like, so that if it exists you can say: This learning
environment supports children fully in
1) The development of their inner selves
2) The implementation of their own creativity, and
3) experiencing a safe environment which stimulates learning in a positive way?
The three components of this learning environment are based upon three concepts in
partnership education. These concepts are: partnership process, partnership content and
partnership structure (Eisler, 2000).
1) Partnership process is about how we learn and teach. The process provides guiding
methods and techniques to instruct how to teach educators, and children. Partnership
process is an integrated teaching style or pedagogy that honours students as whole
individuals with diverse learning styles. When children are learning in an environment
in which they feel safe and honoured, where they feel empowered and open-minded,
they learn better than in environments where punishment and control are ruling. Such
an environment leads to close minded thinking and disempowerment instead (Eisler,
2000 p.14). Teachers who use partnership process can engage young peoples' natural

6

For more details about the energizers and Pinakarri see Appendix V.
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curiosity and stretch their minds. Partnership process thus contributes to the
development of the inner self of children.
2) Partnership content is what we learn and teach. It is the food we offer to children’s
minds: food for thought, and from there action (Eisler, 2000 p.17). In other words,
partnership content is the educational curriculum that can be used as a guideline for
what is important to be taught to children. Partnership process and partnership content
are two complementary aspects of partnership education (Eisler, 2000 p.17). The
process provides children with courage and curiosity to start learning, while the content
provides them with creative tools to follow their curiosity and build upon their own
creativity.
3) Partnership structure is where learning and teaching takes place. It is about how we
shape the learning environment (Eisler, 2000). The most important aspect of partnership
education is the social structure that provides a safe space for teachers and students to
interact with each other.
The inquiry regarding those three components set the base for a dialogue session and a creative
artistic practice of drawing the collective dream. A dialogue is a roomy conversation without a
true leader and without an agenda where the aim is to come to a collective dream, without
judging or rejecting other people’s feelings or ideas (Garrett, 1990). Dialogues should not be
confused with discussions or debates. Whereas in a discussion or debate participants hold oneway conversations and defend their opinions or ideas, in a dialogue we assume that everyone
contributes to pieces of the answer (Aarts, 2015). In a dialogue all voices count, no matter how
controversial they might be (Isaacs, 1999).
Firstly, participants drew, wrote or used pictures to express their individual dreams within a
dream cloud (Figure 14a). Secondly, they transferred their individual dreams towards a dream
cake in which the collective dream was made (Figure 14b). The dream cake consisted of three
layers. Each layer reflected one of the three components of partnership education: process,
content, or structure. Within the layers of the cake the dreams of the individuals were
transformed to a collective dream cake by means of dialoguing.

Figure 14 a: Dream cloud where each
participant shared their individual dream by
drawing and writing their dreams down.

Figure 14b: Dream cake where participants put their individual dreams into a collective dream by means of dialoguing. In
the picture “ontwikkeling” refers to “development” of inner selves;
41 “diversiteit” revers to implementation of own creativity
within a “diverse” learning environment; “Gemeenschappelijk” refers to education as a safe “community” of teachers and
children.

Dragon Dreaming workshop 2: Planning
The second workshop continued with designing a collective plan based upon the collective
dream made in the first workshop. Here, the participants had to think more practical. This
workshop was focused on finding the “ingredients” needed to make the dream cake in reality.
The participants had to come up with locations, items, people, topics, tools etc., all ingredients
they could think of would be able to bake the cake, or to create their dream school in reality.
They also had to connect all the ingredients in such a way thata kind of route appeared through
the ingredients that they could follow. The construction or recipe that we made together is
called Karabirrdt, which means spiders’ web in Aboriginal language (Blanke et al., 2013). The
ingredients are the nodes and the lines are the cords through which the ingredients are
connected. When the cords are followed from node to node a route that guides the
implementation of the dream into reality is created (Figure 15). A more detailed explanation of
how the construction of a Karabirrdt works is described in Appendix v.
The Doing phase is not part of the workshops as it is up to the schools and participants what
they would like to do with the dream cake recipe. The implementation of the dreams is not the
intention of this thesis, but workshop 2 provides inspiration for the participants as a support to
make their dreams become reality. This was a service from me to the participants. In this way
the Dragon Dreaming workshops were based on generosity. I received the dreams and wishes
needed to grow in Wisdom in my research quest. The participants received inspiration and a
start of a workable plan to strive towards their dream education. The latter was the main
reasons that PantAgora7 and Waldorf School Zuthpen were interested in participating.

Figure 15: The creation of a Karabirrdt that includes the recipe for
the dream school carried by the collective ideas of the focus group on
Waldorf School Zuthpen.
Children between 10-14 years old can choose to follow Agora Education in Pantarijn, called
PantAgora education. This is a form of education that strives for egalitarian learning, where school is seen
as a learning community. For more information about PantAgora see Appendix I
7
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7.3.3.b Logistics of the Dragon Dreaming workshops
I performed a total of seven Dragon Dreaming Workshops. Three of these groups consisted of
parents, children, and coaches from PantAgora. The composition of the PantAgora Dragon
Dreaming groups were based upon the availabilities of the participants and therefore I called
them Monday, Thursday, and Friday groups. Those names connect to the days on which the
workshops with the different groups took place. I always made sure that there was one coach,
two to three parents and two to three children present. The Monday group consisted of two
parents (a married couple) and two children. At the last moment, the coach was not able to
participate. The Thursday group consisted of a coach, two parents and four children. The Friday
group consisted of one coach, two parents, and three children. Another group of Dragon
Dreamers involved three teachers and three students from Waldorf School Zutphen. Lastly, I had
three Dragon Dreaming workshops with adults only. This was a mixture of teachers, interns, and
education developers, from all kinds of different schools and organisations that I recruited
through networking and snowballing. I had one group of five and two groups of six participants.
The ages ranged from people in their twenties to in their sixties. In total, I had fourty people
participating in my Dragon Dreaming workshops of which eleven were children between the age
of eleven and sixteen. The genders where quite balanced, nineteen male and twenty-one female
participants.
Most workshops were performed online due to the lock-down. The meetings took place in an
online platform called Microsoft Teams. The creation of the collective dreams and collective
cake recipes of the planning workshop took place by means of an online Whiteboard called
Miro8. At the end of my fieldwork period the schools opened, and I was able to do the planning
workshop of the Thursday PantAgora group in real life. The Dragon Dreaming Workshops of
Waldorf School Zutphen I could also perform in real life. The procedures of the life workshops
were the same, with the exception that I did not use Miro. Instead, I used a big sheet, markers,
pencils and post-its to represent the dream cloud, dream cake and Karabirrd board (Figure 16).
All workshops were recorded after asking for permission. The online meetings in Teams could
simply be recorded and later downloaded, the life workshops where sound recorded by mobile
phone.
For a more detailed idea about how the Dragon Dreaming workshops were performed, the
presentation slides used, the Miro-boards and posters created and more elaborated information
about the participants I refer to Appendix II, V and VI.

Figure 16: Preview of how the dream cake
was made in real life Dragon Dreaming
workshop (Left) and in online program
Miro (right).
8

https://miro.com/app/dashboard/
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8. Moving forwards in South to Growth and Mastery
Yet…
We cannot gather data for ever.
After a while the focus lingers,
the tiredness comes in.
The lingering heat of the mid-afternoon,
dries the plants into shades of gold.
The Earth exemplifies itself a nurturing spirit as
it prepares for rest.
The beginning of decay,
the beginning of autumn,
enters.
It is time for physical and emotional recovery.
Tending and caring ourselves after all the hard work
in the South.
Attending to the messages of our bodies,
laying down in the late summer-sun,
It is time for a short siesta!!
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

Arriving in the South, I worked hard in the research field catching dreams and stories. The cloud
of dreams expanded after every interview and every focus group, until I felt the information
needed was satisfied. Next, it is time to unify the dreams into one collective dream with the help
of the Wheel of Courage and Broken Wheel of Fear to find an answer to the question I made in
East. However, dealing with all this Wisdom of the +40 participants, it is not easy to flow
through all this information. First, all the information and obtained Wisdom had to sink in and
settle down. Only in rest, there is space to put all the pieces of the puzzle into the right place in
order to find an answer to the quest of this journey. Let’s have some rest from our journey and
reflect on how I dealt with the obtained Wisdom first.

8.1 Data handling: growing in Wisdom
The participant observations, interviews and Dragon Dreaming workshops have provided me
with a lot of qualitative narratives, dreams, wishes, stories and ideas for transformative
educations. In the case of the interviews, the dreams are still from individuals. In the case of the
Dragon Dreaming workshops, the dreams are already reunited in several collective dreams. The
aim for data handling was to unite all separated collective and individual dreams into one
combined narrative. With that information we can find out what the main message from the
dreams of the teachers, parents and youngsters are: where do they want to go? A system of Fear
or a system of Courage?

8.1.1 Fieldnote analysis
The field notes I made during the participative observations were only used as background
information. I have used memoing to analyse important themes that emerged from my
observations. Memoing means that I continually made observational field notes of my thoughts
about what I was reading and observing in my notes, just like writing a memo (Bernhard,
2017b).
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8.1.2 Analysis of interview and workshop recordings
The recordings of both the interviews and the workshops are transcribed, mostly by means of a
mixture of “edited transcription” and “strict or true verbatim”. In edited transcription only the
core of the conversation is transcribed, and non-important parts are left out. I applied this way
of transcribing in the Dragon Dreaming workshops, as I was only interested in the conversations
(Bernhard, 2017b). Strict or true verbatim means that the recordings are transcribed where all
sounds are included in the transcript (sometimes also including mistakes, false starts and
pauses) (Bernhard, 2017b). This method of transcribing was used in the dialogue parts of
Dragon Dreaming, as well as in the interviews. I ended up with fifteen transcripts of interviews
and seven transcripts of two days Dragon Dreaming Workshops (Dreaming and Planning).

8.1.3 Transcript handling
In all transcripts I noted down the date, and I gave all participants a fictive name and code. The
fictive names for the interviewed participants are names used in Lakota traditions, because of
the Lakota story I told to the children. The names of the Dragon Dreaming participants come
from Aboriginal traditions, because of the Aboriginal inspiration of the Dreamtime. Codes were
assigned to the participants to give more information about them. The codes are explained in an
Excel sheet that I have attached in Appendix VII.

8.2.4 Coding transcripts
The transcripts were coded by means of “substantive coding”. Substantive coding is a coding
method consisting of two phases (Walker and Myrick, 2006). In phase 1, called “open coding” I
read through all transcripts and colour coded text fragments into the four values of the Wheel of
Courage and the Broken Wheel of Fear. To make clearer what belonged within which values I
divided the values into sixteen sub-themes. Those sub-themes emerged from the data or came
forth out of literature (Table 3).
Table 3: Themes and colour codes for coding data based on the Wheel of Courage and Wheel of Fear

Value Wheel of Fear
Alienation
Failure
Dependency

Selfishness

Subtheme
Value Wheel of Courage
Hierarchic/uncaring/distrustful relationships Belonging
Unstimulating learning environment
Purposeless
Mastery
Extrinsic motivation
Curriculum-as-plan
Interdependency
Irresponsibility
Extrinsic constructivism
Unempathetic competition
Generosity

Subtheme
honouring/caring/thrustful relationships
Stimulating learning environment
Purpose
Intrinsic motivation
Curriculum-as-lived-experience
Responsibility
Intrinsic constructivism
Empathetic cooperation

After colour coding I continued with the second phase of coding: selective coding (Walker and
Myrick, 2006). Here, the colour codes of all the transcripts were sorted and clustered together
per sub-theme into one new file. In the last phase I summarized recurring text fragments to get
an overview of how the dreams are connected to each other. I left interesting quotes as “raw
data” in the file: for example quotes of participants that explain something clearly or when they
say something unique.
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9. From South to West: From individual dreams towards a communal dream
After a short break,
we finally arrived at the end of the day.
The sky turns on fire again,
the sun slowly moves down to Earth.
The cooking fire is on,
the people gather, and start to prepare dinner
A dinner made from the Harvest
That we collected during our journey towards the South.
.(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

5

The data has been gathered and analysed. It is now time to unite all the individual dreams into
the Wheel of Courage and the Broken Wheel of Fear. All the heard voices, all the individual
pieces of wisdom will be united into one collective dream. That can be shared at dinner around
the campfire.
The collective ideas of the participants are presented in the two Wheels analysed within subthemes (Figure 17). The Wheels together give a general perspective on where we are on the
dominator-partnership continuum in the secondary educational system today, and how
teachers, youngsters and parents dream about how to move over this continuum.
Let’s follow the themes of the Wheels to see what the dreams can teach us. To start with the
value of Belonging and Alienation.

Figure 17: The Broken Wheel of Fear (left) and The Wheel of Courage (Right) and how the sixteen sub-themes are
located within the Values of the Wheels.
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9.1 From Alienation towards Belonging
Belonging and Alienation are values that are placed in the East
sector of the Wheels. Within this sector themes regarding the
formation of relationships between the Self, the Other and the
environment are important.

9.1.1 Relationships between people
Belonging is about relationships between teachers and students (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro et al.,
n.d.; Jacobs, 2013; Muller and Vullings, 2018; “Aboriginal Family and Community Literacy
Curriculum”, n.d.). In a relationship based on values of Courage all educators and students have
honouring, trustful and caring relationships amongst each other. This leads to egalitarian
relationships between students and educators (Eisler, 2000). On the contrary, within a
surrounding based on selfishness the relationships are dishonouring, uncaring and distrustful.
In such relations hierarchical structures of a dominator society are present (Eisler, 2000).
The interviews gave clarity that youngsters valued positive and enthusiastic teachers as highly
important in their learning process. Teachers in the Dragon Dreaming workshops also
mentioned that the most important aspects in teaching children are teachers who are truthful,
enthusiastic, and sincere. Shappa, one of the interviewed students, told me that she learnt a lot
from some of her teachers.
“Not from the matter that they taught to us, but just because of who those
teachers were as a person.” [Shappa, student]
This supports an insight of Omeo, one of the teachers involved in Dragon Dreaming: that it is the
personality of a teacher that is the most important gift in creating enthusiasm for learning. The
matter, or content of what is taught are just of minor importance. “Enthusiasm is highly
contagious and in coherence with positive teaching. Children are open for learning everything”
said teacher Jiemba.
Shappa also told me that she does not like to listen to teachers who have a highly authoritarian
attitude towards her. She does not want to learn anything From those teachers. Wachiwi,
another interviewed teenager, told me that she is scared of such authoritarian teachers. She
mentioned that she sometimes comes across teachers who become aggressive if she is giving a
wrong answer or when she is making a mistake. She does not feel safe enough to ask questions
to those teachers and this also turns off her learning fire.
Children’s wishes were that teachers showed a sense of care towards them and that they
provided a positive and enthusiastic learning environment, in line with the values of the Wheel
of Courage. They wished for empathetic and caring relationships with their teachers. They told
me that their learning fire went off as soon as teachers showed authoritarian and superior
behaviour, hence relationships that occur in the Wheel of Fear. Therefore, we can distinguish
two pathways of relationship with teaching, one that is based on egalitarian relationships within
the Wheel of Courage. The other based on authoritarian relationships within the Wheel of Fear.
Courage turns into Fear when relationships between students and teachers are based upon
authoritarian relationships (Figure 18).
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Omeo also mentioned that egalitarian relationships between teachers and students does not
mean that they are fully equal to each other. Those relationships are based upon equivalency he
said. Students and teachers both have their own role within the educational system. Remember
that partnership oriented social structures still have administrators, managers, leaders and
other positions with responsibility towards tasks (Eisler, 2000). With this equivalency
generosity come in too, as teachers and students need each other to construct an environment
that stimulates learning and teaching.
“A teacher has the responsibility to guide children in their learning path, like a coach”, said
teacher Arika. Yet, this responsibility towards each other should not be one directional.
Lowanna, a student involved in Dragon Dreaming valued respect and responsibility as
something that is reciprocal:
“What I always try to do is to look at teachers and students as equal
humans. Such that you can look at teachers as if they were “normal
people” who you could meet in a supermarket.” [Lowanna, student]
Guramarra, a teacher involved in Dragon Dreaming agreed with this by mentioning that teachers
and students must deal with each other which also means that they need to help out each other
when someone does not feel happy or well.
“It could be that a student needs help from a teacher, but a teacher could
also be in the need for help from a student.” [Guramarra, teacher]
Some interviewed participants, both teachers and children, told me that they wished for a place
where children are being heard, seen, and valued as they are and that they feel they are being
listened to. A highly important aspect, besides caring and reciprocal relationships, are trustful
relationships, between teacher and student, between teachers, and between students amongst
each other. In the Dragon Dreaming Workshop Koori told the teachers that she, as a student,
highly appreciated that she was listened to by the teachers. She finally felt heard and enjoyed the
dialogues between student and teachers that emerged during the Dragon Dreaming.
Koori told us that she was in the student board, but that what they came up with as students
hardly ever became reality. Moreover, together with Lowanna, she mentioned that within her
school, teachers usually were not trustful in keeping information that students told in trust to
them. Moreover, she did not feel safe to talk about things that she actually wanted to tell to
someone, because she did not want the whole school knowing this. She often noticed that once
she told something in trust to a teacher suddenly, more teachers would end up knowing it. This
violated her feeling of school as a safe place to be.
Instilling a respectful, equalitarian, caring, and trustful environment in reciprocity by both
students and teachers is important to move from a learning environment based on fear towards
a learning environment which stimulates the feeling of safeness and pleasure. An environment
which is safe and enjoyable is the foundation for every learning space. As Jiemba, a teacher
involved in Dragon Dreaming mentioned:
“When you feel good in your skin, you can and want to learn everything!”
[Jiemba, teacher]
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Options that participants gave to stimulate and feed positive relationships between students and
teachers, and between students and teachers amongst each other were:
Doing a weekly morning circle;
Starting the day together;
Organizing meeting events;
Having some monthly/weekly/ yearly rituals or celebrations in the school that stimulate
meetings and social bonding, such as a monthly lunch together;
 Blending teachers with students during breaks instead of having the teachers “hiding” in
their teacher rooms;
 Having teachers present in the student councils who are really listening to students
needs






A bottleneck mentioned for these activities was that schools are quite big and even getting
bigger. However, A larger school size is easier to solve than a smaller one. As smaller groups are
easily created. That is fun too, because the groups can be mixed and mingled every time again
said teacher Omeo.

Positive and enthusiastic coaches
(teachers who are guiding children in
their
learning
path),
who
acknowledge that they are also still
learning and who show their
personality while teaching.
Equivalency between coaches and
students

Authoritarian teachers who know it
better than the student and are not
open to listen to the ideas and
struggles of students.
The relationship between teachers
and student are hierarchical.

Caring, value and helping listening to
each other (both students and
teachers) in a reciprocal manner.

“Teachers from who I do
not want to learn are teachers
who are authoritarian. I do not
have the intention to learn
from such teachers.” [Wachiwi,
student]

“Teachers from who I
learned most were the teachers
who showed personality. I
learned most from who they
are as a person, not the matter
that they taught to us.”
[Shappa, student]

Figure 18: Summary of subtheme “Relationships between people”
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9.1.2 Encouraging versus discouraging learning environment
Egalitarian relationships are formed within an environment that brings people together. The
environment causes satisfaction of the feeling of Belonging to something. Therefore, the way the
learning environment is formed is another foundational element in education. An encouraging
learning environment takes into account the physical needs, safety needs and the desire to
Belong to something ( Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro et al., n.d.; Jacobs, 2013; “Aboriginal Family and
Community Literacy Curriculum”., n.d.). The feeling that we belong to something and have all
basic needs met creates a stimulating environment. When those basic necessities are not met,
the result is a discouraging learning environment in which we feel alienated from the learning
process (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro et al., n.d.; Jacobs, 2013; “Aboriginal Family and Community
Literacy Curriculum”., n.d.). When Belonging is not met, our feeling of safeness is violated and we
are in survival modes, which does not encourage learning in a positive way (Eisler, 2000). The
learning environment is also about structure, where learning takes places and how the learning
environment looks like (Eisler, 2000). This is of high value when it comes to setting up a
stimulating learning environment that encourages a positive learning process (Alvarez, 2017).
Some teachers mentioned during the Dreaming workshop that schools in society are built as
highly efficient institutes, purely driven by economic and political agendas. According to
Gurumarra, schools are becoming bigger and are increasing in efficiency such that children can
be made ready for the labour market, while as little an amount of money as possible is pumped
into the school system. He said that schools are designed in a way that people follow the
expectations of the political and economic driven world. Dragon Dreamer teacher Lue
mentioned that this makes that schools are a static society that mirrors the current society. Due
to this static environment both school and society stay left behind, whilst in fact, Lue explains,
we should look at what lies ahead of us and anticipate on that.
Both Watorea, one of the involved parents, and Djarrjuntjun, a teacher, dived deeper into this
old-dated static system and questioned the “efficient” structure of a school system. They looked
at it as outsiders and saw this “efficient” system as highly restrictive and as an inefficient system.
“The school structure is highly restrictive and monotonous. You have corridors
where every 50 minutes children are crossing with heavy backpacks from one
container towards another container. In each container they are filling their
brains with facts of which they are forgotten the next day. That is a short
summary of secondary school design.” [Djarrjuntjun, teacher and Watorea,
parent]
There were teachers who wished to turn this static structure into an environment that Omeo
called: a “creative breeding place” for exploration and experiments. An environment that is like a
cosy living room. Jarli, one of the parents, envisioned a living room with doors that are always
open such that it is possible for students and teachers to enter the world, the society (Figure 19).
Moreover, this also allows the society, the world outside the “classroom” (or living room as he
named the classroom) to enter. In this way, children and teachers are not hiding in containers
learning about a world that they never see in reality. In this creative breeding place, they learn
within the world which they are part of. Because the world is big, Jarli emphasized the need for
an orientation point which helps students to find their way in the in order for them to not get
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lost. Subsequently, there are also clear border signs so that children do not end up in places and
areas that are not safe or useful for them. Most teachers also mentioned the importance of an
outdoor place, a place for play and theatre, a place for inspiration and highly important a quiet
place for studying or resting.

Figure 19: Creative breeding place constructed by parent Jari and his fellow Dragon Dreamers. A school with
a green roof, doors open to enter the outdoor world, and to let the outdoor world enter the school. To not get
lost and overwhelmed in the big outdoor world there is a direction pointer and boundary markers.
The wish for more outdoor teaching came back many times. Teaching about and in nature was
highly valued by almost all teachers of Dragon reaming workshops and many children dream of
a more natural environment to be and to learn in. Kuparr, a child involved in Dragon Dreaming,
was dreaming about a school which looked like a big villa in the forest. With many trees and
animals to take care of. Warrya wanted his own treehouse. Jindalee wanted an educational
environment at the beach, because she liked to swim in the sea, and she enjoyed the soft sand
under her feet (Figure 20).

Figure 20: Creative Breeding Place, including a wish for nature elements such as the beach and treehouses.
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The main conversation during the Dragon Dreaming planning workshops was often about how
to construct this stimulating and inspiring learning environment. What is it that this
environment needs? How should it look like to suit the purpose of the wishes? Some answers
were that it is time to step away from the ringing bells and the containers called classrooms in
which children are sitting the whole day. Where they sit still and learn about a society and drum
knowledge into their heads from books. A change into this structure is already happening as I
have observed in PantAgora and Plantarijn. The outdoor class Plantarijn is a beautiful example
of a dynamic learning space as well as the “Afternoons without walls” of PantAgora. These
Afternoons without walls are on Tuesdays where children are encouraged to find places and
people within society to learn from, or to do a little internship. Yet, such ways of teaching are not
open to everyone, and many children are still learning in the “traditional way” of sitting in a
classroom learning content that are presented to them passively. This is what the interviewed
children explained to me. This became also clear while I was listening to some teachers in the
teacher room on Waldorf school Zutphen. The PTA is the driving force of this traditional modern
learning. The easiest way to get to the learning goals are the cognitive learning’s through books
inside classrooms and behind computers.
To move from the Wheel of Fear to the Wheel of Courage, from Alienation to Belonging, a more
dynamic learning environment and connections with society and the outside world was a
prominent wish that came forward during the conversations (Figure 21). More connection with
both the natural as well as the social environment were mentioned by the participants. In the
past, it was efficient and easy to put the children into a school where they could easily prepare
for their future on the labour market, under strict supervision. However, times are changing and
many dragon dreamers felt another call for education.
A diverse learning environment contains a diversity of places where children and teachers can
go to learn, but also have a space to relax, play, move, have time for joy and also a place that
support a healthy environment. Often mentioned locations were: A living room to meet in, places
to study, to relax, places to move, build, play, a place for technology, for outdoor experiences,
and a place for every child to withdraw and be on their own. A situation to meet and share
knowledge and wisdom called “inspiration session room” was also mentioned by teacher Tidam.
A learning environment should also support healthy habits said Irabinna.
Irabinna, a youngster involved in Dragon Dreaming brought into attention that his school does
not always stimulate a healthy learning environment.
“It is strange that we are not allowed to eat gum in school, but that the
canteen is selling lollies with gum inside. I would like to have a school
canteen that sells delicious, but healthy food instead of pizza and
unhealthy items.” [Irabinna]
Jarli explained Irabinna that the school probably gets money when they sell their food
from companies. He said that companies that are economically driven do not care about
human health, but just about making money. Unhealthy food simply sells good. This is an
output of society running out of domination constructs. Jarli and Irabinna started to talk
about how to make a change and this change is possible as soon as teachers, parents and
children start to work together. Karalee, another parent and Irabinna started to make a
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plan in how to change the canteen towards a healthy canteen straight away. Karalee had
contacts with the GGD (health service on municipal level) and wanted to bring Irabinna in
contact with someone from society who would like to help him in designing this plan.
Most participants did not want to see schools as little islands. Instead they wanted to see the
school walls disappear in order for children to learn outside and relate to the “real world” and
not only from books and theory. Yet, to open the classes more to the outdoors can be seen as a
scary thing, because we do not know what it will bring. Dural, a Dragon Dreaming teacher said to
have observed on countless occasions that children have hard times imagining how a dynamic
learning environment would look like. They are so conditioned by the school structure and they
know that they can only answer and think in the way the present school environment expects
them to think and act. This became clear during a Dragon Dreaming workshop with both
youngsters and teachers. When we were talking about the learning environment the children
were challenged and thought it would be impossible to teach beyond their classrooms. The
classrooms gave them clarity in the courses they have. A classroom for French, a classroom for
Math et cetera, gives structure.
Other strengths of classrooms mentioned by teachers and parents were that it is not always
needed to move outdoors or into society. It is also possible to create a living classroom, where all
the exciting things are present within the classroom. This then creates a safer and easier to
control place and surrounding, whilst it is still possible to find out about life in an embodied
relational way.
An obstacle that many teachers agreed upon was that the current school structure is designed
within short teaching hours and short time frames of the courses. Another issue mentioned was
the space. Many teachers said that they do not have so much space for a diversity of learning
environments. Yet, some solutions came up to tackle the lack of space. Wherein the main key is,
according to Jedda and Gurumar two teachers: creativity and imagination.
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A creative breeding place for
exploration and experimentations
with doors open to let the real world
enter and to go out into the real
world.
A diverse learning environment
contains a diversity of places were
children and teachers can go to learn,
but also have space to relax, play,
move, for joy. School is also support a
healthy
environment.
This
environment is led by imagination
and creativity.

.
A static, mechanical, and monotonous
environment for efficient cognitive
and passive learning of facts. The
learning setting is efficient for
following an economic and political
driven educational agenda (PTA), but
lacks creativity and imagination.
Natural environment that supports
natural human behaviour is absent.

“When you would ask
students what they would like,
they often can only answer the
way that the current school
system is expecting from
them.” [Dural teacher]

A natural environment that supports
natural human behaviour is highly
prominent.

“A creative breeding place
to explore and experiment with
doors open to let the real world
enter and to go out to the real
world.” [Jarli, parent & Omeo
teacher]
Figure 21: Summary of subtheme “Learning environment”
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9.2 From Fear of Failure towards Mastery
When a safe and inviting environment is provided learning
can take place. A synonym for learning is Mastery. To master
something, we need a purpose of what we would like to
master. Fear of Failure overrules the learning process when
we are afraid that we cannot achieve Mastery. What it is that
we want to master can be based on the multiple intelligences.
The themes that underly the value in the Southern sector of
the
Wheels
are
Intrinsic/extrinsic
motivation,
purposive/purposeless
learning
and
multiple/mono
intelligence.

9.2.1 Purposive learning and learning motivation
An encouraging or discouraging learning environment determines whether children see purpose
in what they learn or do within school, or see learning as purposeless (Alvarez, 2017). The third
concept that arises is therefore purpose in the Wheel of Courage and purposeless in the Wheel of
Fear (Brendtro, 2006; Brendtro et al., n.d.; Jacobs, 2013; “Aboriginal Family and Community
Literacy Curriculum”., n.d.). Within the Wheel of Courage, children see purpose in what they
learn, as they can relate to why they are learning (Eisler, 2000). Within the Wheel of Fear,
learning is not related to themselves and there is no feeling nor need to learn, besides that they
have to do it because an authority figure outside themselves says so (Alvarez, 2017).
When we feel no purpose in learning, but we need to learn a certain content because an external
authority forces us, the motivation to learn and master does not come from an intrinsic fire
Alvarez, 2017; Arendt, 2013; Eisler, 2000; Jacobs, 2013; Riley-Taylor, 2002; “The Montessori
Visie,” n.d.). The motivation is extrinsically shaped and belongs to the Wheel of Fear, as it is part
of a domination construct (Brendtro, 2006; Eisler, 2000): someone has power over us (Eisler,
2000). When children do not learn what is extrinsically asked from them, it has consequences.
Fear of disobedience or rebellious behaviour against the power over them greatly diminishes
the intrinsic motivation to learn (Freire, 1972; Dasberg, 1975; Browers, 1995; Riley-Taylor,
2002; Olssen and Peters, 2005; Biesta, 2010; Nussbaum, 2010; Arendt, 2013; Zylstra et al.,
2014).
Intrinsic learning starts, according to teachers Adina and Binda, with watching inspiring humans
and non-human beings and by walking through an inspiring environment. Our curiosity comes
alive by watching carefully and asking questions to what we see. The sparks of curiously creates
this intrinsic motivation to learn.
Extrinsic motivation to learn is mainly leading the learning process when students learn for
obligatory exams. Teacher Alira mentioned that this way of learning turns children into
machines. They simply store knowledge into their brains. This is how the school system can
evaluate whether children are reaching the goals of the PTA and showing their competence of
being ready for higher education according to what Inala said. Children agreed that marks are an
important stimulus to make them learn the matter that school asks from them to master.
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“The marks are like horsewhip, without them I would not be motivated to learn
the school matter.” [Haska, student]
The main goal of my interviews was to find out what it is that children like to learn and how they
would like to learn. The answers were often related to the same theme: They wanted to learn in
connection with what matters in life. Learning how they can care for themselves, care for others
and how they can learn to live in the society. They just want to learn how life works and what
their own role and place is into all of that, and what gives them satisfaction in life.
Hanska told me that he finds it important to learn about society in a more practical manner. In
such a way that he knows how to survive in this world. Wachiwi is eager to learn about what is
going on in the world and to see how she can make things better. She also simply wants to find
out what it is that belongs to her vision. Ehawee was more interested in how to learn to take
care of herself.

“Because let us be fair, you are the one who knows yourself best and also
who has to deal with you the longest!” [Ehawee, student]
Ehawee also wishes to learn how she could be helpful to others. She thinks for instance that it is
of high priority to learn how you can save other peoples’ lives. Such as knowing how to save a
person who is drowning. Hotah said that he only likes learning French at school, because he
knows that he can use it. He has a friend in France who does not speak English and because of
the French language classes he is able to have conversations with his friend.
To prepare for higher education it is important that the children learn scientific skills, which
sometimes annoyed them. Hotah wished that biology could help him receive sexual education
such that he could also discuss this with peers and teachers to get other opinions than his
parents’ ones. Yet, biology gave him sexual education through a scientific lens. No one told him
why and how woman menstruate, but only how hormones are working he said. In other words,
Hotah gave an example of how the high focus on scientific knowledge has disconnected him from
how the things he learn applies to his own live.
Youngsters seem to mostly focus on cognitive knowledge in schools, which is according to
Ehawee not so useful. She believes that more than half of what they learn would never be used in
their future. Chatan found the learning matter quite boring, and it does not satisfy his intrinsic
interests. He wondered whether the PTA really cares about content or that it is all about the
marks.
To summarize, the youngsters did not see much purpose in the PTA content that they must learn
in school. Although they see that it is important to learn the matter so they can pass the tests and
get their marks, the children feel disconnected from what they learn (Figure 22). The deeper
topics that children wished to learn more about, seemed omitted, neglected, and not recognized
as important in the school curriculum. Instead, the focus in school lies to a great extent on the
idea that life is about making good prestige in order to have success in the labour market. Dural,
one of the teachers, was wondering about this:
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“It is almost miserable to admit that children are not able to formulate
what they want, because they are in school and can only learn school
stuff.” [Dural, teacher]
Gurumarra observed that learning without purpose is not only something children could
experience, but also teachers. He noticed colleague teachers who are also walking around
without purpose. Those colleagues, he said, are only thinking about things that are not possible,
while so much is possible if we stay positive and focus on our purpose. When moving from
purposeless to purposive learning the content is not dictated by an outside force, but by an
inside force : the teachers and students themselves.
Teachers are the people who can help children in finding their aims and purposes in life and can
also guide them on their path towards their goal(s). Instead of feeding their extrinsic motivation
and tell them what they should do, teachers can motivate and stimulate the children in their
learning journey. The Dragon Dreamers started to talk about “dream coaches”, which are adults
that can guide the children on their path to become the person they are dreaming of. Those
dream coaches also have the responsibility to take care of the children and protect them from
getting lost in the overwhelming world, where focus can easily be lost. The intensity of coaching
will depend on the age of the children as well as their personality said teacher Arika. According
to her, some of them will need more coaching than others.
With the help of dream coaches, children are given the fuel to develop their live purpose
and live path. This is a dynamic and spiralling path as parent Warrin puts it:
“It is not about the goal only, it is about the journey towards the goal.
During the journey it is possible that the direction changes, but it is nice to
have a goal to work towards.” [Warrin, parent]
A dream coach changes the purpose of a “teacher” within a school. They can share their
knowledge and wisdom with their students, but more important is that they guide them in
finding their own learning path towards Wisdom.
Once a child has found a certain direction of interest, curiously helps the child to find out how
things work. Kurraki, one of the children, even preferred figuring out things by himself instead of
having someone telling him how things work. Only when it goes wrong or when something
really is too hard or does not work, does he want to ask an expert or teacher. In fact, as Alvarez
also points out, when the learning fire is on, when children have a purpose, a goal to work on,
they will do everything to learn and figure it out (Alvarez, 2017).
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Learning content is connected to what
matters in a child’s life. There is plenty of
space in the curriculum to learn how life
works and what the child’s own role is in
the Web of Life.

Learning content is based on pre-made
programs which do not support much
room for self-exploration. The learning
matter is not connected to what matters in
a child’s life and does not support to help
them to find their own place in the Web of
Life.

Dream coaches help guiding the students
to follow their dreams and not get lost in
the big world

Dream coaches who support a child in its
own unique development are absent.

“What if someone is
drowning into the water?
How can I save that
person?”
[Ehawee, student]

“At the moment I am
learning super boring
matter. I have the idea that
it is not about the matter I
must learn, but more about
the marks I get. It is not
about getting my interest.”
[Chatan, student]

Figure 22: Summary of subtheme “purposive learning”
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9.2.2 Intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation
Wachiwi and Hanska told me that they would appreciate it if there would be more space to focus
on learning based on own interests. They told me that some space is set apart for intrinsic
motivation in school projects, but they found that generally not much space was left for intrinsic
interests. Ehawee gave as an example that she wanted to cover a certain topic during her history
class, but because of time constrains and the structure of the history books her idea was rejected
by her teacher. Ehawee was frustrated that she was never asked what she likes to learn:
“Everything is already fixed, you have to do this, you have to do that, you
have to do it that way. Whilst they never ask: ‘what would you like to do? If
you could choose something yourself, what is it that you would do?’ I think
that if I would learn what interested me I would not forget it quickly.”
[Ehawee, student]
Learning starts by asking children what they are interested in mentioned teachers Arika and
Jedda. Schools are, according to them, built for the children. Therefore, the core of learning must
focus on what the children find important in life and what they want to learn. Teachers can
prepare lessons or coach children in a learning direction, because there are many children who
need guidance in finding out what it is they would like to master as Jiemba said. Learning is a
two directional process between teachers and students. Children need guidance in finding their
place and their interests, but as one of the interviewed youngsters Ojinjintka affirmed, once the
fire is on, she wants to do everything to learn. And so did many of the other interviewed
youngsters.
Intrinsic motivation is mentioned as an important fuel for learning and is lightened when the
value Belonging is met. This gives a safe space that triggers curiosity. A way to trigger curiosity is
when something is joyful and fun and mysterious (Alvarez, 2017). Joy is important according to
teacher Arika, because it is what makes a child wanting to learn everything. According to teacher
Inala, the learning environment plays an important role in creating joy and “a learning action”.
The learning space must stimulate a creative learning motivation and not a reactive one, Inala
said. When the learning motivation becomes reactive, the motivation to learn does not come
from intrinsic motivation, but from an extrinsic source. A forced reaction of having to master
something. A learning action comes from a spark inside the child, that creates the willingness to
learn from itself.
The youngsters told me that they would highly appreciate it if they could follow their own
intrinsic motivation a bit more. Freedom from obligations was an often mentioned value in
obtaining space for learning by intrinsic motivation. Inala mentioned that it is quite difficult for
teachers to admit that children can learn in freedom and that they simply need to trust the
students in their learning process. Teachers could also just watch instead of telling children
what to do to get out of what is in them. Trust is important, as Akecheta agreed:
“If I really want to learn something, I will work for it and I will do everything
until I get there.” [Akecheta, student]
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Yet, full freedom in learning is not possible according to most of the teachers. As stated by Inala,
freedom without boundaries leads to emptiness. The world and the knowledge and Wisdom we
can find out there is boundless, and so are the different worldviews. Besides that, the purpose of
schools in the modern society is to let children work towards a certain degree of Mastery of
skills and goals according to certain guidelines and standards created by the government
(Rijksoverheid, no date; Ministerie van Onderwijs Cultuur en Wetenschap, 2020). They called it
PTA and as Inala and Witto explained, teachers need to succeed in the task to help children fulfil
these goals and guidelines, such that they can work towards a future education and/or job.
The main purpose of today’s school system is to help children in receiving a certificate
mentioned Inala. It is for teacher Gurumarra the hidden curriculum of school:
“Of course, they want schools to deliver good labour for the labour
market. Because they will pay many taxes. School delivers money for the
government.” [Gurumarra, teacher]
This teacher thus says that schools bring in people for the labour market to contribute to the
economies of the current global popular system. Yet, Hanska, Wachiwi, and Hotah, said that
getting this certificate is the only reason why they still are doing their best in learning, They
want to be able to be accepted in their future studies and not have to re-sit their year. Shappa
told me that she finds this mindset a pity, because she has experienced that if she put her heart
in learning, negotiating with teachers what she dislikes and what she does like, she would have
had teachers changing the learning content.
A downside of extrinsic motivation by the PTA is that children can be vulnerable to the Fear of
Failure. Hotah told me that he was doing Gymnasium but he just could not do everything the
teachers asked him. They gave him a lot of unhealthy pressure as he explained:
“Gymnasium does in fact not differ much from VWO, besides the classic
languages. Yet, they give us the idea that Gymnasium students were
superior to VWO students because we should be valued more intelligent.
The teachers told us: “you are Gymnasium students, you can do this! You
are Gymnasium students you have to do this”. We had to do the same
matter but in a shorter time frame and we were evaluated stricter. While
in fact we do not differ much from VWO. I felt such a high pressure that I
decided to move to VWO.” [Hotah, student]
Wachiwi also told me that she suffered from Fair of Failure. She said that because she has
to fulfil standards that are super strict and when she would not follow the rules or
guidelines she would be punished with bad marks and she would feel as if she is not good
enough. Her wish is that schools would be freer in how they evaluate the students. Alvarez
pointed out that it is by the making of mistakes where we learn most (Riley-Taylor, 2002;
Jacobs, 2013; Alvarez, 2017). Teacher Dural find this evaluation based upon standards
dangerous for the development of authentic selves of children.
“Many students can only give answers to what they are expected to
answer, what the school desires from them.” [Dural, teacher]
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According to teacher Daku and Bambam, a balance needs to be found in freedom in learning and
“obligative” learning (Figure 23). The idea of teachers and students talking with each other
about how they would like to fill in this free and obligatory learning space and content was an
important topic in the Dragon Dreaming workshops of Waldorf School Zutphen, where
youngsters and teachers were taking part together. Both the teachers and the children were
astonished by the observation of how insightful it was to listen to each other. They found out
that they had similar wishes and dreams and that it would be a good idea when the policy of
schools would be managed by teachers and students and not by principals and people that are
never visible.
“What I remembered from yesterday is that I found it quite special that everyone
had similar ideas. Moreover, I had expected that there would be more
differences between the wishes of students and teachers.” [Lowanna, student]
The value of the observation of Lowanna comes back when we move over the circle
towards Generosity, where cooperation is important. All teachers, parents and students
agreed that children need to obtain certain skills and knowledge in order to let them
”survive” in this modern world. Yet, if we can let go of the strictness of the PTA (and this is
possible
time
wise
according
to
some
teachers):
“Then there is time to have fun with each other and not only focus on the matter
of the curriculum.” [Jiemba, teacher]
Joy, is one of the keys to lighten the intrinsic fire. As long as there is joy, learning will perceive no
matter how hard and difficult the effort is said teacher Jiemba. The content could be anything,
but it must be aligned with the joy for life, our intrinsic fire.
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The development of children are the
central focus in education, and the origin
of learning is focused on intrinsic
interests. PTA is flexible and dynamic,
failure has no consequences.

Preparing children for a place on the
labour market of society is the main focus
of education. The pre-made PTA
according to a standard is leading to make
sure children learn what adults expect
from them. Failure has consequences.

Learning is playful, embodied and
motivating. Learning is done out of joy. A
child is free to learn what fuels its intrinsic
fire, the coaches are guiding them in
finding the fuel of their intrinsic learning
fire. The coaches also put healthy
boundaries to the learning process.

School is something that a child just need
to go through. Prestige and Fear of Failure
is the extrinsic motivation that thrives
learning.

“If I want something than I will
work for it. I will find out
everything and I will just work
on it!” [Akecheta, student]

s

Figure 23: Summary of subtheme “motivation
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“Sometimes I just cannot do it.
But then they give a lot of
pressure, and I have to do it
anyways even though I just
cannot!” [Hotah, student]

“At some point you get the
impression that you are
not good at it, I stop with
making homework and
doing my best with the
consequence of getting
even lower marks.”
[Zitkala, student]

9.2.3 Growing intelligent, growing Wise
Much of what children internalize as knowledge and truth is spontaneously formed through
their interactions with the living world around them. Young children in particular learn from the
people that surround them (Eisler, 2000, p. 30). Experience-based learning, embodied learning
and relational learning, motivate to learn by “head-heart-hands-spirit”, or multiple intelligences
(Gardner, 1983; Cherry, 2019). Relational learning is learning to connect the Self with the local
environment and the way the Self relates to the wider world, different worldviews and socioeconomic cultures. Relational learning is also learning in connection to other species and nonliving matter in a deeper and more caring way (Wals, 2019). Hence, relational learning is a way
to support TEK in the learning process.
Embodied learning is learning by multiple intelligences in popular terms also known as learning
by head-heart-hand and spirit (Riley-Taylor, 2002). Embodied learning helps young adolescents
to develop not only their cognitive intelligence, but also their multiple intelligence, including
their “spiritual intelligence” that is highly neglected in the global popular society.
Intelligence can be defined as the ability to learn cognitive and embodied complexes of different
kinds (Cherry, 2019; Hodgkinson, Langan-Fox, & Sadler-Smith, 2008; Sejnowski, 2019).
Although all humans are born as physical, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual beings, when we do
not develop our physical, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual intelligences during life, they will
weaken.
A curriculum in which educational content is related to live purposes of children and where
learning is performed by multiple intelligences is a curriculum that Riley-Taylor has phrased as
curriculum-as –lived-experience (Riley-Taylor, 2002). This is an encouraging curriculum that
embraces mastery of learning. The classroom turns into a living classroom. In a living classroom
knowledge and wisdom would no longer be obtained through passive learning in
disconnectedness from the world around us (Riley-Taylor, 2002). Instead, knowledge and
Wisdom in a living classroom are constructed by lively taking part in the world and by
developing our multiple intelligences. Yet, it is cognitive intelligence which is nowadays the
most valued intelligence in education (Zylstra, 2014; Alvarez, 2017; Wals, 2019), A dominant
focus on cognition can be seen as a monoculture of intelligence.
The high focus on cognitive learning is an issue within schools. It is one of the reasons why
Pantarijn started Plantarijn, where children have outdoor time and can also learn through
embodied and relational learning with their outdoor environment. The groundskeeper of the
outdoor garden calls it learning by head-heart-hands. He did not mention spirit.
The Waldorf school in Zutphen is also struggling with the high focus on cognitive learning that is
needed to fulfil the goals and guidelines of the PTA. In an email correspondence with a school
researcher that worked on educational development inside Waldorf school, the researcher
wrote me that the students focus highly on the PTA and its examination culture. This neglects
exercises and projects that stimulate self-development based on intrinsic motivation. Whilst
according to this researcher there are also indirect ways to fulfil the PTA . Ways that requires a
less prominent focus on examination and prestige and a higher focus on projects based on
intrinsic motivation.
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It appeared to happen from the primary school onwards that children are praised when they are
excellent cognitive learners and are able to score high in tests. Hanska told me that he did not
know about the existence of “VMBO”9. Because he was a good learner, he was always told that he
would go to HAVO/VWO. His friends also went to HAVO/VWO so he did not choose for his
secondary school journey, he just did what he thought was expected of him. The same goes for
Chatan. He told me that he was one of the five smartest children of his year on primary school.
He worked in a special schoolbook for smart kids and was praised for this. This made him doing
his best to get to Gymnasium. He saw himself walking confidently with his friends towards
gymnasium, he said. Yet, once he was doing Gymnasium he did not know why he did so much
effort, he did not even like Latin and Greek.
Learning through cognition to fulfil the PTA is what Alira called a funnel model.
“Open your mouth and we fill it with knowledge.” [Alira, teacher]
Ellin and Elanora, a curriculum designer and a teacher, see this funnel model as a danger for
losing practical skills in the future generation. Because education is focused around learning
cognitive knowledge and in teaching children where knowledge can be found, practical skills are
suffering and getting lost.
A curriculum that is based on this funnel model is what I have called a curriculum-as-planned as
the dominator counterpart of Riley Taylors’ curriculum-as-lived-experience (Riley-Taylor,
2002). A curriculum-as-planned is a curriculum that dictates children what to learn, that has not
much freedom of choice, and where not much space is left for the intrinsic motivation of teacher
and student to focus on what they find important to learn, explore and discover.
The curriculum-as-planned has a strict structure that was mentioned by the teacher
Djarrjuntjun.
“When you come as new teacher in schools you are taught how you enter
the school, how you survive 3x50 minutes the class you teach, and before
you know you are absorbed by the school system and no energy is left to
think in different ways about the world.” [Djarrjuntjun, teacher]
Alira told me that she saw the constant influx of new facts and teaching’s from political driven
decisions to fill up the into the school curriculum as the crisis of education. This increase in
obligations within the curriculum-as-planned, overloads the curriculum and not much space is
left for freedom and intrinsic learning. Wachiwi told me that she perceives it as impossible to
talk about things of her own interest during class, because no time is free to spend on other
things that pop up. The only space the children have for talking about other topics then school
matter is during the breaks, she said.

9

VMBO prepares for middle-level applied education (MBO).
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Examples that teachers said they miss in their educational curriculum are:

 Teaching “beyond courses” and connecting different courses with each other:
“I think that there should be a higher diversity of courses in school, and
also with more interconnectedness between courses. The focus lies too
much on knowledge gaining instead of mastery of skills.” [Arika, teacher]
Koori said she would really love it when she could combine courses with each other. She has a
curriculum which includes history, but because of her schedule she cannot join biology. She
regrets this as she finds both interesting.

 The integration of different worldviews, including local wisdom(s) and exposing children
to different nature images of different cultures.
“So, you have many ways of how to look to human-Earth relationships. In
the West we have specific ideas of how to look at those relationships. Yet, in
geographic other ways of looking at those relationships are not mentioned.”
[Alkina, teacher]
“How do we relate to our direct learning environment? To do this, I would
dig into the local ecosystem and spend insightful learning hours into those
local wisdoms from local people who do it slightly different. So invite the
locals!” [Gurumar, teacher]
Teacher Binda had the idea to focus on experienced based and project based learning.
Djarrjuntjun reacted to this. He mentioned that he worked on a project where teachers and
students made their curriculum together. Teachers from Arts, Maths, Dutch languages, social
studies and history. Every last day of the week they would go out into the world on expeditions
and excursions with every other 8 weeks a new theme or topic.

 Revaluation of handicrafts in education (also in the form of internships)
The doing of internships was seen as beneficial from two directions. It is beneficial for
the youngsters because:
“By going on internships youngsters move into society, then you learn why
you learn things. In the books it is described theoretically, but a handicraft
you only learn by doing. It is out there in reality where it is happening.”
[Omeo, teacher]
On the other side, internships can also be beneficial to the adults who perform the handicraft.
Alina, one of the teachers, mentioned that when adults explain to children what they are doing,
they become aware again of what they are doing and this can bring them new insights.
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 Let nature be a teacher to children
According to teacher Adina the wonders and the creatures in nature can teach us a lot
about life.
“By asking questions of what we see and then talk about it together to find
an answer on the question.’ Why is this ladybug walking here and not over
there, what does a ladybug actually do?’ We can learn from our own
observations in our environment and answers can be found out there too!”
[Adina, teacher]

 Focussing on multiple intelligences (often mentioned as head-heart-hands principle)
Dural mentioned that humans are not only “Head” beings, but also not only practical beings that
should focus on their hands. That could be a pitfall too. He said that we must take a step back to
our heartbeat, what do you love in life?
The children themselves said that they would like ways of learning that are not only by
cognition, but they find it hard to imagine how that is possible in such a busy curriculum. When I
asked Hotah if he would like it to have more P hours in school (Which are classes where the
youngsters get space to work on different things that include more practical learnings) he said
that he would like to, but he thinks that it is not realistic.
“When we spend more hours on P hours the chances are high that I would
neglect all other things that are needed for the tests and exams.” [Hotah,
student]
Yet, it is in a curriculum-a-planned where the focus on exams is the most important (Figure 24).
In a curriculum-as lived-experience:
“Experience is perhaps even more important than knowledge [Jiemba, teacher]
and the true learning ground is the reality, the school is a mini society.” [Inala,
teacher]
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Curriculum-as-planned
Teaching is focused on a multitude of
different worldviews and values local
wisdom.
Learning content is
interconnected and based upon headheart-hands and spiritual activities.
Nature images and learning into the
“real world” are main part of the
curriculum. Nature is an important
but unexpected and surprising
teacher.

Children are tested on their
cognitive intelligences in how they
ruminate knowledge.
They are valued based upon
standards. Children are praised
when they are excellent, cognitive
learners and are able to score high
in tests, and punished when not.



“Students only focus on this
what we call PTA. An exercise
or project where selfdevelopment is the target is
neglected, because it is not
focused on goals of the PTA
and takes up too much time.”
[Researcher Waldorf School]

“We make our own curriculum
together with colleagues from
art, maths, Dutch languages
and history. One day in the
week, always a different topic
and often on an excursion.”
[Djarrjuntjum, teacher]

Figure 24: Summary of subtheme “multiple/mono intelligence”
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9.3 From Depedency towards Interdependency
In the West we meet the values Dependency and
Interdependency. West is about turning inwards and
reflecting upon that which we have Mastered and learnt in
the South. Constructivism and (ir)responsibility are the
themes that resonate with the values in the West sector of the
Wheels.

9.3.1 Extrinsic and intrinsic constructivism
Reflection and interdependence become more prominent values in the Wheel of Courage when
we move towards the West of the Wheel. The West is where we reflect on our obtained Wisdom
and integrate the wisdom into our own system. The theme that describes this integration of our
Wisdom into our system is intrinsic Constructivism. Constructivism is the construction of one’s
own reality, one’s own narratives based on actively obtained knowledge. This knowledge can be
acquired from all of our multiple intelligences (Browers, 1995; Fosnot, 2013; Cherry, 2019;
Sejnowski, 2019). The theory of constructivism is that knowledge is not something that can be
transmitted directly to a person, but instead has to find its place within previously obtained
knowledge by this person (Fosnot, 2013). Learning from this perspective asks for a selfregulated process where one struggles with conflicts between already existing knowledge and
worldviews and the discrepant new insights of the newly obtained knowledge and worldviews
(Fosnot, 2013). Through this process the individual’s worldview can be shifted, or rewritten, but
not necessarily. If it shifts, there is a chance that the newly obtained worldview or knowledge
can also change when it is integrated in the knowledge and worldview that the individual
already possesses.
During my interviews I did not talk about the values of the wheel of Courage, but Hotah
described an excellent summary of how intrinsic constructivism works when we were talking
about learning together with others.
“I try to evaluate the opinions of others. How other people think and how
my parents think and then I mix the different opinions. You should never
neglect one side totally. It is always important to look at everything. We
should not say: ‘okay, I do not agree with you, I do not have to listen to you’.
In this way ideologies cannot merge. When ideologies do not merge, the
society cannot continue, it sticks where we are. And where we are now is
not how it was in the past and also not how it should go now. I think this
counts for a lot of things, that people should take with them other people
in their decisions, opinions and whatever, experiences.” [Hotah, student].
In other words, he gave a nice example of what I meant with intrinsic constructivism: Mixing our
own opinions and ideas with new ideas, experiences, and worldviews. From this mix we can
create new perspectives. Constructivism works like the learning Wheel of Hope. We build up
Wisdom as an iterative process in coherence with what we find on our path during our learning
journey.
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Hotah also gave a nice example that explains extrinsic constructivism: which is the reproducing
of knowledge in order to fulfil a certain requirement even though you do not feel aligned with
this knowledge or Wisdom.
“On tests you have to write the answer down as perfect as possible. You
have a standard model and every part gives you 3 points. If you miss one
part of a question…
You understand the question, you know the answer, but you do not write it
perfectly down, then you miss points. This means that if you are not good
in answering questions of tests you will never get a 10 even though you
understand the matter best of all!” [Hotah, student]
Extrinsic constructivism belongs in the Wheel of Fear when there is no space for finding own
truth in the knowledge we receive from others. In schools knowledge is often based upon one
singular worldview. Other ways of thinking are marked as wrong. The reproducing of knowledge
through extrinsic constructivism creates dependency on certain “standards’.
Dependency is based on reproduced answers to get a mark that is high enough to pass the test
and be approved for a future study and/or job (Underwood, 1994). These standards are
designed by the extrinsic authority and put into the school curriculum. This was mentioned by
Adina the Geography teacher. In her geography class the worldviews of the children are shaped
through the lens of the global popular worldviews. What is truth is dictated for the students and
they have to learn this and follow that, whilst “truth” exists in many different forms (Freire,
1972; Dasberg, 1975; Browers, 1995; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Olssen and Peters, 2005; Biesta, 2010;
Nussbaum, 2010; Arendt, 2013; Zylstra et al., 2014).
The teachers mentioned that making exams is just a trick that children need to master. When
children follow the guidelines of the learning goals and master the trick, the teachers told me
that then, in theory, it should be easy for children to pass the tests. Teacher Witto and parent
Lehna agreed that youngsters must learn this trick to pass the exams and get their school
certificate. Since it is a trick to master, it can be done relatively quick and the rest of the time the
youngsters can work on whatever they like. Yet, Omeo did not agree with the focus of schools on
teaching children this trick, as this way:
“We learn to score an 8 or 9 for physics, instead to learn physics.” [Omeo,
Teacher]
Shappa found out how this “trick” worked and learnt the learning matter just for the sake of
fulfilling the guidelines, not for herself to learn something from it.
“The only thing I did was quickly read the matter before of the test and
quickly reply what I learnt on the test. It worked well to get good marks,
but I did not learn anything. So, I will receive a nice certificate that helps
me to continue in life, but I don’t think that I learnt something from the
school matter. I learnt a lot in school, but not from the learning content.”
[Shappa. student]
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Chatan said that he finds the examination system a handy tool to efficiently monitor1600
students. However, it is not the most charming method to evaluate youngsters he said. Teacher
Duran agrees that this way of teaching does not give much space for intrinsic constructivism.
You cannot find ownership and autonomy over your lessons when there is no space and time to
find meaning in what you learn, he noted. This meaning comes when time and space are
reserved to stand still with yourself in dialogue with others Duran explained. Ellin and Binda did
agree on that time to reflect alone and together about what we learn and experience is what
teach us more than learning for exams.
Intrinsic constructivism requires time and space for reflection, and exploration. This time
and space is not given by the PTA system as Ehawee told me when I asked how she
evaluated the examination system. “Stressful!” She immediately said, and she was not the
only one. Ojinijtka said that she did her best for French, but she just found it hard and got
bad marks. She wanted to do her best even more to pass the test she got. Yet, she realized
that:
“How can I do more than my best and still get bad marks?” [Ojinjintka,
student]
The counterpart of stress is rest, and rest has been an important topic during the
conversation of Dragon Dreaming workshops. Rest is what creates space for reflection.
(Campion & Rocco, 2011; Rek, 2019; Sapthiang, et al., 2018; Shapiro, et al., 2005). Rest is
one of the most important aspects in life, but modern society does not acknowledge rest to
a healthy extent. The modern society requires us to keep up running if we not take care of
ourselves (Campion & Rocco, 2011; Rek, 2019; Sapthiang, et al., 2018; Shapiro, et al.,
2005). Therefore, so many humans, and already a lot of children have to cope with ‘burn
out’ problems. Simply because we deny the natural call of the life cycle, ‘rest in the West’
(Underwood, 2000).
Lowanna said she would love to have space in
school to withdraw herself from the business,
where she can do ‘natural things’. Also Irabinna
and Iluka were designing places where they could
protect themselves from the busy outer world.
Iluka Dragon Dreamt a fort inside the school
where only his cats and him were allowed to
enter. Building inner wisdom comes when we find
rest, as it is in rest where we find space in our
minds for new ideas to come alive. This is the time
for wondering, imagination and dreaming (Blanke
et al., 2013; Sapthiang et al., 2018; Rek, 2019;Figure 26). Figure 25: Iluka’s fort for himself and his
cats
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A learning environment where space and
time is created for rest and reflection to
work on intrinsic constructivism that leads
to ownership and autonomy over our own
learning process.
Reflection with others is stimulated to
hear other opinions and worldviews such
that we can build inner wisdom in
dialogue with others.

The learning environment is created such
that children learn to master the skills and
tricks to fulfil the requirements of the
curriculum-as-planned. Extrinsic
constructivism is seen as more important
than intrinsic constructivism and not much
space is left for rest and reflection.
The curriculum-as-planned leaves out
space for critical reflection on other ways
of seeing and thinking.

“Some teachers let us make tests

such that they can see how far we
are in understanding the matter.
However, I think that we should be
able to see that ourselves also
knowing well how we do in our
learning process, instead of that a
test says how far I master the
matter.” [Lowanna, student].

“In the end it comes
to pumping it all
into our brains.”
[Kimimela, student]

Figure 26: Summary of subtheme “constructivism”
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9.3.2 Responsibility and irresponsibility
When children constructed their own vision and can share with others, they take ownership
over what they learnt. Moreover, they are responsible to act and behave on the basis of how they
constructed their worldview (Alvarez, 2017).
For instance, learning about life values and sharing worldviews with each other gives valuable
lessons about life (Moezzi, et al., 2017; Saiyed and Irwin, 2017; Datta, 2018). According to
teacher Binda these valuable lessons can be used to let the youngsters decide together about
important agreements to stick to. When children themselves have found common ground upon
the agreements, they will feel responsible to also stick to them. Children would feel less
responsible to rules they did not come up with themselves, especially when they feel they do not
believe in them (Alvarez, 2017). Koori said that in her school quite some rules need to be
followed that students do not even understand. She is annoyed by the ones who came up with
those rules. This misunderstanding and disagreement in the predetermined rules make children
feel irresponsible and this annoyance can result in “bad” behaviour (Alvarez, 2017). Shappa told
me that her little brother is seen as a problematic child by teachers, but they do not dive into the
cause of why he is showing this bad behaviour. Despite the assumption that puberty is an age of
rebellious behaviour, we may find that when students feel that they are heard, honoured and
cared for (belonging), and that they have a voice in the functioning of their school (intrinsic
constructivism) they will stick to the rules and agreements that are made (responsibility)
(Alvarez, 2017). Students would simply not rebel against rules in which they themselves have
had a significant input (Eisler, 2000; Jacobs, 2013; Alvarez, 2017).
The same goes for the responsibility over the learning environment and the level of vandalism
within such an environment. A quite long discussion between teachers and students appeared
during one of the Dragon Dreaming workshops about the responsibility of youngsters and their
learning environment. In the end, all participants in that Dragon Dreaming workshop agreed
that students should become owners of their learning environment.
For instance, teacher Gurumarra and Inala made both a plan in which the canteen could become
an economical working project run by the students. With the money they earn they could design
their canteen the way they would like which stimulates the feeling of having ownership over
their own space. The same idea counts for other places in the school environment. Ownership
also creates the feeling of having a responsibility over that place, said curriculum designer Ellin.
This could contribute to a respectful and nonviolent school environment (Eisler, 2000; Alvarez,
2017).
The teachers and students were also talking about what should be done when students violate
their own rules or are performing acts of vandalism. In the Wheel of Fear, youngsters who are
not following “the rules” are often punished, which makes them indifferent to learn from their
mistakes. Punishment creates fear for the making of mistakes as well. Teacher Gurumarra and
student Lowanna shared the idea of youngsters making their own “punishment” when they did
something wrong. In this way children can reflect on their own mistake. By reflecting on the
mistake they made and its consequences they take responsibility over their learning process.
Moreover, mistakes can also lead towards new insights, as Warrin one of the parents put it:
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“I have experienced that when you do something that was not required,
this can often lead to success.” [Warrin, parent]
Not only is bad behaviour often punished in schools, but also the making of mistakes within the
learning process of a child. In a conversation during one Dragon Dreaming workshop
participants started to talk about responsibility and how ownership over the learning process
can be embraced in the curriculum. In modern education it is often a teachers’ job to examine
children on their exams and projects they make. Teacher Alinta sees the making of tests as a
dynamic process where children make the tests for the teacher. Yet, that is not what learning is
about she says. This creates irresponsibility towards the learning process as it occurs for the
extrinsic authority (in this case a teacher) who examines if you are making a mistake or not.
Student Wachiwi is annoyed that everything depends on a mark. Koori agrees by saying that in
this way the examination process becomes more like an IQ test. When you make mistakes,
perhaps because you just are not feeling well that day, then the test says that you are failing in
certain aspects. Perhaps this failure has nothing to do with what she does not understand. The
mark is then thrown back into your face said Ehawee, without any feedback of what it is that
went wrong. Ehawee said that she would prefer to talk about the learning content together.
What do we understand, what do we not understand and what mark would she give herself,
instead of getting that from someone else.
The participants suggested different ways of how to create responsibility over their own
learning process (Figure 27). Teachers in the Dragon Dreaming workshops told me that they
value responsibility and ownership over our own learning process more than just giving marks
for an exam. The way children can show their competence, skills and abilities can be done in a
manner where students can show their responsibility and ownership over their work. Jedda said
that students could think of ways how they can show that they have learnt something. Ellin
agreed that this can improve the awareness of the youngsters over their own competences and
developments and can help them to become responsible for their further learning progress.
Djarrjuntjun and Alira were also thinking about making the learning process of the children
more meaningful towards society. For instance, when the students write a newspaper article,
they want it to be read by the bigger society. This writing exercise is not just for the teacher in
Dutch languages studies who will mark their effort. It is about making your article in such a way
that the people will read it. This changes the intention of why the student takes care of the
readability and grammar of the article.
According to some teachers, it is their responsibility to teach children to become responsible of
their own learning process. They agreed that this can be done in a fun and enjoyable manner, but
also with a sense of strictness and seriousness, as teacher Witto put it:
“The learning environment needs to invite for high expectations towards
the Self, but also towards the Other. Those high expectations should not
lead to stress, but we should look with a certain strictness to ourselves and
others.” [Witto, teacher]
Responsible learning includes the responsibility in topics that are taught to children. Especially
in these days where we are surrounded by topics which include the social and ecological crisis.
Those topics can cause depressed feelings in children (Eisler, 2000; Zylstra, 2014). According to
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Djarrjuntjun not much attention is given in the school curriculum to teach youngsters how to
deal with the toughness of the world we live in. Schools support easy consumption of economical
driven markets as Irbanna and also Mahkah mentioned. We also do not learn much about why
humanity fails in creating equality in the world, Djarriuntjun said.
“We have a strong focus in schools on the positive aspects of beautiful
solar panel actions, warm sweater days etc., but it keeps us away from the
real political problems.” [Djarriuntjun, teacher]
According to Ellin, there is a duality present in both teachers and students in taking
responsibility over social and ecological related topics. She recognizes that there are teachers
who do not care about throwing rubbish on the street, or do not care about environmental
issues, and you have teachers who care a lot. The same counts for the students. Even though it is
not the interest of everyone, the urgency of the social and ecological crisis makes that
environmental awareness is important to take attention to in education. Yet, worldviews about
how humans take care of nature or how nature takes care for us is not something that gets much
attention in education based on the popular global worldview. Eventhough the Dragon
Dreaming teachers mentioned it important to include in education. Ellin and teacher Elenora see
practical authentic projects that lead to relational thinking with our surroundings as a powerful
tool to create environmental awareness in children in positive ways.
“I once worked on a sustainability project in Utrecht, together with
secondary school students. We had some excursions towwards buildings
with green roofs. At the beginning of the project, some students were
screaming that sustainability is expensive and that climate change does
not exist. However, at the end of the project those same students who
showed most ignorance to the wellbeing of the Earth came with the most
wonderful and creative solutions for our sustainability project.” [Elanora,
teacher]
This suggests that Ellin has a valid point in saying that topics in which youngsters are not
interested in at the first place, they could become interested in by positive experiences. A
positive experience could for instance include a feeling of making a difference in a certain
situation. When children do not feel they can make any difference, creating awareness and
responsible behaviour becomes harder especially when it goes about environmental issues. In
particular when they learn about issues just to pass another test:
“Once a student asked me: ‘Sir why is agriculture important for the exam?’
I said to him: ‘Why not turn your question around: Why is the exam
important for agriculture?” [Omeo, teacher]
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Teachers and students decide together
about the agreements of working together
with each other. Ownership and autonomy
over the learning environment is a shared
effort. When agreements are violated by a
teacher or student they are responsible for
showing how they learned from their
mistakes.

Students have no say in the school rules made
nor the design of the school environment.
Student often show rebellious and bullying
behaviour as a consequence of disagreement in
the rules and school design.
Competence and mastery of the learnings are
shown by the making of exams. Failures and
mistakes are punished with bad marks.
Learning is done for the sake of the grading
system and does not have any other purpose.

Students can think for themselves how they
can show their competence and level of
mastery of their learnings. Mistakes are
there to learn from.

No time is spent on practical examples of how
children can deal with environmental and
social issues. The focus lies merely on the
economical progress in society.

The teaching content provides tools to teach
children in a positive way in how they can
make a local difference in environmental
and social issues.

“You can change the school
system, but the school system is
a pilar of society, when one pilar
is moved, everything collapses.
We need to be ready to let it
collapse and change the
society.” [Hotah, student]

“I think that if nothing
has been done in
environmental teachings,
students are by definition
not interested .” [Ellin,
teacher]

Figure 27: Summary of subtheme “(ir)responsibility”
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9.4 From Selfishness towards Generosity
Once we have learnt and mastered something and we
have integrated that into our own lives through
reflection, we are able to share our knowledge to the
ones who do not master this. Generosity, the value in
the North is where experiences, skills, knowledge and
Wisdom are shared. It is where learners become
teachers, and teachers become learners. Empathetic
cooperation between people is what fuels Generosity,
whilst it is competition that fuels selfishness (Eisler,
2000).

9.4.1 Empathetic cooperation versus unemphatic competition
From the conversations I had with the children, teachers, and parents, I distilled 5 levels of
cooperation within a school system (Figure 28).
I)
Cooperation between students and students
Teacher Binda said that children know already a lot and they can teach and help each other.
Karri likes it when she can learn from other peers who are already a bit older, but she also likes
it to help younger peers. She wants school to be a community for children where all age groups
are mixed. Hotah, Whichahpi and Wambleeska told me that they enjoy helping and teaching
other peers. They feel that sometimes you can learn even better from peers than from a teacher.
“A teacher does understand their teaching excellently. For example, a
mathematics teacher has probably studied maths and for him it is easy.
When he explains it to us, he tells it as quick as possible and lets us
practice it ourselves afterwards. The teacher can easily explain the matter
too quickly. When a student who just came to understand the matter
teaches a peer who does not understand the matter yet, he can explain it
slowly and clearly how he or she came to understand the matter.” [Hotah,
student]
Moreover, the children can also teach each other things that they are passionate about. Hotah
told me that he would enjoy it to teach his peers about strength training or to follow a teaching
about Capoeira, a sport that his niece performs. When children start to learn from each other
children will also come to know each other better, which could also lead to a higher acceptance
of each other.
Youngsters tend to form groups which include certain children but ignore or even bully
individuals from other groups. Wachiwi observed this. She found the formation of in groups and
out groups childish, but she thought that it is impossible to do something about it, as it is just
part of puberty.
“I wished that everyone was “chill” with each other. That you are not gazed
at with dirty eyes when you are part of a certain group. I think that is quite
childish.” [Wachiwi, student]
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Yet, when children learn to cooperate, it can make a change and children could start to respect
each other better. Mahkah another student remarked that when you do not mean something to
another, the other does not want to do anything with you. As soon as youngsters start learning
from other peers, those other peers can teach you things too. In this way youngsters learn to get
to know each other better. The worry of Shappa will then also be solved; that in her class half of
the youngsters do not even know each other’s names. By working more together the class will
get to know each other.
Besides that children learn to work together it is still important that they get enough time and
space to figure things out on their own.
“To be honest, I prefer working alone. I don’t know, sometimes I learn
better when I do it alone.” [Zitkala, student]
Working alone is an important part of the learning wheel. Reflection in the West on things we
are mastering or have been mastering and intrinsically constructing Wisdom is what children
also need to have time for (Underwood, 1994). Alone time is an important step in the creation of
the identity of the youngsters (Eisler, 2000; Kroger, 2007). Yet, when it comes to creating a
learning environment together, when it comes to something that regards a bigger community of
people and when it comes to learning outside the comfort zone, it is important that students
learn to cooperatively work with each other.
II)
Cooperation between teachers and teachers.
The modern educational system is mostly focused on individual performances and not all
children like working together.
“In general I do not like cooperating with others, even though I think it is
important to learn to cooperate with others. I prefer working on my own,
because then I know that it will be done well. When working together you
must trust the other person.” [Wachiwi, student]
Yet, the responsibility of teamwork needs to be taken to stimulate more cooperation. Teachers
have the responsibility to let children work together and learn from each other. This can be quite
challenging according to Binda, because teachers cannot teach students to cooperate if they have
not learnt to cooperate themselves. As some of the teachers told me, they have brilliant ideas to
change things in the educational curriculum. However, because they are not listened to by other
teachers, or they simply cannot find others who are willing to help realize their ideas, it is hard
to acquire new ideas in the curriculum. Djarrjuntjun says that teachers are sometimes a bit stuck
on their own islands of courses. Yet, cooperation is what connects learning matter with each other
and could bring the abstract contents more alive.
Teacher Alkina also mentioned that when teachers learn to work together, more time can become
free in the curriculum to work on things that come from an intrinsic motivation. When teachers stay
on their islands the learning is static, whilst a lot courses have connection with each other.
Cooperation between teachers and their learning content can therefore save time and space in the
curriculum.
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“When teachers learn to get to know each other’s expertise it is easier to
get synergy in the courses.” [Arika, teacher]
III)
The third level of cooperation is between students and teachers.
The Importance of this cooperative relationship between students and teachers is something
that was highly valued by the participants, but it also turned out to be a highly neglected
cooperation. As both Ellin and Elanora said, teachers can learn from the youngsters and the
youngsters from the teachers. Moreover, since children can teach their peers, this can give
teachers more time for coaching and preparations for classes and educational related activities.
Teacher Jedda was enthusiastic about the idea that youngsters could help teachers with
providing topics for the classes that teachers can prepare. She also feels that in this way the
youngsters can challenge teachers in the development of their teachings. The free space in the
curriculum can then be used to find something that interests both the youngsters as well as the
teachers; co-learning emerges.
Lowanna would like teachers to show more cooperative relationships and less hierarchical
relationships with the students. In the Dragon Dreaming workshop where Lowanna
participated, it came up that during breaks teachers are hiding in their teacher rooms, whilst
both Koori and Lowanna would enjoy it when teachers would connect with the students.
“I think that the gap between students and teachers needs to be lowered.
Only then you can come to trustful relationships between each other. At
the moment, the teachers are squeezed into the teacher room. If I would
meet one of those teachers in the supermarket, I would think: ‘oh, those
are the bosses’, and would not say hi to them.” [Lowanna, student]
Koori would also prefer it if teachers really listened to what the students of the student council
come up with. Koori was annoyed that after a year of asking for little hooks on the toilet to hang
backs and jackets it still was not around.
IV) The fourth level is the cooperation between all school employers and students, including
the principal.
Gurumarra was wondering why teachers do not have a more prominent say in how to fill in the
structure and learning content of the school. Because the school is there for students and
teachers, he thinks that it are the students and teachers together who need to decide what is
happening in schools or in the learning environment. The principal just needs to listen, he
remarked. Witto was dreaming about a school that does not need cleaners, or administrators,
because potentially, students could run the school fully by themselves. Arika agrees with
Gurumarra that the school council does not really listen to what teachers have to say, whilst they
are the people who do educate the children and know best what the needs of those children are.
Yet, because teachers are so occupied with fulfilling the orders from the school council and the
guielines of the PTA, Alkina says it is hard to find time to work on what they think would be good
for education.
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“Teachers are restricted by their working pressure. I see that many teachers
have the ambition to make from their classes something beautiful for their
students, but they simply do not have the time to fulfil this. Moreover, they
even do not get the freedom to fulfil their ideas.” [Alkira, teacher]
Koori agrees that the school council needs to listen to the students better. She is one of the
students that are part of the student council. Once or twice per month they have a meeting with
the principal, but she says that it never led to any difference. Inala is a teacher who is part of the
teacher council of her school and she indeed says that the student council is not listened to
carefully by the teacher council. She believes this can be way more improved. Djarrjuntjun and
Binda also agree that making decisions together with teachers and students is more logical if the
school environment is a place made for teachers and students.
V)
The most zoomed out level is the cooperation between the school and the society.
This cooperative level is seen as important for creating interactions with the “real world”.
“I think that education is something that needs to be done with the society
as a whole.” [Gurramarra, teacher]
“You can never have a fantastic education context on your own.”

[Inala, teacher]
School can also open their doors to society and invite inspiring people from society to come in
and teach children, as parent Jarli mentioned in the value of Belonging. This world beyond the
school walls contains countless people who are willing to step into a teacher’s role and show
children what they do, what they care for and can help children to find and master new things.
Children can also step into the “real world” and go out to find the inspiring people to learn from
them beyond the Walls of the school. This is what already happens in PantAgora during the
Tuesdays afternoons called: Afternoon without Walls. In this way school becomes a gathering
place, a cross point where knowledge, inspiration and wisdom flow in and through.
When teachers, children and society work together in a generous and reciprocal way teachers
are optimistic that many of the bottlenecks that they face in the school system can be overcome.
These bottlenecks are often based on scarcity in:

 Time to teach all the content
“In my school, teachers have the intention and ambition to make
something special from their teachings, but they simply do not have the
time to make it happen.” [Arika, teacher]

 Space for learning activities
“The chemistry teacher in my school cannot give normal chemistry classes,
because due to a change in her schedule, she can only give her class in a normal
classroom.” [Arika, teacher]
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 Money for education
“To make smaller classes in order to let children develop themselves in
cooperation with a teacher and stuff like that, more money is needed. That
is what I sometimes miss in schools why people get demotivated.”
[Gurumarra, Teacher]
“We do not need to express everything in money, but it is a form of energy.
It should not be the starting point, but it can escalate.” [Gurumarra, teacher
and Watorea, parent]

 Teachers to teach children
“I think that when teachers need to provide everything, then that is way
too much. Youngsters can also teach each other.” [Binda, teacher].
The key to solve these problems is to continually work on cooperative relationships between all
the levels of cooperation and to try to avoid competition as much as possible.
“I am against competition in education. Not who is the highest and the
best, but cooperation.” [Witto, teacher]
“It is not about who is the best or most qualified, it is about everyone’s
individual qualities, the differences between each other and to fit those
qualities together in a beneficial manner.” [Ellin, teacher]
Cooperation is what creates this what Teacher Alira and Student Hanska as followed described:

“School is more than a meeting place.”[Alira, teacher]
“It is a community for children where you can meet people and learn new
things.” [Hanska, student]

In the Northern sector of the Wheel of Courage, cooperation and honouring, caring relationships
are both positioned. So, we made a full round over the wheel of Courage. Evaluating the
educational system on dominator and partnership aspects is a continual and iterative process.
And so is the transition from Fear to Courage. Fear and Courage stimulate two opposite ways of
action and behaving of the Self, and only when we are aware how they colour our own behaviour
we can choose which direction (the direction of fear, or courage)we let it unfold (Eisler, 1987,
2000). This counts for the way we teach the values towards today’s children, but also for how we
build our society. If you remember from Figure 9, the Diagram which shows how the four
terrains of the social-ecological crises in Integral Ecology are forming the crisis in human
consciousness, the crisis in Self is embedded in the core all crisis that form the crisis in
conciousness. It is just about how we want to place ourselves in the world and how we connect
with ourselves, the fellow human, and the fellow non-human and the ecosystem we call the Web
of life. It is a choice, but we need to knowledge and Wisdom of the existing alternative
worldviews and of that which we can choose for (Eisler, 1987, 2000).
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5 levels of cooperation within school
systems:
I Between students of mixed ages
II Between teachers
III Between teachers and students of all
generations
IV Between teachers, students and
“educational designers”
V Between “schools” and society

Lack of cooperation creates scarcity in
 Time to teach all the content
 Space for learning activities
 Money for education
 Teachers to teach children

“When schools have contacts
with other (voluntary)
organisations, they could also
use operational floor spaces,
or vegetable gardens. Or they
could make projects that help
other organisations. This gives
more meaning in doing the
project for the students.”
[Alina, teacher]

“A lot of energy is put in
the student council, but
you never see any
result.” [Lowanna,
student]
“There is a polarity
in the relation between
certain teachers.”
[Elanora, teacher]

“The creation of a culture
that includes space to
listen and speak to each
other and give each other
feedback.” [Alkina, teacher]

Figure 28: Summary of subtheme “cooperation and competition”
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10. From West to North: Peace and Fortune
With the Northern wind we move,
slowly towards North.
We integrate and distillate our newly obtained Wisdom,
until we find peace.
In all the insights that have been received,
we reflect and transform ourselves,
into the unique selves we are.
A well-considered reflection on Self
Gives us Fortune in the rest of our lives.
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

Peace is what we find when all pieces of the puzzle fall into the right place. In the interface
between North-West and North it is where all the Wisdom unites to form an integrated whole.
When walking in this direction of our journey, the conclusion of the quest we started with is
born.
What are the individual dreams of teachers, youngsters and parents in secondary education and
what life values do they support within the Wheel of Fear and Wheel of Courage?

10.1 From a System of Fear towards an Ecosystem of Courage
The aim of this thesis was to catch and describe the dreams and wishes of teachers, secondary
school children and parents about their dream education and then identify what these
stakeholders see as bottlenecks and levers to make their dream reality. Their dreams were
mirrored into the values of the Wheel of Courage and Wheel of Fear, an educational model from
childrearing philosophies of non-western cultures. This model supported the analysis of how
pathways of domination and partnership are present or not present in education and helped to
reunite individual dreams into a collective dream. Moreover, this model provides inspiration for
teaching Traditional Ecological Knowledge to children and youngsters.
In our journey from South towards West, the individual dreams were slowly transformed into a
collective dream as we moved over the values of the Wheel of Courage and Broken Wheel of
Fear. The dreams are collected within the Wheel of Courage, whilst bottlenecks are collected in
the Broken Wheel of Fear. According to the childrearing philosophies of non-western cultures,
the most logical step is that stakeholders involved in secondary school education would strive
for healing the Broken Wheel of Fear (Brendtro, et al., no date; Brendtro, 2006; Jacobs, 2013).
In order to heal the bottlenecks in the Broken Wheel of Fear and fulfil the dreams in the Wheel of
Courage, we need to take four steps according to the Dragon Dreaming approach (Blanke et al.,
2013). The first step is the dreaming phase, where we become aware of all the individual dreams
that live in all teachers, youngsters, and parents. This phase is what the journey from South to
West was about, the journey of catching dreams. An important insight that came forth out of the
performed Dragon Dreaming workshops was that participants highly valued that the dreams of
youngsters, parents and teachers were shared in a mixed environment.
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The second step is the creation of a collective dream, how dreams fit into the Wheel of Courage
and the Wheel of Fear. When all the dreams and bottlenecks receive a place within the Wheels,
we can clearly see what the bottlenecks are that need to be overcome and what the dreams are
that need to be fulfilled. Consequently, this can turn into an action plan towards the fulfilment of
the dream and the over-winning of the bottlenecks.
The action plan is the third step towards the fulfilment of the dream. The Aboriginals of
Australia call this step the formation of the Karabirrdt: the spider web (Blanke et al., 2013). This
spiderweb consist of nodes that are connected by the spider threads. These spider threads are
called Karlupgurs, or songlines. The songlines are the lines along which information, resources,
people, money and decisions flow (Blanke et al., 2013). The design of a Karabirrdt induces the
progress towards an action plan of change. A change to cross boundaries, move over the
obstacles and work with Courage towards putting the dream education into reality (Brendtro,
2006; Eisler, 2000). This Karabirrdt that fulfils this purpose appears when the dreams and
bottlenecks that ended up in the Wheel of Fear and in the Wheel of courage are overlayed
(Figure 29).

Figure 29: Overlaying the Broken Wheel of Fear with the Wheel of Courage
When The Wheel of Courage and the Broken Wheel of Fear are overlayed, a new Wheel appears
that provides ingredients for the realization of the collective dream. This new Wheel I have
called “The Wheel of Fortune” (Figure 30). The Wheel of Fortune is a bridge between dominator
constructs and partnership constructs in education. By facing the bottlenecks in the shell of the
Wheel of Fortune (the Fears) and following the levers with Courage (the inspiration, creative
ideas and opportunities in the songlines of the Karabirrdt) we enter the core of the Wheel of
Fortune. In the centre of the learning wheel lies self-development (Underwood, 2000). Hence, in
the centre of the Wheel of Fortune lies educational development towards making our dreams
come true. People that like to follow the collective dream to partnership education would be able
to follow the Karabirrdt that help guiding the stakeholders in the (re)design and transformation
of the Dutch educational system.
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Figure 30: The Wheel of Fortune. The outer shell of the Wheel represents the Broken Wheel
of Fear and in the centre represents the Wheel of Courage, The levers
That connect the wheels are the Karlupgurs, the songlines on which inspiration, creative
ideas and opportunities are moving to come towards the dream inside the centre of the
Wheel of Fortune.
In partnership education the set-up of the learning environment becomes alive in co-creation
with all members of the society. A school is then a place to socially meet and bond with people
from the community and work together on the collective dream for education. A school is like a
fire pit where people from all generations can gather and tell their stories, organize creative
workshops, and guide and inspire each other in their own learning pathway. When the goal is to
act and behave from empathetic cooperation, co-creation and egalitarian relationships, the
dynamic learning environment will be constructed, the purpose of learning comes alive, the
curriculum becomes a lived experience and learning takes place within the intrinsic fire that
leads to Mastery and Wisdom.
One thing that is important is that there is always space for intrinsic constructivism and alone
time. Once reflection has been completed, people around different fire pits (other (school)
communities) can connect and bond in a way that the dynamic learning environment stays open
for iterative learning from other worldviews and ways of learning (O’Sullivan & Taylor, 2004;
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Figure 31). By creating such a dynamic learning ecosystem without any pressure from top-down,
people can start to focus together on what they think matters in life.
The fourth step is the celebration of our achievements at the end of our dream cycle, when our
dreams are put into reality.
“True peace within a community only comes from truly and effectively
honouring every point of few, and the inclusion of differences” (Underwood,
2000).
Therefore, the wheel of Fortune continues to turn as the dream cycle is an iterative process. To
let it turn constant energy of the Whole of society is needed. How we move over the levers of the
Wheels depends on where the collective energy moves over the dominator-partnership
continuum.

Level IV

Level I and II

Level I and II

Level V
Level III
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Figure 31:
Ecosystem of learning
communities with 5 levels
of cooperation. Learning
takes place within small
communities,
but
migration
between
different communities is
needed to meet different
worldviews
for
the
constant
renewal
of
intrinsic wisdom.

11. Returning Westwards: Thanksgiving and Introspection
In West it is time to celebrate,
that we matured and mastered what we intended to achieve.
Around the dinner table we share,
our flourishing, abundant harvest of autumn.
which pays-of all the hard work.
We sing, we dance, we tell stories and
give thanks!
We give thanks to our people, our land, our Earth
We give thanks to ourselves, to life.
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

We found peace in North, where the Wheel of Fortune has been born based on the hard work in
the South. The Wheel of Fortune as a tool to turn individual dreams into collective dreams and
then make the collective dream reality. In the West it is time to digest all the findings and
evaluate upon our journey. Did we find an answer to our question made in the East? have I
achieved my deepest intention of which I started this journey? It is time to zoom out again. The
Wisdom is reunited and now we see how all the pieces of Wisdom gather into the wholeness of
the circle. This is the beginning of reflection on the results and conclusions. But first… let’s
celebrate and give thanks to all the people that I met during my journey before we go towards
the discussion of how to move forwards when this journey ends.

11.1 Thanksgiving
I give my thanks to all the people that supported me in my travel over the Wheel of Hope. I
moved over a lot of hurdles when I met my own domination-partnership continuum inside
myself. I am thankful for all the people that helped me to keep my head up and reminded me that
I also could turn back from Fear to Courage. I am thankful for Msc Reineke van Tol, my main
supervisor who was always there to talk to and helped me to stay trustful in my thesis and the
work that I did. And I thank the chair supervisors prof. dr. ir. Arjen EJ Wals
and dr. Koen AJ Arts for providing me with feedback.
I did not want this to be just a thesis for my graduation. This thesis consists of Wisdom,
knowledge and worldviews in which I have grown myself during my “educational career” from
primary school towards my Master degree. In this thesis I wanted to bring my own intrinsic
constructive learning loops into the world. On my way towards North I met many people who
inspired me and people that where inspired by this journey of looking at other perspectives on
education. That is simply how obtaining skills and Wisdom works, we learn from each other, we
co-create life.
Therefore, I am thankful for all my friends, my family and all the “strangers” I met on my path
who took time to listen to my story and made time to share their own story and worldviews.
Many strangers who became friends and were always there for help and inspiration. I can make
a huge list of names but if you read this thanksgiving and you had a chat with me about what my
thesis is about and shared your vision on it with me, then it is you that I am thankful for!
Of course, I am grateful for all the fourty Dragon Dreamers and fifteen children I interviewed for
sharing their dreams, wishes, struggles and worldviews with me about their dream educational
system. Without them I could never have had such an abundant harvest. I hope that your
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participation also gave you inspiration, especially for the Dragon Dreamers. I hope that the
dream cake recipe helped to make your dream educational construct happen in reality! So thank
you Chatan, Hanska, Wachiwi, Zitkala, Ehawee, Ojinjintka, Mahkah, Hotah, Kimimela,
Wambleeska, Wichahpi, Chumani, Magaskawee, Weayaya, Shappa, Akecheta for joining me at the
campfire and sharing your stories. And thank you Dural, Elanora, Ellin, Inala, Gurumar, Jedda,
Jiemba, Iluka, Irabinna, Karalee, Jarli, Kuparr, kurraki, Karri, Karro, Witto, Lehna, Watorea,
Warrya, Jindalee, umbarra, warrin, Darana, tidam, Lue, Gurumarra, Omeo, Lowanna, Koori and
Brindabella for dreaming with me. Also thank you teachers, coaches and Staff from Waldorf
School Zutphen and PantAgora for organizing the Dragon Dreaming at the schools.
To organize the Dragon Dreaming in the Waldorf school in Zutphen two successive days, I was
honoured to stay over at the home of an inspiring women who lived in Zutphen. This women
also gave me the tools to receive the Wisdom of the partnership-dominator model and the
Medicine Wheel. Without her I would not have come across those beautiful concepts that now
have become an important part of this thesis. Therefore, in special, I would like to thank the
writer of “Society in Balance”.
I am thankful for this abundant harvest and for the Wisdom of all the humans that I came to
know after a long journey from darkness in the North to vision in the light of the glowing South.
With honour and gratitude, I will share this thesis to all participants and involved people who
helped me following the path towards Wisdom. I also hope that sharing the collective wisdom
with my own Dutch tribe evolves into a future where we are dreaming of, deep in our hearts and
bellies.

Thank you for your
Pinakarri!*
*Deep listening Ear
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11.2 Introspection
Besides being thankful to the participants, I also take a moment to turn inwards and reflect on
the validity, reliability and ethics when working with the participants. In Creswell (2007) two
types of validation of research are described: substantive validation and Ethical validation
(Creswell et al, 2007).

11.2.1 Substantive Validation
Substantive validation includes self-reflection to one’s own understanding of the work (Creswell
et al, 2007). The understandings of how information from different resources are interpreted
and used to come to the results and conclusions. The researcher reflects on how she as cocreator of new interpretations interacts with previous research. Reflecting on substantive
validity can be done by taking into account four primary criteria (Creswell et al, 2007):
Authenticity, Credibility, Criticality and Integrity.
1) Authenticity: are all the different voices heard?
The aim of this thesis was to catch the individual dreams and wishes of teachers, students and
other people involved in Dutch secondary education about their dream ways of learning and
educating. The individual dreams were turned into a collective supported dream. An impossible
task if you imagine that every human in the Netherlands is involved in education at some point
in their lives and that the Dutch population consists of 17,5 million people with all different
ideas and vision upon education (Bevolkingsteller, nd.). Making a collective dream for the Dutch
educational system, and trying to unify 17,5 million dreams is quite an ambitious task.
To lower the ambitiousness, I narrowed the amount of participants down to 65 participants.
Those participants consisted of people who are the main characters in secondary education at
this moment in time: secondary school children (27, age between 11 and 15), some of their
parents (6), teachers (31, age 20 - >60), and curriculum developers (2). The selection of those
participants by means of purposive sampling and network sampling was not random. The
teachers and parents who agreed to participate in this study were already interested in
educational transformation. Most of them did not agree with the traditional school system that
they are working in. This gives of course biases in the dreams. The children who participated
were not biased by the disagreement of the school system they are part of.
In this qualitative research the voice of every individual counted, and each individual dream is
heard and valued. Perhaps the dreams would indeed be very different if I would have been able
to invite people from the Ministry of Education, or teachers who are supportive of the traditional
educational system. I was not able to find those people willing to participate. The Dragon
Dreaming workshop in the two selected schools, the Waldorf school in Zutphen and Pantarijn in
Wageningen, were no regular schools. Yet, they still include a lot of traditional structures.
Moreover, they are struggling with the PTA. I did not choose “regular” schools on purpose,
because it was harder for “regular” schools to make time for two workshops that took at least 2
hours each. Moreover, the lockdowns of the Coronavirus pandemic made it even more
complicated, as teachers were occupied with regulating home schooling.
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In spite that the participants showed already interest in dreaming about their ideal educational
system, I still had a diverse group of people who did not know each other before hand. Teachers
in the Dragon Dreaming workshops came from different schools and from different regions
around Wageningen. If I would have been able to do more Dragon Dreaming workshops I would
have included more difficult-to-reach people as participants, because all worldviews on
education are important to consider.
In short: are all voices heard? Yes, all voices are heard of teachers, parents and secondary school
children
of
all
ages
and
all
levels
in
higher
secondary
education
(HAVO/VWO/Gymnasium/Agora) who were capable to share their dreams in the limits of the
amount of participants I could involve. However, in the future I would like to interview
youngsters from other schools than Pantarijn. I did include one youngster from Doorenweerd
College, a regular secondary school in Doorwerth, a city close by Wageningen. Yet, her story was
not such different than the stories of the youngsters in Pantarijn. At some point the interviews
with the youngsters included overlapping and complementary information and so did the
Dragon Dreaming. This would suggest that the sample size of sixty-five participants was big
enough to formulate a reliable collective dream.
Interesting was that many conversations were congruent to each other in the Dragon Dreaming
workshops. In the appendices I have included the dream clouds, dream cakes and recipe boards
of the workshops. In those materials we can find many themes popping up that are similar and
complementary between the different groups (Appendix VI). Although every Dragon Dreaming
group consisted of people who mainly did not know each other and came from many different
backgrounds and from all generations, the set-up of the Dragon Dreaming made those diverse
people’s wishes unified into one collective dream. And those collective dreams consisted of core
aspects that resulted in the summarized Wheel of Fear, Wheel of Courage and Wheel of Fortune.
2) Credibility: Are the results accurate interpretations of the participants meaning?
In research where qualitative data is collected by means of interviews and focus groups, the risk
of bias based on response effects is inevitable. Participants can give different responses based on
a combination of different factors. These influencing factors could be based on the behaviour of
the researcher, the external situation of where the interview is given (a private or public space,
online or offline), or the nature of the task that people are asked to perform (Bernhard, 2017b).
As already was explained at the beginning of this thesis I am biased regarding the traditional
educational system. I see this system as one that still relies too heavily on values within the
Wheel of Fear, whilst I am dreaming on a learning environment that follows Traditional
Ecological Knowledge and fully act from values of the Wheel of Courage. To reach this goal I am
inspired by pedagogies of non-western cultures. I did explain the Dragon Dreaming participants
that this research came forth out of inspiration that I received from indigenous pedagogies. I did
not tell the participants the details about indigenous pedagogies, because I wanted to hear from
them what their dreams were without giving them ideas from my own bias. Yet, my bias was
visible when I explained what we would do in the Dragon Dreaming workshops. In this
introduction I mentioned my dream for education and explained that an individual dream can
only linger when it is put into a collective dream. I explained this dream environment as a fire
place where people from all generations gather to share their Wisdom, their stories, their
interest such that people around the fire learn from each other, motivate and inspire each other
(Appendix V). After that we started the dreaming with the three intentions:
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How would a learning environment look like, so that if it exists you can say: This learning
environment supports children fully in 1) The development of their inner selves 2) The
implementation of their own creativity, and 3) experiencing of a safe environment which stimulates
learning in a positive way?
This could have given the participants a bias towards thinking in partnership educational
aspects. However, the Dragon Dreaming method also included a guided meditation and a
dancing exercise at the start that was intended to let the participants connect with their own
inner feelings and inner desires, so that they would speak from their hearts and own creativity.
This could have lowered the influence of the response bias, because I invited them to speak out
their own dreams without any compromises, even though the dreams would not support the
ones of the others (Blanke et al., 2013).
The story of Crow and Little Bear told previously to semi-structured interviews could also have
created a certain response bias. At the beginning of the interview, I informed the children that I
would tell a story with a moral, which contains a lesson about how we learn as humans. It was
up to them to find out what this lesson was. The purpose of the story was to make them think
about learning: how they learn and how they appreciate learning. Moreover, the intention of the
story was to create a setting where children feel at ease and safe to speak their own truth. This
improves the reliability of the answers on the interview questions (Creswell et al, 2007).
Moreover, it is also an ethical consideration as the children feel at ease with a stranger. After the
story, the children were highly willing to share with me all the things I asked and to give me
their vision on education and their wishes. Therefore, storytelling created trust and made the
interviews fun. Many children told me they enjoyed the interviews and they were happy that
there was someone who wanted to listen to them. I even received some phone messages
afterwards saying that they enjoyed the story talk at the fire pit.
3) Criticality: Is there a critical appraisal to aspects of the research?
The triangulation of the participant observation, interviews and focus groups have given me
complementary results. In the participant observations I could see and hear the most recent
developments in education. The interviews with the youngsters gave me space and time to dive
into more sensitive topics regarding education. Here I gave them space to really be listened to in
how they experience school and their learning process. I noticed from the responses of the
youngsters during and after the interviews that they were happy to have listened to their
opinions of the school system heard and understood. I must note that the children that took part
were not the most difficult youngsters. I did not interview youngsters with different cultural
backgrounds than Dutch children and I also did not interview “problem children”. This does
violate my own idea of letting all worldviews be heard. However, problem children would often
have more negative attitudes towards school systems and hence would create another kind of
bias (Alvarez, 2017).
The Dragon Dreamings were a group efforts and opened up discussions and dialogues about
shared troubles in education. Teachers, children, and parents could also share creative and
inspiring ideas. The planning workshops were orientated around solution-based thinking which
opened up a level of creative thinking that could not be reached in the interviews workshops.
Therefore, the combination of interviews and focus groups complemented each other well.
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4) Integrity: is the investigator self-critical?
The main self-critic I have is my bias towards the partnership system and the inspiration from
indigenous cultures. I could describe this bias as followed:
I am interested in everything that brings me back to living with nature in a reciprocal and
caregiving way. I would like to become like a Wisdom keeper and Caregiver of human and nonhuman beings of the Earth. A Wisdom keeper is known from tribes living in partnership
relationships with all beings and non-human beings that lives around them. In my role as Wisdom
keeper I would like to cooperate with natural materials, plants around me, and a community of
people that supports this way of living too, or want to learn it. I would like to be both a learner in
and teacher of native and indigenous wisdom (TEK) that can help guiding humans towards a world
that cares for and show respectful behaviour to the Earth and all that lives on it. I would like to
inspire others to follow the path of living as part of the natural world.
Although I have this strong bias, I did step away from it by giving the participants space to share
their worldview and ideas of education. My bias mainly becomes visible in the chosen
methodology of this thesis.
My bias however, could have influenced the reliability of the data analysis (Creswell et al, 2007).
The sixteen sub-themes that underline the 4 values in the Wheel of Courage and Wheel of Fear
came forth out of the four values I found in literature (Brendro, 2006; Aboriginal Family and
Community Literacy Curriculum, n.d.) I carefully transcribed all the data according to the true
verbatim method as described in Bernhard et al (2017) (Bernhard, 2017a). I coded the data as
objective as I could according to the emerged sub-themes. Yet, I did not use any coding program
such as Atlas. The reason for this was that I think that using such an algorithmic program does
not fit the background of this thesis. To improve reliability, I could have qualitatively analysed
both the data by hand and by Atlas or another program. Time wise, I chose to code by hand only.
This could have created some selectivity in quotes and ideas used. On the other hand, because I
was working in such a focused manner, I knew all transcripts by heart. When another person
would give me a small quote from any of my transcripts (of +300 pages), I could immediately say
to which participant the quote belonged. Because I knew the transcripts so well, I was able to
select important aspects from the pile of transcripts as objectively as I could, so that reliability
that all the dreams where touched upon was high. Prolonged engagement and persistent
observation in the field as well as in the data, checking for misinformation that stems from
distortion from informants, are all important aspects that contribute to a well validated research
(Creswell et al, 2007). In the end no research is fully objective ( Creswell, 2007; Bernhard,
2017b).
“In the field, the researcher makes decisions about what is salient to the
study, relevant to the purpose of the study, and of interest for focus”
(Creswell et al, 2007, p.207).
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11.2.2 Ethical Validation
Ethical validation is about questioning moral assumptions and political and ethical implications.
It also implies reflection on the equitable treatment of diverse voices (Creswell et al, 2007,
p.207). The most important element to ethically justify this type of anthropologic research is to
be honest. Honesty is key in making sure that participants know the true purpose of the research
and to make sure they do not feel mislead by certain expectations (Bernhard, 2017b). I
previously explained every participant the purpose of the Dragon Dreaming workshops, and
what they could expect from me and what I expected from them.
Informed consents were not needed to ethically justify my data gathering. All participants
voluntary participated out of interest and curiosity. I clearly explained the purpose of my
research in flyers, promotion movies, by email and by word of mouth. I promised the
participants that everything they told me would stay anonymous. This agreement was enough to
trust each other and to organize the workshops and the campfire stories. To fulfil the anonymity
promise I changed the true names of the participants into indigenous names. I gave the
interviewed youngsters Lakota names, because of the Lakota story I told prior to the interviews.
I gave the Dragon Dreaming participants Aboriginal names because the whole setting was
inspired by the Aboriginals and their Dreamtime. This choice of name giving can also be seen as
form of bias: that I am inspired by indigenous pedagogies as counterpart of the modern
pedagogies embedded in the global popular worldview.
In fact, participating to the campfire interview and Dragon Dreaming workshops was one of free
will. Participants put their own voluntary energy in helping me to plan the workshops and
interviews so that I could perform them smoothly. Moreover, the meetings were experienced as
fun, enjoyable, and inspiring. Although the children were below eighteen, there was no need to
ask all the parents for permission. The outdoor teacher in Plantarijn was aware of me doing
interviews in the school garden and most children told their parents that they participated in an
interview. All participants joined from a free will, out of curiosity and interest, their anonymity is
guaranteed, and their dreams and wishes are spread into the world.
The idea of Dragon Dreaming was that the space was opened up such that everyone could speak
from their own “indigenous” hearts. The feedback I received from the participants was that they
were surprised that dreams of strangers were aligned with that of their own, which gave the
participants trust and faith in the future of education based on Courage.
“I found connection in what we described together. In much of what others
wrote I can recognize myself. This made me think: ‘gosh, are those all
people who are actually dreaming the same as me?” [Elanora, teacher].
“It is beautiful to see that we are all on board of the same ship.” [Alira,
teacher]
Ethical validation should also have a "generative promise" (Angen, 2000, p. 389 in Creswell et al,
2007) and raise new possibilities, open up new questions, and stimulate new dialogue. The
research should also have a transformative value that leads to action and change (Creswell et al,
2007). A change most often occurs after we have met a certain conflict on our way. This part of
the Ethical validation is what belongs in the part of the Wheel of Hope beyond thanksgiving and
celebration. When we move back to Peace in the North we will discover a little Conflict on our
way.
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12. From West to North-West: Conflict and reflection
Thanksgiving is not the end,
our journey is not over yet.
From late autumn we turn slowly into winter.
We turn to twilight,
and
in the growing darkness,
it is time to release.
Letting go of the day,
preparing for sleep.
It is time for reflection,
It is time for facing unfinished inner work.
Looking back on what has been.
In the North-West lies the transition into
the role of Elder.
We ask ourselves:
What will I leave for next generation (or for follow up research)?
(adapted from Young, McGown, & Haas, 2010)

Between introspection and the integration of Wisdom in the North there is still some work to do.
There is always something that does not blend well or easily with the whole (Underwood, 2000).
When we look at the impact the integrated Wisdom has on both community and each individual
within the community, there will always be things that seemingly do not match. Here lies in this
research the discussion part about what comes next. Here is space for new energy to flow in,
new perspectives and new ways of seeing, for new conflicts (Dragons) to dance with
(Underwood, 2000). The idea is to bring in this new energy into the community. The differences
and conflicts are welcomed and integrated in the Whole, as there is not one way to go: there are
always alternatives.
Moving slowly back to North, I reflected on my journey and asked myself the question:
“What Wisdom in my dream education is still lacking after walking this journey”
The journey of this thesis started with the philosophy of Integral Ecology, which explained that
an underlying cause of socio-ecological crises on Earth is a crisis in consciousness. Only if we
become aware of the pathways that shape our consciousness we can consciously choose how we
act and behave as individuals in relation to the Self, and other human and non-human beings in
the Web of Life (Eisler, 2000; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Zylstra, 2014). This works like intrinsic
constructivism.
Yet, most children in the modern global society grow up within a world of dualism (Griffin, 2001;
Hattingh, 2005; Greenway, 2011; Zylstra, 2014). In this mind-set of dualistic thinking, reality is
split into parts, such as humanity from nature, civilized from primitive, body from mind, and
reason from emotion (Griffin, 2001; Hattingh, 2005; Greenway, 2011; Zylstra, 2014). This way of
dualistic thinking is transmitted from generation to generation in western people and still
increases in strength (Malone, 2019). The idea that our natural, intuitive and indigenous selves
are split apart from the humans we appear to be within the global popular world is called the
nature-culture divide (Riley-Taylor, 2002; Zylstra, 2014).
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TEK is the total opposite of dualistic thinking as we have seen in the section where I have
introduced TEK: TEK tend to focus on relationships between knowledge, people, and all of Creation
(the ‘natural’ world as well as the spiritual) (Mcgregor, 2008:145). Culturally responsive teaching
could help to integrate TEK back into modern education. Culturally responsive teaching is
teaching through perspectives of a wide range of different cultures and worldviews (Jacobs,
2013). Because of colonial history, education by other worldviews and perspectives than the
global popular worldviews (that is embedded in dualistic thinking) were forbidden, neglected
and forgotten in modern educational systems (Jacobs, 2013; Bell, 2014). Therefore, a person
who is educated in modern education theoretically lacks the ability to construct worldviews that
do not have this nature-culture divide. Although naturally the person still lives in relationships
and wholeness, their consciousness is conditioned in dualistic thinking. The problem is that the
consciousness of teachers, and education designers is also programmed to live according to this
divide (Eisler, 2000).
As long as teachers and curriculum designers do not come across those neglected and forgotten
ways of holistic teachings, the modern education sticks to the status quo of traditional education.
The traditional teachings in popular global worldview puts value on economic welfare and
consumerism at costs of the health of the Earth and the Web of Life (Figure 9). The lack of
cultural responsive teaching then prevents giving children the conscious awareness of how
teachings by TEK could bring their conscious awareness back to wholeness of relationships with
the Web of Life (Nelson, 2008).
Indigenous pedagogy is said to provide the tools, inspirations, content and structure to enrich
modern education in TEK so much so that it provides cultural responsive teaching. Indigenous
perspectives on education takes another view in the purpose of education.
“In traditional indigenous communities learning takes a form very different than
from the modern educational system. Children learn by watching, by listening
and by experience. They are expected to learn from all members of the
community, human and non-human! To ask a direct question is often considered
rude. Knowledge cannot be taken, it must instead be given. Knowledge is behold
by a teacher, only when a student is ready to receive it. Much learning takes
place by patient observation, exploring a pattern and its meaning by experience.
It is understood that there are many versions of truth and that each reality may
be true for each teller. It is important to understand the perspective of each
source of knowledge. Asking direct questions is disrespectful as it demands
knowledge, rather than waiting for it being revealed (Kimmerer, 2003).
According to TEK teachings, knowledge is obtained not only by ratio but also through our
intuitive, emotional, and relational spiritual intelligences embedded in our body, mind and spirit
(Jardine, 2000;). However, most teachers are trained to teach through rational learning methods,
which make them see TEK as something too spiritual to implement in their teachings (van den
Brande, 1997; Jacobs, 2013). Bartlett et al., (2012) say that through a lack of the development of
our intuitive, emotional, and spiritual intelligences, students do not have the ability to construct
their identity in its completeness (Bartlett, et al., 2012).
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Indigenous pedagogies can inspire teachers in how to create education that is truly meant for
children to learn from their head-heart-hands and Spirit (multiple intelligences) (Bartlett, et al.,
2012; Bell, 2014; Jacobs, 2013). Teachers often mention that they would like to educate children
to learn by Head-Heart-Hands (and sometimes spirit), but in reality, the “Head” still overrules to
a high extent.
My first intention of this thesis was to do a literature study about how to bridge indigenous
pedagogies with modern education and contribute to the research that focuses on Bridging
indigenous pedagogy with modern pedagogy (Eisler, 1987; Riley-Taylor, 2002; Iwama et al.,
2009; Pohl, 2011; Bartlett, Marshall and Marshall, 2012; Jacobs, 2013). To put this knowledge
into practice, the first step l took was looking into what the wishes and dreams are of the
children, teachers, and parents of Dutch secondary education and if they match with insights
from this literature. The caught dreams show that inspiration from indigenous pedagogy can
provide tools to overcome their bottlenecks and to make their dreams come true. Follow up
research can dig into how indigenous pedagogies can be implemented in Dutch education and
also on what the impact of indigenous pedagogies would have on secondary western education.
The hypothesis that indigenous pedagogies seem to be better capable of bringing a solutions for
ecological and social crisis we face on Earth is still not proved scientifically. The missing aspect
of TEK in education as a tool to create this eco-spiritual consciounes that will lead towards a
transformation to a “sustainable” Earth is not scientifically adjustified. Yet, true stutainability
begins with ourselves and how we educate our children in relation to the whole Web of Life
(Figure 1).
In my research, the youngsters that participated never mentioned that they would like to learn
TEK. This could be because the children had never come across such topics. Yet, they mentioned
a crucial aspect that resonates well with indigenous pedagogies: the students mentioned that
they would like to learn how they could “survive” in this society, and how to take care of
themselves and others. These are partnership values that integrated in the main goal of
indigenous pedagogies. Some teachers pointed at wishes of including TEK in modern education.
Yet, those teachers are no “regular” teachers and were inspired by indigenous pedagogies, like
me. This is part of the bias of my thesis, that I had teachers participated who are interested in
nature included learning forms.
Nevertheless, the wish for a change towards partnership seems to be present in society, which
flowed over from the collective dream of the teachers, parents, and children. Yet, the Wisdom of
how to also include culturally responsive teaching that includes indigenous pedagogies as part of
the educational curriculum is still lacking. An example can be found when we have a closer look
at the PantAgora education. Children that follow PantAgora education learn based on intrinsic
motivation. Agora education is stimulating children to make their own learning challenges.
Teachers are coaches of the learning process within those challenges. Children learn together
with a community that includes different ages. Moreover, the children can go out into the real
world to do internships and look for experts that can help them in obtaining the Wisdom and
skills they need to fulfil their challenge. This education structure is based on the values of
Courage. Yet, children and coaches are still also embedded in modern global thinking that lacks
the implementation of TEK. The nature-culture division is still present:
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“We observed that Jindalee is trying to make Youtube movies in unsuitable
programs, which makes that she fail s to make the movies. Also, when she is
trying to learn things, she is looking around on Youtube to find movies that
helps her to learn. The fact that PantAgora is relying on the laptop as a learning
agent instead of books and notebooks was not clear beforehand. We would never
have chosen this school for that sake.” [Parent of Jindalee]
What PantAgora education seems to neglect is that Nature is an important teacher for children,
according to indigenous pedagogies (Nelson, 2008). When the society is embedded in modern
global thinking and children are sent out to seek for Wisdom in such a world, children would
never come up with the life lessons that indigenous peoples find important to provide children.
Live lessons which are included in TEK.

They took all their wisdom
And wildness away.
That’s why there are none
In the forests today.
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There is quite some literature about bridging modern education with indigenous perspectives
and pedagogies (Bartlett, et al., 2012; Figure 32). Many authors wrote about how indigenous
perspectives and pedagogies could help to develop a partnership consciousness that strives for a
world of healing the social and ecological crisis of the domination world (Table 3). In Table 3 I
provided a list of books that are holding ancient and indigenous Wisdom. Those books are just
the tip of the iceberg of literature that describes theories on how to create such an education
based on “cultural responsive teaching” (Jacobs, 2013). Follow up research can focus on what the
effects are of putting theory into practice and monitoring whether this indeed brings us to a
world dissolved from social-ecological problems.

Figure 32:
Books about bridging indigenous pedagogies with modern pedagogies. As Bartlet (2012)
calls it: “Two-Eyed Seeing, using the strengths of both worlds”
Since within TEK learnings through the energetic and spiritual consciousness
are important, modern education can learn from indigenous pedagogies. If education would
become more relational and less political driven, children of the new generation could develop a
more complete consciousness which would give opportunities for resolving the crisis of
consciousness (Riley-Taylor, 2002).
“To become more complete beings, it is suggested that the rational, modern society needs to
open up for worldviews which take a better care of their emotional and spiritual relationships
with nature (Iwama, et al., 2009). Where else can we better start than education, the microcosm
that reflects the macrocosm of society (Arendt, 2013)? The core of where children and adults
share and absorb knowledge to educate ourselves to become part of the Web of Life?”
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13. Back to North: A continued path
The circle is round, but we are not done yet… we just started our journey. Transition from one circle
to the next brings you into a new cycle that starts with new inspiration in the East ((Underwood,
2000; Figure 7).

In the North the winter is in its full glory,
The seeds return to dormancy,
waiting for the new spring to come.
The moon shines bright,
while humans sleep as roses in the warmth of their beds.
New dreams appear…

If you have joined me all the way on my learning journey over the Wheel of Hope, I am honoured
that you made it to meet me back in North again, where we started our journey. The North,
where darkness has returned and the winter is in its’ full glory, The North, where our journey
ends and we wait for something new to enter. Yet, when turning back from our Journey, North
might still be North, but as a person we are not the same.
The greatest gift we can give to the world is our own self-transformation.
It is self-confidence that leads to generosity and encouragement towards others
– (Young, et al., 2010).
Returning back in darkness, in the North and back to dreaming (we did not dream enough
during our journey right?). We walked around the circle, obtained the Wisdom we sought. Yet,
there is no end product on this Wheel of Hope, as Wisdom is dynamic and iterative. As we learnt,
there are endless ways of seeing, endless ways of observing, and endless ways of going about
life. Wisdom is never ending, It can only continue to grow and so do our dreams. The goal of the
Wheel is to build upon Wisdom and connect it with the whole in the middle, such that all life
lessons stay within the natural cycle and the Wheel does not fragment.
Reflecting on my school journey, I see how much Wisdom this journey has given me, eventhough
it was a journey I did not want to take in the first place. After primary school I was already done
with school: “Mom I do not want to go to secondary school” I told my mother.
…Of course, I had to go!
At secondary school I asked my mentor “Why do we need to learn all of this?” “General
knowledge that every child that does VWO is expected to master”, was the answer. Do not get me
wrong. I found most of the things we learnt at school interesting, as I liked learning. School can
provide a safe surrounding for children and young adolescents where they can actively learn and
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develop themselves together with peers and teachers. The time we spend in schools is only one
limited place and time of learning about life, nonetheless it is a very valuable one if the space and
resources are conductive (Arendt, 2013).
The thing I did not enjoy was exactly that what ended up in the Wheel of Fear. The pressure of
taking a lot of time to learn for exams, to fill up my head with knowledge I knew was impossible
to remember for ever. I hated that schoolwork was a never ending story and I felt that time for
myself was snowed under by the pressure the schoolwork had on me. Once I came to know TEK
and I realized that I never learnt that in my school I felt that I had to change this for the next
generations of children.
The concept of the dominator-partnership model, together with the teachings from indigenous
pedagogies have provided me with a “medicine” that can help to make my dream reality and
implement TEK into Dutch education. By understanding my individual dream as well as that of
the teachers, parents and youngsters in secondary education, my own journey
can continue into a new learning cycle. A cycle where I will put the theory that I described here
into practice. I will use the knowledge I obtained from indigenous pedagogies to help building
the bridge between indigenous pedagogy and modern pedagogy. This will be in co-creation with
the indigenous peoples of the Netherlands. To build upon a learning environment where
children learn TEK and learn to live as their indigenous selves in the Web of Life.

I Close my eyes… and listen… to my dreams:
In the Wild lives a child,
She is still free to be
Never tamed and held back
She let the other children free
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Table3: List of books about indigenous perspectives and partnership worldviews (in education)

Title
Active Hope, how to face the mess we are in
without going crazy
Ancient Wisdom, modern science: The
integration of Native Knowledge in Math
and Science at Tribally controlled colleges
and universities
Learning towards an Ecological
Consciousness: Selected transformative
perspectives
Blackfoot physics: A journey into native
American Universe
Blackfoot ways of knowing: the worldviews
of the Siksikaitsitapi
Coming back to life
Decolonizing methodologies: Research and
Indigenous Peoples
Indigenous Philosophies and critical
education
Indigenous Voices in the sustainability
discourse: Spirituality and the struggle for a
better quality of life
Integral Ecology Uniting Multiple
Perspectives on the Natural world
Native science: Natural laws of
interdependence
Nature and society: anthropological
perspectives
Original Instructions: Indigenous Teachings
for a Sustainable Future
Original Wisdom: Stories of an ancient way
of knowing
Spiritual Ecology: The Cry of the Earth
Teaching Each Other: Nehinuw Concepts
and Indigenous Pedagogies Kindle Edition
The Original Instructions: Reflections of an
Elder on the Teachings of the Elders,
Adapting Ancient Wisdom to the TwentyFirst Century
Wild Earth, Wild Soul: A manual for an
ecstatic culture

Author
Joanna Macy and Chris Johnstone
Paul Boyer

Edmund O’sullivan & Marilyn Taylor

David Peat
Betty Bastien
Joanna Macy and Molly Brown
Linda Tuhiwai Smith
George J. Sefa Dei
Frans Wijsen and Sylvia Marcos

Esbjörn-Hargens and Zimmerman
Gregory Cajete
Phillipe Descola and Gisli Palsson
Melissa K. Nelson
Robert Wolff
Llewellyn Vaughan-lee
Linda M. Goulet Keith N. Goulet
Manitonquat

Bill Pfeifer and John Perkins
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I.

Participative observation

Participative fieldwork in Montessori education
MHV Pantarijn in Wageningen is an interesting school as a case study, because they are
experimenting with different educational forms with regard to the “head-hand-hart” learning.
First of all, Pantarijn is a Montessori school. Montessori education has as purpose to 1) help
young adolescents to develop towards independent individuals, 2) to acquire competences to
function well within their future studies, jobs and in the society they live in, and 3) Responsible
learning towards the fulfilment of a societal role (The Montessori Visie, no date). To fulfil these
purposes Montessori education focuses on 6 characteristics: 1) more than learning by cognition
(learning by head-hand-hart-spirit), 2) to learn children to make choices, 3) to give room for
reflection, 4) promote social learning, 5) provide interconnectedness between learning content,
and 6) stimulate children to enter and merge into the “real world”, which is the society outside
the school walls. In this way, Montessori education aims at providing young adolescence with a
feeling of independency, self-esteem, and thrust in their own personality. With this, they
stimulate children to find a position within the quick changing society of the 21 th century (The
Montessori Visie, no date).
Pantarijn is member of Montessori Europe, which is a non-profit organisation that aims at
connecting Montessorians in Europe, but also beyond Europe. Together, they consider how
education can be re-imagined such that children are guided to cope with the complexities of the
21th Century. Montessori Europe offers events and other opportunities to encourage
networking, collaboration and exchange of ideas of all Montessorian Members who work on
educational development within Montessori Education. One of the involved members in
Montessori Europe within Pantarijn invited me to join 2 of those working groups. This teacher
had organised two meet-ups through the online platform Microsoft Teams. These meet-ups
where called “Montessori Learning Circle internationalisation”. I participated in them where I
listened to the talks and attended the discussion and brainstorming parts. The first meeting took
place on 18th of November 2020 between 16:00 and 17:30, the second took place on 20th of
January 2021 between 16:00-17:30. The first meet-up was recorded and can be watched back
freely on YouTube (“Montessori Learning Circle internationalisering SDG’S , ” 2020).

Participative fieldwork in PantAgora
Children between 10-14 years old can choose to follow Agora Education in Pantarijn, called
PantAgora education. This is a form of education that strives for egalitarian learning, where
school is seen as a learning community. The learning community is a place to meet, to share
knowledge, wisdoms and skills with passion and joy, and to help each other grow. Children from
different ages are together in one classroom supported by one or a couple of coaches. The
children have their own lead in their learning process. The coaches only help, stimulate,
motivate and support the children in their learning pathway. Learning takes place through
“challenges” (learning/study questions) made by the children themselves. Guided by the coaches
who are helping the children to accept and walk through the chosen challenge. This way, each
child can follow their own intrinsic motivation and curiosity, and are autonomous on their own
learning process and level of learning. Within Agora education 5 “worlds” or worldviews are
considered for the learning process: science, art, societal, etic/social, and spiritual worldviews.
Some skills are obligatory, but the children are free to find their own way of obtaining this
obligated knowledge. Above all, in a world where so much is out there to learn and discover, the
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curriculum of Agora gives space to personal learning pathways in order to find the pathway that
suited each individual child ("De vereniging Agora Onderwijs,” n.d.).
Agora education is an interesting educational concept regarding the background of my intended
study. To learn more about what current developments are made within PantAgora education
and to find participants for my research, I attended two community meet-ups in which all
coaches and many parents of the children were invited to chat and brainstorm about PantAgora
education. These meet-ups where organised online through the online platform Teams. The
coaches also made use of an online Collaborative Whiteboard called Miro, a useful tool that I
later on also used for my own online workshops. The first community evening was called
“Middag zonder muren” (Afternoon without Walls) and took place on 8th of December 2020 at
19:00 o’clock. This meet-up was intended to discuss with parents about how to make a proper
set-up for the Tuesdays afternoons during which the children go out into the ‘real-life’ world to
work on their challenges. During this meet-up I invited the coaches and parents for my
workshops. I made a little introductory movie about myself and to explain what I was planning
to do in those workshops. I also made a flyer that the coaches could spread to the parents by
email afterwards (Appendix II). Within PantAgora education parents are highly involved in
education, therefor it was useful to also include them in my fieldwork. The second meet-up was
15th of December 2020 at 19:30 o’clock. In this meet-up I was able to talk to the parents who
signed up for my workshops. Furthermore, I used my presence in both meet-ups to listen and
participate in the discussions and brainstorms between coaches and parents.

Participative fieldwork in Plantarijn
The last interesting experimental educational form within Pantarijn that I used as case study for
my participant observation study is their outdoor classroom Plantarijn. Plantarijn is a 2500
square metre garden in which children of Pantagora learn about sustainability. They have a
vegetable garden, a forest garden, bee houses, a fire pit and an outdoor classroom in which,
according to the garden keeper and outdoor teacher, all courses can be given (“Scheikunde en
economie in moestuin, Wageningse school doet het,”, n.d.). A group of about 8 educators are
working on an outdoor curriculum in which they provide projects for students. In this way,
educational content becomes interdisciplinary, more practical and connected to the living
society of which children are part of. The outdoor garden is quite unique in the Netherlands. For
this reason the developer of this garden, a former Biology teacher of Pantagora, received an
award for the most sustainable teacher of the Netherlands (Eulen, 2020).
I was able to visit some activities in Plantarijn in between the two COVID virus lock-downs,
when the schools where still open. Those visits where useful to learn about the outdoor
classroom project and think along with it, and also to meet with the children of Pantarijn of both
lower grades of HAVO/VWO/Gymnasium (first and second years) and higher grades (third to
sixth years). I asked the manager of Plantarijn to participate in one of the meetings regarding the
outdoor curriculum project. This took place at 24th of September at 16:00 o’clock. To meet with
the children I participated two times in what Pantarijn has been called P-hours. P-hours are
special hours in which the students can choose to follow a class where they learn more practical
skills, which can be from 3D printing, to theatre, to gardening. The outdoor class is one of the Phours. The first day of my participative research in the P-hours took place 8th of December 2020.
I both joined a P-hour of the mixed lower grades classes and a P-hour of mixed higher grade
classes. I also participated in an excursion to Food Forest Droevendaal that took place on the
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Wageningen University Campus of one of the second grade biology classes during the afternoon.
This was useful for the Manager as I knew the route to the Food Forest and I guided the students
to the Food Forest. On 24th of December 2020 I joined the P-hours of the lower and higher
grades classes for the second time, during a school garden re-greening project. Here, I helped out
with planting trees and shrubs with the children. This also gave me the opportunity to connect
and chat with the children and teachers who were involved.

Participative fieldwork Food-Valley Scholennetwerk (regionaal VO-HO Netwerk)
During my thesis I was writing an article for the NVOX, a magazine of the NVON (Nederlandse
Vergeniging van Onderwijs in Natuurwetenschappen/Dutch association for education in natural
sciences) about Food Forestry and education. Through this project I came across the Food-Valley
schooling Network. This is an association which connects all secondary schools in the Foodvalley region to a future field of work and also to universities focused on natural sciences. The
Food-Valley region consists of the municipalities Ede, Barneveld, Nijkerk, Renswoude, Rhenen,
Scherpenzeel, Veenendaal and Wageningen. They organize interactions for secondary school
children through guest lectures, excursions, real-life projects and internships in which students
can attend, and they organize business markets. They also provide learning modules for school
as well as trainings for teachers. Therefore, they are in contact with a broad network of teachers
and they have an excellent overview of educational developments going on within schools. I was
invited to join two of their online network-gatherings to talk with teachers about their
educational development plans, as well as networking to recruit participants for my Dragon
Dreaming workshops. The first online gathering, the 13th of October 2020, took place through
Microsoft Teams and was called “Inspiratie sessie Duurzaam Onderwijs” (inspiration session
Sustainable education). The second gathering was on 16th of December and took place through
online platform Zoom.

Observational Fieldwork Steiner Waldorf school Zutphen
Education within the Waldorf school Zutphen is based upon the anthroposophical worldview of
Rudolf Steiner (Childs, 1991). Similarly to Montessori education the children are stimulated to
learn through multiple intelligence, the head-hand-hard-spirit components are of high value. The
Waldorf school is said to give space to children to not only learn obligated skills such as reading
and mathematics, but also to explore and discover own talents. Art is an important aspect
therein. According to Steiner, every human being comes on this planet to follow a certain lifepath that is unique for everyone (Childs, 1991). The learning content is aligned personally and
also aligned with the ages. The government should not dictate what it is that a child needs to
learn. Development and growth of children should be free from governmental forces, a “FreeSpirit”. Moreover, education is not only focusing on self-development, but also on how we
connect with the people and environment that surround us. Central values within Steiner
Waldorf Education are Respect, Autonomy in connection with relation with humans, and
environment and physical, emotional, cognitive and spiritual development. A child should not
only prepare itself to future jobs in society, but also develop their own spirit (Childs, 1991). The
last main value is idealism, to strive towards a healthy, and sustainable learning environment
(VS Zutphen, no date; Childs, 1991). Those central values of Waldorf schools make the school
intresting to see how the circle of courage and Fear are thriving within this educational format. I
chose Waldorf School Zutphen because of a good connection that a contact person of Food-Falley
school network has with a teacher in this school.
Entering Waldorf School Zutphen was not easy to arrange. It was only after the second LockDown that I was able to go to the school. I spend two afternoons in the school to perform my
data collection. During this time in the school, I also spend some time in the teacher room and
picked up some interesting chats about the wishes, dreams, levers and bottlenecks that teachers
had with the Waldorf School education in Zutphen.
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Recruitment of participants
The participants for the Dragon Dreaming workshop and semi-structured interviews were
selected on the basis of a triangulation of two nonprobability participant sampling methods:
network sampling and purposive sampling (Bernhard, 2017b). Nonprobability sampling are
non-random sampling approaches used for labour intensive, in-depth studies based upon a few
cases (Bernhard, 2017b). Purposive sampling is a sampling method where the researcher
decides beforehand which spokespersons could give representative and meaningful information
to my quest (Bernhard, 2017b). The network sampling is a supportive sampling method to make
stronger selection of knowledgeable people, because key informants can recommend me to
informative persons (Bernhard, 2017b). Through network sampling and snowball sampling
within my case studies, I collected a broad range of participants.
I interviewed 5 second grade students that worked on a special Montessori project called
Montessori Model United Nations1. The involved teacher also participated in this interview. I also
interviewed 1 second year student from PantAgora, 4 second year students from P-hour
Plantarijn, 1 fourth year HAVO student from Pantarijn, 2 fifth year VWO students from Pantarijn,
1 third year HAVO/MAVO student from Pantarijn, and 1 first year student from Pantarijn.
Through Snowballing I also interviewed a fourth year HAVO student from another secondary
school in Doorwerth (Dorenweerd college).
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II.

Propagation flyers Dragon Dreaming
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III.

Coast Salish story: Crow and Little Bear2

English version
A long time ago, there was a crow who lived by a big river. It was a very big river, with a strong
rushing current and fierce rapids. The river was full of fish, but the current was too fast for Crow
to attempt fishing. If she fell in the river, she would be swept downstream.
One morning, Crow awoke to find a little bear on the beach by the river. Little Bear was a
stranger, and looked lost. Crow watched Little Bear curiously. Little Bear spent several days
lying on the beach, watching Crow. Crow spent her time sitting in a big tree, dreaming about the
fish she could catch and watching Little Bear.
One day, Little Bear was crying. Crow saw this, so she flew down to the beach to see what the
problem was.
"Hello," said Crow.
"Hello," said Little Bear.
"I'm sorry I didn't introduce myself sooner. I am quite shy," said Crow.
"That's okay," said Little Bear. "I am shy, too."
"Why are you crying?" asked Crow.
"I miss my home," said Little Bear. "I'm not from this part of the woods."
Little Bear explained how he had arrived at this beach. One fine sunny day, his parents had gone
fishing. Little Bear had wandered off to find an adventure. What he found was a big river. Little
Bear thought he would catch a big fish and bring it home to impress his parents. But as soon as
he took one step into the swirling rapids, he was swept away downstream. He would have
drowned if he had not grabbed onto a log. The log carried him far down the river, for days and
nights, until he came to rest on the beach.
"So, that is how I ended up here," said Little Bear. "And I miss my home because there is such
good fishing there."
Ahh haa, thought Crow to herself. Good fishing! Crow was always eager to find easier ways of
fishing.
"Why don't you go home?" asked Crow. It seemed like a pretty obvious question.
Little Bear shook his head vigorously. "Oh no! I will never set foot in that river again!" Little Bear
sat down and began to cry again when he thought of all the good fishing at his home.
Crow sat quietly until Little Bear finished crying. "I think I can get you home," said Crow.
"How?" asked Little Bear eagerly. Little Bear was running around in circles, he was so excited.
"It would involve climbing some trees and rocks."
Little Bear fell onto his rump and started to cry again.
"What's the matter now?" asked Crow.
"My parents tried to teach me, but I was never very good at climbing trees or rocks," said Little
Bear. "I don't know how."
Crow shook her head. "That's not the right attitude, friend. Let's go give it a try."
Crow and Little Bear walked toward the mountain. When they came to the first set of big rocks,
Crow flew to the top and called down, "Come on up, Little Bear."
Little Bear jumped on the rock, and slid straight to the bottom. He jumped up and tried again,
with the same result. Little Bear looked like he was about to cry again.
This could be harder than I thought, said Crow to herself.
Crow flew back to the beach, and filled her claws with sand. She spread the sand all over the
rocks. "Try it now, Little Bear."
Little Bear shook his head. "No way," he said.
"It will be easier this time, Little Bear," said Crow. "I promise."
2

The Learning Circle: Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada - Ages 4 to 7. (2013, May
1). Retrieved March 2, 2021, from
https://www.rcaanccirnac.gc.ca/eng/1316530132377/1535460393645
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Little Bear hopped onto the rock, and to his surprise, he did not slide off. Slowly, he inched his
way up the rock until he had reached the top. He and Crow celebrated. They began to make their
way up the mountain, with Crow spreading sand on the rocks and Little Bear climbing inch by
inch. By the time they reached the top, Crow was not using any sand at all.
"Congratulations," said Crow. "You did that quite well."
"My stomach is kind of sore," said Little Bear. "But I learnt how to climb rocks!"
"You should never stop learning."
"I guess that is true."
They took a rest and gazed out at the scene. "I still can't see my home," said Little Bear.
Crow hopped onto the branch of a nearby tree. "If we climb up here, you will be able to see your
home."
"I can't climb trees!" said Little Bear. Crow shook her head at him.
"Oh, okay. I'll try," sighed Little Bear.
Little Bear grabbed Crow's wing and hopped onto the first branch. He started to climb, but lost
his hold and nearly fell out of the tree.
This could be harder than I thought, said Crow to herself.
"Little Bear, do you see this bark on the tree? Dig your claws into the bark. That is what you have
claws for."
Little Bear was very scared. He tried digging his claws into the bark. To his surprise, he got a
very good grip. Slowly, he became more confident in his claws, and he began to make his way up
the tree. Crow hopped from branch to branch, encouraging him along the way. Finally, after a
great deal of climbing, they reached the top of the tallest tree on the mountain. Little Bear was
very excited.
"Thank you, Crow. Thank you for teaching me how to climb trees! And look, over there. There is
my home!"
Crow looked to the lakes in the west where Little Bear was pointing. She could almost taste the
fish.
"But how are we ever going to get from this tall tree to my home?" asked Little Bear.
"Little Bear, we are going to fly," said Crow.
"Crow, my friend, you have taught me quite a lot today. But I think you're getting a little carried
away."
"Little Bear, trust me!" cried Crow. "Think of your home and all those tasty fish."
Bear closed his eyes and began daydreaming about all the fish in the lakes. As soon as he closed
his eyes, Crow flapped her wing in the air and pushed Little Bear from the tree.
"Yooouuu puuusshed meeeeee!" yelled Little Bear as he fell through the sky, legs flailing in the
air.
Suddenly, Crow swooped below him and caught him on her back. "Wrap your arms around my
neck or you'll fall off," she said.
Little Bear did as he was told. The shock wore off and he realized that he was flying. "Hey, we're
flying!"
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Little Bear was enjoying the flight. He looked around at the trees and lakes and the big river far
below.
Crow kept her wings outspread as Little Bear clutched onto her neck. They flew along the wind
currents, rising and falling as they drifted to Little Bear's home. "Flying is pretty neat," said Little
Bear.
"Yes, I guess I take it for granted," said Crow.
As they got closer to Little Bear's home, Crow was getting quite tired. "Little Bear, you are
getting very heavy. I think we should land."
"Good idea, Crow. Take us by that lake. It is good fishing there."
Crow and Little Bear landed by the lake. Now that their long journey was over, they were
hungry. Fish began jumping from the water in great numbers right in front of them.
"Look at all those fish!" exclaimed Crow. She grew so excited that she dove into the lake and
began flapping around, trying to snap up fish in her beak. She splashed and spluttered, and did
not catch one fish.
Little Bear began to laugh at his friend. "No wonder you are hungry all the time. Come here and
dry off."
As Crow shook all her feathers, Little Bear crept to the shore of the lake. He knelt down and
slipped his paw into the water. Little Bear began quietly to sing a song.
Crow watched Little Bear. He is taking an awfully long time, thought Crow to herself. Why is he
just sitting there? I am getting hungry.
Suddenly, Little Bear scooped his paw and a large fish came flying out of the lake. Minutes later
he repeated the action, and another fish landed on the shore. Little Bear turned to Crow and
smiled. "That should be enough for dinner. We don't need any more."
The two friends had a meal of fish. "My father taught me that it is important to sing that song
when I go fishing. It makes the fish sleepy," said Little Bear.
"Well, it is a much better way of fishing than my method," laughed Crow.
They ate most of the fish, and wrapped the rest as a gift for Little Bear's people. The pair
travelled to Little Bear's home. Little Bear's people were overjoyed to see him again and they
threw a huge feast for Crow. Crow was happy with Little Bear's people and the good fishing in
the lake, so she decided to stay. She never went back to the big river again.
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Nederlandse Vertaling
Raaf en kleine beer

Lang, lang geleden, was er eens een raaf die woonde bij een grote rivier. Het was een erg
grote rivier met een zeer sterke en wilde stroming, en het krioelde er van de vis. Helaas was
de stroming te sterk voor raaf om er vis in te kunnen vangen. Als ze in de rivier zou vallen,
zou ze worden afgevoerd naar de zee.
Op een ochtend werd raaf wakker en zag dat er vanaf de oever van de rivier een kleine beer
naar raaf zat te kijken. Kleine beer leek verdwaald, hij was in ieder geval niet van hier. Vanaf
een tak van een grote boom observeerde raaf kleine beer nieuwsgierig een aantal dagen lang,
terwijl ze tevens droomde van de vis die ze zo graag wilde vangen. Op een dag moest kleine
beer huilen. Toen raaf dat zag vloog ze omlaag naar de oever waar kleine beer zat te huilen
om te vragen wat er scheelde.
“Hallo” zei raaf.
“Hallo” zei kleine beer.
“sorry dat ik me niet eerder heb geïntroduceerd, ik ben best verlegen” zei raaf.
“Dat geeft niet” zie kleine beer. “Ik ben ook best wel verlegen”.
“Waarom moet je huilen?” Vroeg raaf.
"Ik mis mijn thuis”, zei kleine beer. “ik kom niet uit dit gedeelte van het bos”.
Kleine beer legde uit hoe hij terecht kwam op deze rivieroever. Op een mooie zonnige dag
waren zijn ouders gaan vissen. Kleine beer was afgedwaald op zoek naar avontuur en vond
een grote rivier. Kleine beer wilde graag een grote vis vangen zodat hij zijn ouders trots kon
maken. Maar, zodra hij een stap nam in de rivier werd hij mee geslingerd omlaag met de
rivierstroom. Hij zou verdronken zijn als hij zich niet wist vast te klemmen aan een grote
boomstam in het water. De boomstam voer hem mee omlaag met de rivier dagen en nachten,
totdat hij aanspoelde op deze rivier oever.
“En dat is hoe ik hier eindigde” zei kleine beer. “en ik mis mijn thuis, want er is zulke goede,
lekkere vis daar” .
“Ahh haa” dacht raaf bij zichzelf. Lekkere vis! Raaf was altijd bereid om makkelijkere
manieren te vinden om te vissen
“Maar waarom ga je dan niet naar huis”? Vroeg raaf. De vraag leek heel recht toe recht aan,
maar kleine beer schudde heftig zijn hoofd. "
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“Oh nee, ik zal van mijn leven nooit meer één stap zetten in deze rivier!”. Kleine beer ging
zitten en begon weer te huilen. Hij moest weer denken aan al de lekkere vis die hij nooit meer
zou kunnen eten.
Raaf zat stil tot kleine beer stopte met huilen.
“Ik denk dat ik je wel kan helpen om thuis te komen” zei raaf.
“Hoe dan?” Vroeg klein beer enthousiast? Kleine beer rende rondjes om raaf zo blij was hij.
“Je zult moeten gaan klimmen in wat bomen en op wat rotsen”.
Kleine beer viel op zijn rug en begon weer te huilen.
“Wat scheelt er nu weer aan?” vroeg raaf.
"Mijn ouders probeerden mij te leren klimmen, maar ik ben nooit heel goed geweest in het
klimmen van rotsen en bomen” zei kleine beer. “ik weet niet hoe dat moet”.
Raaf schudde zijn hoofd. “Dat is geen goede houding, mijn vriend. Laten we het gewoon
proberen!”
Raaf en kleine beer liepen naar de grote berg. Toen ze bij de eerste grote rotsen kwamen
vloog raaf naar de top en riep naar beneden: “Kom op kleine beer”
Kleine beer sprong op de rots en gleed gelijk weer recht omlaag naar beneden. Hij probeerde
het nog eens, maar met hetzelfde resultaat. Kleine beer zag eruit alsof ie weer ging huilen.
Dit kan nog eens moeilijk worden dan ik dacht, zei raaf bij haarzelf.
Raaf vloog terug naar de oever van de rivier en vulde haar klauwen met zand. Ze spreidde het
zand over de rotsen en zei: “probeer het nu nog eens, kleine beer”.
Kleine beer schudde zijn hoofd. “Echt niet” zei hij.
“Het zal gemakkelijker zijn deze keer, kleine beer” zei raaf. Geloof me maar.
Kleine beer sprong op de rots en tot zijn verassing gleed hij niet weg. Langzaam, stapje voor
stapje klom hij verder om hoog. Hij en Raaf juichten en begonnen hun weg te banen naar de
top van de berg, terwijl Raaf zand over de rotsen gooide en kleine beer bleef klimmen. Het
laatste stukje naar de top hoefde raaf niet eens meer zand over de stenen te gooien.
“Gefeliciteerd” zei Raaf. “dat heb je heel goed gedaan!”.
“Mijn maag voelt best pijnlijk aan, zei kleine beer. “Maar ik heb nu geleerd hoe ik rotsen
moet klimmen!”
“Je moet nooit opgeven iets te leren” zei raaf.
“Ik denk dat je gelijk hebt, zei kleine beer.
Ze rustten even uit en staarden naar de horizon. “Ik kan nog steeds mijn thuis niet zien” zei
kleine beer.
Raaf hopte op een tak van een dichtbij staande boom. “Als je in deze boom klimt kun je je
thuis vast wel zien”.
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"Ik kan geen bomen klimmen, zei kleine beer”. Raaf schudde zijn hoofd.
"Oh, okay. Ik zal het proberen," zuchtte kleine beer.
Kleine beer greep de vleugel van raaf en sprong op de eerste tak. Hij begon te klimmen, maar
verloor zijn grip en viel bijna uit de boom. Dit wordt moeilijker dan ik dacht, zei raaf bij
haarzelf.
"Kleine beer, zie je de schors op de boom? Zet je klauwen in de schors, dat is waar je klauwen
voor hebt”.
Kleine beer was heel bang. Hij probeerde zijn klauwen in de schors te zetten. Tot zijn
verassing had hij nu inderdaad goed grip. Langzaam, terwijl hij steeds zekerder werd van zijn
klauwen begon hij omhoog te klimmen. Raaf hopte van tak naar tak en moedigde kleine beer
aan. Uiteindelijk, na een grote klimpartij bereikte raaf en kleine beer de top van de grootste
boom op de berg. Kleine beer was ontzettend enthousiast.
“Dankjewel Raaf, dank je dat je me hebt geleerd hoe ik bomen moet beklimmen! En kijk
daar, dat is mijn thuis!”.
Raaf keek naar de meertjes in het westen waar kleine beer naar wees. Ze kon bijna de vis
proeven.
“Maar hoe kunnen we daar ooit komen, vanaf deze hoge boom?” vroeg kleine beer.
“Kleine beer, we gaan vliegen” zei raaf.
“maar raaf, mijn vriend, je hebt me vandaag veel geleerd, maar ik denk dat je nu wel een
beetje ver gaat”.
“Kleine beer, vertrouw me!” schreeuwde raaf. “Denk aan je thuis en aan al die lekkere vis”.
Beer sloot zijn ogen en begon te dromen over heerlijke vis in de meertjes. Zodra kleine beer
zijn ogen sloot spreidde raaf haar vleugels in de lucht en duwde kleine beer uit de boom.
“je heeeebb meeee geduuuuuuuuuwd!” gilde kleine beer toen hij uit de boom door de lucht
naar beneden viel.
Plotseling daagde raaf op onder hem en ving hem op haar rug. “sla je poten om mijn nek,
anders zul je eraf vallen” zei raaf.
Kleine beer deed wat raaf hem voeg. De schok ebde langzaam weg en hij realiseerde zich dat
hij vloog. “hé raaf, we vliegen!”/
Kleine beer genoot van de vlucht. Hij keek omzich heen naar bomen, de meren en de grote
rivier die nu ver onder hem was.Vliegen is echt mooi zei kleine beer.
“Ja, ik geloof dat ik het te veel voor lief neem, zei raaf.
Toen ze dichter bij kleine beers thuis kwamen werd raaf moe. “Kleine beer, je bent best
zwaar, ik denk dat ik moet landen”.
"Goed idee, raaf. Land maar bij dat meertje daar, daar kun je heel goed vissen”.
Raaf en kleine beer landden bij het meertje. Nu hun reis voorbij was hadden ze erge honger.
Voor hen in het meertje sprongen grote vissen uit het water omhoog. “kijk naar al die grote
vissen” riep raaf. Ze werd zo enthousiast dat ze in het meertje dook en begon rond te
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fladderen in het water, proberend met haar snavel een vis op te vangen. Ze spetterde en
spatterde, maar ving geen vis.

Kleine beer begon te lachen naar zijn vriend. “geen wonder dat je altijd honger hebt. Kom
hier en droog jezelf af.
Zodra raaf haar vleugels afschudde, liep kleine beer naar de oever van het meertje. Hij knielde
neer en dupte een poot in het water. Toen begon hij zachtjes te zingen.
Raaf keek naar kleine beer. Hij doet er wel ontzettend lang over, dacht raaf bij zichzelf.
Waarom zit hij daar gewoon te zitten, ik heb honger.

Opeens, schept kleine beer met zijn po teen hele grote vis uit het water en een minuutje later
nog een. Kleine beer draaide om naar raaf en glimlachte. “Dat moet genoeg zijn voor een
goede maaltijd, meer hebben we niet nodig”.
De twee vrienden hadden een goede maaltijd aan de vis. “mijn vader heeft me geleerd dat het
belangrijk is dit liedje te zingen wanneer we gaan vissen. Het maakt de vissen slaperig‟ zei
kleine beer.
“wel, dat is een veel betere methode dan mijn vis-methode, lachte raaf.
Ze aten een hele vis en wat over bleef pakten ze samen als gift voor kleine Beers‟ familie.
Toen ze aankwamen bij kleine Beers‟ thuis was kleine Beers‟ familie ontzettend blij om
kleine beer weer terug te zien. Ze maakten een heel groot feest voor raaf. Raaf was heel erg
gelukkig met Beers‟ familie en de goede vis en besloot te blijven en ging nooit meer terug
naar de grote, wilde rivier.
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IV.

Semi-structured interview questions

1. Wat heb jij geleerd van dit verhaal

What did you learn from this story?
2. Heb jij ooit zelf een soort gelijke ervaring gehad als raaf en kleine beer? Bijvoorbeeld
dat een goede vriend je hielp, of misschien zelfs een vreemde, waar van je heel veel
hebt geleerd?
Have you ever had a comparable situation as Raven and little Bear? For example,
that you were helping out a good friend or even a stranger from whom you learnt a
lot?
3. Of andersom, heb jij iemand ooit iets geleerd?
Or the other way around? Did you learn something to someone else?
4. Wat vind jij van deze leermethode: dat iemand je uit je comfortzone haalt en je iets
laat leren, waar je in eerste instantie geen zin in hebt?
What is your opinion in this learning method: That someone get you out of your
comfort zone and thereby learns you something you would never be interested in
yourself?
5. Vind je dat je op school uit je comfortzone wordt gehaald?
Do you think that school is taking you out of your comfort zone?
6. Wat vind je het aller leukste dat je ooit hebt geleerd, op school, thuis, op een
vereniging, of van een familielid of vriend. Maakt niet uit waar.
What is the most amazing or nicest thing you ever learnt. This can be in school, but
also somewhere else, for example on a association you are part of, or just from a
family member of friend?
7. Hoe heb je dit geleerd en van wie?
How did you learn it and from whom?
8. Wat vind je het aller stomste, of overbodigst wat je hebt geleerd?
What was for you the most stupid or superfluous thing you have ever learnt?
9. Hoe heb je dit geleerd en van wie?
How did you learn it and from whom?
10. Wat zou jij het aller liefste willen leren en wat of wie heb je daar voor nodig?

What would you really like to learn and who or what do you need for this?
11. Wat motiveert jou, of wat geeft jou motivatie om te leren?
What motivates you, or what gives you motivation to learn?
12. Weet je al wat je wilt gaan doen na de middelbare school?
Do you already have a clue what you would like to do after secondary school?
13. Vind je dat school je genoeg opweg helpt om te bedenken wat je wilt worden of om te
vinden wat jou interesseert?
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In your opinion, does school give you enough support to find out what you would like to do in
your future life, or what at least where your interest lies?
14. Hoe ervaar jij het toetsensysteem?
How do you perceive the graduation system?
15. Hoe ervaar jij de vrije tijd-school balans?
How do you perceive the free-time /work balance?
16. Hoe ervaar je de balans tussen het met je hoofd aan het leren en praktisch bezig zijn? Dus
de balans in hoofd-hart-hand, daar heb je misschien wel eens van gehoord. Hoe ervaar je
dat op school?
How do you experience the balance between cognitive learning and practical work in school?
So, do you perceive the head-heart-hand balance? Have you ever heard about that?
17. Hoe ervaar jij het samen leren/werken met andere mensen?
How do you experience working/learning together with other people?
18. Hoe zou jouw ideale schoolsysteem eruit zien?
How would your ideal school look like?
19. Als je een tip en top aan school kon geven, wat zou dat zijn?
If you could give a tip and a top to school, what would that be?
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V.

Dragon Dreaming Workshop

Procedure
Workshop 1: De droomcycles
Korte introductie (~2 min)
Welkom allemaal bij deze Dragon Dreaming workshop. Ik ben Ester en ik ben vandaag jullie
gespreksleider. Deze workshop maakt onderdeel uit van mijn master thesis.
Allereerst wil ik jullie ontzettend bedanken dut jullie een goede 2 uur van jullie tijd en energie
vrijmaken om deel te nemen aan deze dragon dreaming workshop. Mijn doel is dat na deze
workshop jullie met nog meer energie naar huis gaan. Laten we dat voorop stellen.
Vandaag heb ik jullie hulp nodig om een individuele droom die ieder van jullie wellicht heeft in
het bewandelen van de weg naar ontwikkelen van droom onderwijs, een stapje dichterbij te
brengen. Wat we gaan doen is van individuele dromen een collectief gedragen droom maken,
alsook plannen hoe we deze droom werkelijkheid kunnen laten worden.
Hoe gaat dit eruit zien. Eerst zal ik kort uitleggen wat Dragon Dreaming inhoud. Vervolgens gaan
we ons voorbereiden op het dromen, dat heet Pinakarri en zal 15 minuten duren. Vervolgens
gaan we aan de slag met onze dromen over onderwijs
Introductie tot dragon dreaming (~10 min)
Formeel Onderwijs bestaat al minstens vanaf 1000 v. Chr. In de Griekse oudheid, maar de wijze
en redenen waarom onderwezen wordt loopt ontzettend uit een. Vandaag de dag is het
uitgangspunt van onderwijs “het voorbereiden van de jonge generatie voor hun toekomst”. Hoe
dit “voorbereiden voor de toekomst” moet plaats vinden, zijn de meningen over verdeeld.
Vanuit de overheid is een curriculum geschreven waar leerdoelen zijn opgesteld die richtlijnen
geven wat kinderen in ieder geval moeten kennen en kunnen, om mee te kunnen draaien in de
maatschappij zoals deze nu is. Echter, het naar school gaan om verplicht dingen te leren die
anderen van bovenaf op leggen, wordt aan de kaak gesteld om verschillende redenen. De vraag
die veel leerkrachten en onderwijsontwikkelaars nu stellen is: kunnen we scholen zo
ontwikkelen dat leraren, leerlingen, en de gehele lokale gemeenschap samen het curriculum
vorm geven, zodat het curriculum flexibeler wordt en er ook ruimte vrijkomt voor de leerling om
te leren over wie zij zijn en willen zijn.
Door in onderwijs ruimte te maken om te dromen, te spelen, elkaar te motiveren en uit te dagen
om dingen te gaan doen die we zelf niet zo snel zouden doen of willen leren, en leren zorg te
dragen naar elkaar toe, de natuur waartoe wij ook behoren, als ook samen het leven te vieren,
kunnen we elkaar helpen onze eigen intrinsieke motivatie te vinden en te ontdekken wie wij zelf
zijn. De aboriginals noemen deze intrinsieke motivatie, het vuur in onszelf, de karl. Een school
waar leerlingen hun karl kunnen aanwakkeren is een “karlup”, een vuurplaats. De mensen die
de leerlingen helpen hun vuur aan te wakkeren heten de gur, “mijn mensen”. De gur zijn de
docenten, de mede-leeringen, alsook de inspirerende mensen in de maatschappij buiten de
school, die de individuele leerling motiveert, inspireert en uitdaagt over zijn of haar comfortzone
te stappen en dingen ontdekken en in te duiken waar ze anders alleen niet zo snel in duiken. De
leeromgeving die dit werkelijk maakt heet dan de Karlupgur. Dat kan een schoolruimte zijn,
maar ook een hele andere ruimte, binnen buiten, waar dan ook waar mensen elkaar kunnen
ontmoeten en van elkaar kunnen leren.
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De karlupgur zijn dan plekken waar leerlingen hun eigen levenspad ontdekken door
kruisbestuiving met levenspaden van de mensen om hen heen. Want de karlupgur zijn plekken
waar mensen samenkomen om dromen te delen, verhalen te vertellen, activiteiten te plannen en
het leven te vieren. De schoolomgeving, de leraren en de leerlingen helpen elkaar om hun eigen
puzzelstukje in het geheel van de grote samenleving te worden. Waar ze zichzelf kunnen zijn,
alsook verantwoordelijk en zorg leren dragen voor zichzelf, de medemens en de natuur.
In deze dragon dreaming workshop gaan wij een gezamenlijk gedragen droom maken over hoe
een ideaal karlupgur school eruit ziet en wat nodig is om een leeromgeving te worden waar
leerlingen hun eigen vuur kunnen aanwakkeren om optimaal en positief onderdeel te zijn van de
wereld, de gemeenschap en de natuurlijke omgeving waar zij toe behoren.
Dragon Dreaming is een effectieve methode om projecten te ontwikkelen en uit te voeren
gebaseerd op het concept Droom Tijd van de Australische Aboriginals. In onze hedendaagse
gemeenschap wordt de lineaire tijd gezien als de realiteit waarin we leven. De lineaire tijd
bestaat uit het verleden, het heden en de toekomst. Dit is waar mensen samen komen of zijn
gekomen en waar ze hun ideeën met elkaar delen, dit is waar alles echt gebeurd. Dromen die
hebben we wel, maar deze worden gezien als iets subjectiefs, iets niet echt is en ook iets wat we
niet zomaar werkelijkheid kunnen maken. Echter voor de Aboriginals is de lineaire tijd een
subjectieve realiteit en is de droomtijd de realiteit. De droomtijd vind plaats in de “eeuwigheid”
verleden, heden en toekomst bestaat niet, want we kunnen er alles verzinnen wat we maar
willen in elke tijd die we willen. Daarnaast zien zij dromen niet iets wat je alleen doet, maar iets
wat je gezamenlijk doet, de dromen worden gedeeld en gevoed met de gemeenschappelijke
energie.
Elk project dat ooit gedaan is in de wereld begon ooit met een droom of idee van één individu.
Om het idee van deze individu waar te maken moet droom worden vertaald naar een specifieke
gemeenschap. De ruimte tussen de individu en de gemeenschap is waar de aard van het project
ligt. Tussen het idee van de individu en de daadwerkelijke implementatie ligt een barrière. Deze
barrière kan worden gezien als een soort huid, een poreus middel van communicatie dat de
individu met de gemeenschap verbindt. De connectie is een energie flow. Aan het begin van elk
project ligt deze barrière ver aan de kant van de gemeenschap. De energie die nodig is om het
project te trekken ligt bijna volledig bij de individu zelf. Dit is natuurlijk een grote last voor de
individu, want als deze al de energie in het project gaat stoppen zal hij of zij bezwijken aan
energie te kort. Daarom is het moeilijk om een individueel project of droom te verwezenlijken.
Een project is pas succesvol als de energie voor het grootse deel van de gemeenschap komt.
Echter, zoveel energie kan de gemeenschap pas leveren wanneer de individu bereid is zijn of
haar droom om te zetten in een gemeenschappelijk gedragen droom. Dat wil zeggen, dat de
droom van een individu moet sterven, om herboren te worden in een collectieve droom. In
andere woorden mijn droom wordt onze droom. Hoor je het verschil? Daar komt bij dat onze
droom meer wijsheid bevat, omdat het de wijsheid beslaat van meer dan 1 persoon, ondanks dat
die ene persoon heel wijs kan zijn natuurlijk.
** Vieren dat we samen gaan dromen**
Pinakarri (~5 min)
Om een gezamenlijke droom te kunnen maken moeten we onszelf openstellen voor de
collectieve wijsheid die wij samen bezitten. Dit is alleen mogelijk als we de stem die we allen in
ons hoofd hebben en die onze eigen realiteit vorm geeft uitzetten. Het is de stem die oordelen
geeft over onszelf, over anderen en de stem die ons vertelt waar we toe in staat zijn en waartoe
niet. Deze stem voorkomt ook dat we niet altijd heel goed naar elkaar kunnen luisteren, de stem
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die overruled om naar onze diepe zelf te luisteren, de persoon achter deze stem. Als je niet weet
welke stem ik bedoel, dan is het die stem die zegt: “welke stem heb jij het over?”
Deze stem gaan we eerst even naar de achtergrond brengen doormiddel van een mindfulness
oefening. De status waarin we ruimte hebben naar ons dieper zelf te luisteren, alsook naar de
ander heet pinakarri ofwel “diep luisterend oor”.
** let’s find Pinakarri!**

Zit of sta rechtop, met een sterke rug en relaxte voorkant van het lichaam. Leun een klein
beetje naar voren, en ontspan je knieën en je heupen. Je bent zowel op je gemak, als klaar
voor actie. Je mag je ogen sluiten of kijk met een zachte blik voor je uit schuin naar de
vloer. Voel hoe je eigen lichaam door de aarde wordt gedragen. Dit is de zwaartekracht, de
oudste kracht van het universum. Als dit een persoon was die je droeg, dan zou je het
onvolwaardige liefde noemen. Wordt je bewust van deze onvoorwaardelijke liefde van de
aarde en de support dat ze je geeft. Positioneer jezelf rechtop in verticale richting, waar je
je hoofd, je hart en je bekkengebied in elkaars verlengde brengt.
Adem in, Adem in diep vanuit je bekkengebied door je wervelkolom omhoog, stretch je
lichaam vanaf je rug naar je nek omhoog tot de top van je hoofd. Adem dan met een lange
haal uit, adem uit door je voorkant van je lichaam terug naar de aarde, relax je wangen en
schouders, laat ze versmelten met de zwaartekracht.
Herhaal deze ademhaling drie keer voor jezelf en laat je zakken in een diepere
aanwezigheid en relaxte toestand in jezelf.
Leg een hand op je hart en focus op je hart centrum, terwijl je rustig blijft door ademen. Kan je je
hartslag horen?
Leg dan ook een hand op je onderbuik, het centrum van je emoties. Vind dan de plek in je lichaam
waar je het meeste spanning voelt, adem diep in terwijl je je aandacht naar deze plek laat gaan.
Adem in naar de spanning toe en met de uitademing laat je de spanning los. Vraag aan je lichaam:
“Hoe zou het voelen als er meer rust in mijn lichaam zou zijn op dit moment?” Luister naar je
lichaam en voel het antwoord in je lichaam.
Wordt je dan bewust van de ruimte die om je heen zit en visualiseer hoe deze ruimte om jou
omgeeft van voren, van opzij, van achter, van onder en van boven. Vergroot deze ruimte dan
langzaam en laat het met liefde de volledige ruimte omarmen waarin jij je bevindt.
[muziek digeridoo] Dan, kom je langzaam terug in deze ruimte, terwijl je je lichaam in de
gecentreerde toestand houdt, hoofd hart en bekken met elkaar in lijn.
**Welkom terug in de ruimte**
Delingsronde: ( ~10 min)
Nu we dat stemmetje in ons hoofd naar de achtergrond hebben gebracht gaan we even een
kleine Pinakarri oefening doen. We gaan heel kort een rondje maken waar we omste beurd 3
dingen delen:
1) Je naam
2) Iets waar je gepassioneerd over bent
3) Hoe je betrokken bent in educatie.
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Je mag allen praten als je de “talking stick” vast hebt. De persoon die de talking stick vast heeft is
een uniek persoon en moet met respect en liefde behandeld worden, omdat er slechts een
persoon is met een talking stick en hij of zij daarom heel waardevol is. We moeten naar deze
persoon luisteren met al onze aandacht, dus met ons diep luisterend oor. De persoon met de
talkingstick ontvangt dan alle liefde en ruimte om vanuit zijn of haar hart te spreken.
Dreaming cycle
Oké, ik hoop dat je ervaren hebt dat Pinakarri ons helpt om beter naar elkaar te kunnen
luisteren alsook het uitspreken van onze passie. Dit komt doordat we nu verbonden zijn met de
collectieve energie in de ruimte. Het is deze collectieve energie die we nodig hebben om onze
individuele droom uit te laten komen.
Individueel dromen (15 -30 min) alles is mogelijk
- Opvullen van dromenwolk
- Tekeningen
- Plaatjes
- Schrijven
Hoe zou een leeromgeving eruit zien, zodat als het er is je kan zeggen:
“Deze leeromgeving ondersteunt leerlingen volledig in
1) De leeromgeving mij volledig ondersteund in
2) Het ontwikkelen van mijn eigen ik
3) Het toepassen van mijn eigen creativiteit het ondervinden van een veilige
omgeving wat mijn leren stimuleert

Nu gaan we kort onze dromen delen door een delingsronde op dezelfde manier als we zonet
hebben geoefend. Dan voegen we ook gelijk de dromen in de grote droomwolk.
** Delingsronde van wat we hebben bedacht ** - 15 minuten
** Vieren van de droom ** 5 minuten pauze
Dan begint nu het creatieve process, we gaan alles wat we in de droomwolk vinden met elkaar
verbinden, dinge voor elkaar toevoegen zodat het een grote droom wordt van ons allen. De enige
regel is dat we niets mogen wissen of weggooien. Op het moment dat we even de moed
verliezen roep je Energizer!!!! (Dromendans) En gaan we onze energie even opkrikken. Om
onze droom een beetje concreet te krijgen gaan we alles wat we in de droomwolk hebben
gestopt zo positioneren alsof we er een taart van maken. Wat is de bodem van de taart, de
fundering? Wat is het omhulsel van de taart, de zaak die alles bij elkaar houdt, wat is de vulling
van de taart, de dingen die de droom inhoud geven, wat is de topping, en wat is de kers op de
taart, dat wat onze droom volledig af maakt, een klein dingetje dat zeker niet over het hoofd
gezien mag worden.
Dat gaan we in de komende 30 min tot 1 uur proberen te construeren, zodat we op het einde van
de workshop een beeld hebben van hoe onze droom taart, of anders gezegd, droom
leeromgeving eruit ziet. Het is een gezamenlijk proces, dus we moeten alles aan elkaar
vertellen wat we doen en waarom we het doen en overleggen of we er allen achter staan.
Staan we er niet achter, moeten we een oplossing bedenken.
** Making a collective dream ** 30 min - 1 uur
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Yeaah, goed gedaan allemaal! We hebben onze individuele droom opgeofferd in het collectief.
Dat was de eerste stap van dragon dreaming laten we dit vieren!
Yeaaaaahhhhh ** Celebrating collective dream ** 5 min
Voor volgende workshop gaan we het recept bedenken voor de droom taart die we hebben
gecreëerd, zodat we deze ook daadwerkelijk kunnen gaan “bakken”. Of terwijl, we gaan
bedenken wat nodig is, wie nodig zijn en wat geregeld moet worden zodat de droom ook
daadwerkelijk kan gaan uitkomen. Als we dit recept hebben gemaakt, dan kunnen jullie dit
vervolgens gaan uitvoeren. Omdat het vieren van wat we doen en bereiken in ons leven
belangrijk is, zullen we volgende workshop eindigen met een taartfeestje. Dus het huiswerk voor
de volgende keer is, als je dat wilt je eigen taart vast bakt. Dit is dan ook symbolisch voor dat dat
wat we volgende keer gaan “bakken” ook echt uit gaat komen. Want die energie in de uitvoering
van het bakken van de taart is dan vast aangewakkerd.
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Workshop 2: Plannen “Het taart recept”
Korte introductie
De creatie van een individuele droom naar een collectief gedragen droom is de eerste dimensie
van dragon dreaming. De tweede dimensie is plannen hoe we deze droom onze wens omzetten
naar de werkelijkheid. Zoals je kunt zien in dit schema ontstaat er nu een kwadrant waarvan de
sectors de onderdelen vormen die nodig zijn om het project te verwezenlijken:
1) dromen, 2) plannen 3) doen and 4) vieren van het leven
Het dromen en het vieren hebben we al gedaan. Vieren van het leven stopt nooit en gaan we
straks ook weer doen (TAAART!!!). Nu is het tijd om te focussen op het plannen. Plannen gaan
we ook speels aanpakken doormiddel van het een bordspel, de karabirdt op z’n aboriginals.
Eigenlijk is dit schema wat je nu ziet ons bord waarin we gaan spelen. Dit gaan we ombouwen
tot ons taart recept die we vorige sessie hebben gemaakt.
Voordat we verder gaan zullen we eerst weer onze Pinakarri, ons diep luisterend oor moeten
vinden. We zullen daarom weer onszelf centeren door dezelfde oefingen die we vorige keer ook
gedaan hebben. Laten we daar eerst mee beginnen zodat we onszelf weer kunnen opstellen voor
de collectieve energie die we nodig hebben in dit gezamenlijk proces.
** let’s find Pinakarri!** 5 min
Delingsronde: ( ~10 min)
Nu we dat stemmetje in ons hoofd naar de achtergrond hebben gebracht gaan we even een
kleine Pinakarri oefening doen. We gaan heel kort een rondje maken waar we om ste beurd aan
elkaar vertellen:
1) Je naam
2) Jouw belangrijkste item van de droomtaart.
Je mag alleen praten als je de “talking stick” vast hebt. De persoon die de talking stick vast heeft
is een uniek persoon en moet met respect en liefde behandelt worden, omdat er slechts één
persoon is met een talking stick en hij of zij daarom heel waardevol is. We moeten naar deze
persoon luisteren met al onze aandacht, dus met ons diep luisterend oor. De persoon met de
talkingstick ontvangt dan alle liefde en ruimte om vanuit zijn of haar hart te spreken.

“Wat/wie is/zijn nodig en wat moet er worden gedaan om onze droom voor 100% uit te
laten komen”.
Individueel/gezamenlijk plannen (30 min – 1 uur)
Nu kunnen we he spel gaan spelen. We gaan alle benodigdheden, taken, mensen, objecten,
binnen en buiten ruimten in acht die nodig zijn om onze taart te kunnen bakken. Denk
daarbij aan alle onderdelen van de taart.
-

Receptlijst maken.
Tekeningen
Plaatjes
Schrijven

Waar je het op plakt hangt af van in welk deel het valt, dromen, plannen, doen en vieren, en of
het iets wenselijks betreft (een bepaald design van iets dat moet worden ontworpen), of
werkelijkheid: iets dat in elkaar moet worden gezet. en hoeveel energie er voor nodig is om het
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tot praktijk te brengen, van een individu of van de hele gemeenschap of daar tussen is. Het hele
bord moet uiteindelijk vol zijn gelijk verdeeld. Als er een gat ergens is, betekent dat dat we nog
iets missen in ons project. Dus samen gaan we ervoor zorgen dat we het project kunnen
plannen en alles wat we daarvoor nodig hebben plakken we op dit bord. Je mag (of zult
moeten samen samenwerken om ons recept voor de droom zo compleet mogelijk te
maken! Maar laat je eigen ideeën ook de loop. Als dingen overlappen kun je ze samen
voegen! Zijn er nog veel lege plekken? Als er grote lege plekken zijn dan moeten deze nog
worden aangevuld.
** Delingsronde van wat we hebben bedacht ** - 15 min
** Vieren dat we ingrediënten hebben verzameld**
** Gezamenlijk recept: het stappen plan** 30 min
We gaan ons stappen plan maken door alles wat in onze receptenlijst staat met elkaar te
verbinden. We gaan alle elementen die we hebben opgeschreven om onze droom te
verwezenlijken zo aan elkaar verbinden dat als we de route volgen we vanzelf de droomtaart
realiseren. Dit gaan we gezamenlijk doen en iedereen mag zijn eigen lijntjes trekken. Doe dit
intuïtief en schrijf ook bij de lijntjes wat over deze lijntjes loopt, wat maakt dat je van de ene
naar de andere stap komt, of wat is daarvoor nodig, welke handeling.
Uit de chaos zou dan uiteindelijk een mooi plan tevoorschijn komen.
**Checken van spinnenweb** 15 minuten
Nu stappen we terug en gaan we kijken hoe de lijnen zich hebben vorm gegeven.
- Zijn alle items tenminste aan 2 dingen verbonden?
- Kunnen we een start punt en eindpunt vinden in het web?
- Zijn er items die heel veel lijnen hebben die erin gaan en weinig uit? Dat betekent dat er
veel energie wordt gestopt in het item, maar er weinig energie uit komt.
- Zijn er items die heel veel lijnen hebben die naar buiten gaan, maar niet naar binnen? Dat
betekent dat er heel veel energie uit komt, maar weinig energie wordt ingestopt. Dan is
er niet genoeg energie om de taak daadwerkelijk uit te voeren. De energieën moeten
even verdeeld zijn.
- Kunnen we taken identificeren die een wel-gebalanceerd, maar ongebruikelijk aantal
lijnen in en uit hebben gaan? Dit zijn mijlsteen items die extra aandacht moeten krijgen
in het plan .
- Zijn er items die al in gang zijn gebracht, of al zelfs zijn afgrond?
De volgende stap is de uitvoer……
Yeaaaaahhhhh laten we de taarten tevoorschijn halen: onze viering dat de implementatie van
het plan voor het grijpen ligt!** Celebrating our plan**
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Example Presentation slides
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VI.

Dragon Dreaming Workshop outputs

Test group: 30 november 2020
Workshop 1: Dream cloud
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Group 1: 28 december & 13 januari 2020/2021
Workshop 1: Dream Cake
Kers op de taart: authentieke ik
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Middenstuk taart: creativiteit en vuurplaats
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Cake basis: liefde en zorg
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Whole Cake
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Workshop 2 : Karabirrdt
karabirrdt 1: zorg en liefde: de cake bodem
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Karrabirrdt midden: de vuur plaats
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losse post-it (misschien hoort hij bij het midden stuk van de Cake (selma heeft deze gemaakt)
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Kers op de taart
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Group 2: 15 januari & 25 januari 2021
Workshop 1: Dream Cake
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Kers op de taart: authentieke ik
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Middenstuk taart: creativiteit en vuurplaats
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Cake basis: liefde en zorg
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Workshop 2: Karabirrdt
zorg en liefde: de cake bodem
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Dragon Dreaming Pantagora maandag

Workshop 1: Dream Cake
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Workshop 2: Karabirrdt

Workshop 2: Karabirrdt
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Dragon Dreaming Pantagora Donderdag
Workshop 1: Dreaming cake
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Workshop 2: Karabirrdt (live workshop)
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Dragon Dreaming Pantagora vrijdag
Workshop 1: Dream cake

middenlaag
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

keus binnen buiten
Zelf weten wanneer je eet, hoeft niet te wachten tot pauze idem met wc vooral voor pubers eten belangrijk op tijd
Op het moment dat er iets „hot‟ is bij de leerling dan is er van alles mogelijk waar hij of zij inspiratie of kennis vandaan kan halen
Veel groen schijnt goed op hersenen te werken
Bij begeleiding potentie zien ook al voldoet het niet aan de „ norm of wat er van de Cito toets uit nodig zou zijn‟
Gisteren hoorde ik een mooi verhaal: een vrouw die rechten heeft gestudeerd, bij vluchtelingenwerk werkt als trainer, en nu een biologische
geiten onderneming opzet in Portugal: ze had op de middelbare anarchistische school in Nijmegen gezeten:) haar vriendin is nu wethouder in
Wageningen, ze vertelde dat eigenlijk iedereen „ goed‟ volgens de norm terecht was gekomen. Dit ondanks dat er geen structuur was, ouders
bijna niet betrokken enz. Die school bestaat nu niet meer, of bestaat nog wel maar dan veel meer aangepast aan de status quo.
7. Support met plekken waar men kan leren, netwerk dus, waar leerling of materialen kan halen, gereedschap, kunst spullen, sport spullen,
maar vooral ook inspiratie, kennis, stage lopen, mee leren
8. Ervaring met andere culturen binnen Nederland maar ook buitenland. Exchange faciliteren.
9. Leren door te doen en zelf ervaren naast ook benodigde kennis om te leven in deze samenleving.
10. Goede spijs doet eten? Het spreekwoord weet ik niet of dat klopt maar, leerlingen met inspirerende diversiteit in contact brengen, en dat ook af
en toe volgen en helpen over een hobbeltje te komen.
11. Hele out of the box 21st century oplossingen: V Taiwan - bijvoorbeeld waar een transgender minister van digitale zaken is, en een overheid
systeem heeft bedacht die volledig! Transparant is, en de minister direct linkt aan de inwoner. Idee is niet consensus, of meerderheid telt, maar
om bij elk probleem zoveel mogelijk gezichtspunten te verzamelen, zodat zoveel mogelijk mensen zich gehoord en begrepen voelen.
https://youtu.be/oI32bGjoWKM
12. En natuurlijk veilig, er toe doen, erkend, gehoord , gezien, verbinding, gezellig, humor, plezier
13. Plezier in leren, spelen is ook leren.
14. Ruimte fysiek en mentaal om te bewegen, te ondernemen, fouten te maken, experimenteren, lekker te klooien
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Workshop 2: Karabirrdt
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Dragon Dreaming Waldorf school Zutphen
Workshop 1: Dream Cake
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Workshop 2: Karabirrdt
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VII.

Participant information

Dragon Dreaming participants
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Storytelling participants
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